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Cross sections for single and double ionization of atomic helium under impact by fast
multiply charged ions
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Expressions for the cross sections for single and double ionization of atomic helium in collisions
with fast multiply charged ions are obtained in the collision parameter rangev2@Z*v,
v0!v,c, whereZ andv are, respectively, the ion charge and ion velocity,v0 is the characteristic
velocity of electrons in the atomic helium ground state, andc is the velocity of light.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!01703-6#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Different aspects of collisions of fast multiply charge
ions ~MCIs! with helium atoms have been discussed in
large number of works.1–13 In a number of experiments2–5

single and double ionization of helium by fast MCIs in th
parameter rangeZ*v@v0 and v2/c2!1 ~Z and v are the
charge and velocity of the MCI,v0 is the characteristic ve
locity of the electrons in the atomic helium ground sta
c5137 is the velocity of light; here and below, unless o
erwise stated, atomic units are used!. There are a number o
approaches,4,6–13 falling outside the range of first-order pe
turbation theory in the interaction with the field of the MC
and giving reasonable agreement with experimental data
helium ionization cross sections, for calculating the imp
ionization cross sections of helium in the rangeZ*v@v0 ,
where the Born approximation is inapplicable. Since, ho
ever, in contradistinction to the Bethe-Born approach~see,
for example, Ref. 14! these approaches, as a rule, do not le
to simple final formulas for the cross sections, empiri
scalings are quite widely used3,5,15 to describe experimenta
results. Moreover, real calculations of the cross sections
ordinarily limited to relatively small charges of the fast ion

In the experiment of Ref. 15~see also Refs. 2 and 5! the
ionization of helium atoms by collisions with uranium ion
U901, whose velocities approach relativistic values~right up
to v/c50.72!, was studied. At the same time the charges
these ions are so high thatZ;v;c.

In the present paper we shall study collisions of f
~including relativistic! MCIs with helium atoms forv2@Z
*v, v0!v!c and we shall obtain for the single- an
double-ionization cross sections of helium simple expr
sions that describe all experimental data known to us in
parameter range studied. We note that even though the
lision velocities considered in the present paper are h
these collisions cannot be referred to the so-called ‘‘hi
velocity limit,’’ where not onlyv@v0 but Z!v must hold
also ~see, for example, Ref. 16!.

2. BASIC RELATIONS

Two basic difficulties arise in the theoretical descripti
of the ionization of helium in collisions with fast MCIs: a!
2651063-7842/98/43(3)/6/$15.00
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Generally speaking, perturbation theory should not be u
to take account of the influence of the field of a fast MCI
the atomic electrons and b! the two-electron states of th
helium atom must be described with adequate accura
However, these difficulties apparently ‘‘compete’’ with on
another to a large degree. It is most important that the in
electron interaction be taken into account exactly in the h
collision velocity limit ~especially in calculations of two
electron ionization cross sections!, whereZ!v and pertur-
bation theory can be used to describe the effect of the fiel
the fast particle. On the other hand, when the ion charg
very high, the electronic correlations become relatively le
important. It is known~see, for example, Ref. 17! that in this
case the atom ionizes mainly by the so-called direct mec
nism, where the ionization process can be described in
independent-electron approximation, which we shall emp
below to find the helium ionization cross sections forZ*v
@v0 . In this approximation the probabilityWn that n elec-
trons are removed simultaneously from an atomic shell c
taining N electrons is determined by the expression17

Wn~b!5S N

n Dwn~12w!N2n, ~1!

where w(b) is the probability of a single-electron~ioniza-

tion! transition,b is the impact parameter, and (N
n) are bino-

mial coefficients.
To calculatew(b) it is assumed that an electron in a

atom moves in a mean field. Following Ref. 11, we sh
assume that the probabilityw(b) depends on the charge sta
of the recoil ionw5wn(b). Then we have for the single- an
double-ionization cross sections of helium

s i
~11 !54pE

0

`

w1~b!~12w1~b!!bdb, ~2!

s i
~21 !52pE

0

`

w2
2~b!bdb. ~3!

We shall assume below thatw1(b) and w2(b) can be
approximately described as the probabilities of sing
electron ionization from the 1s state of hydrogen-like ions
with nuclear chargesz1 and z2 . In the corresponding Cou
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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lomb units the probabilitiesw1(b) and w2(b) become sim-
ply the hydrogen ionization probability. It should be not
that despite its simplicity such an approach often gives g
agreement with the experimental data.4,11,17

In Ref. 18 simple approach was proposed for finding
ionization cross section of hydrogen atoms~and hydrogen-
like ions! in collisions with fast MCIs in the parameter rang
v2@Z*v, v0!v. It is convenient for what follows to
present here the basic features and results of this appro
The approach is based on dividing the entire impact par
eter range 0<b,` into subregions: 1! b!vt ~t.1—the
characteristic atomic time! and 2! b@Z/v. In the regionb
@Z/v, where the ionization probability is low, first-orde
perturbation theory in the interaction of the electron with t
field of the MCI was used to calculate the ionization pro
ability. To find the ionization probability in the regionb
!vt ~where the effective collision timeT;b/v is short!, the
zeroth-order sudden-perturbation approximation19 in the in-
teraction of the electron with the field of the MCI was us
and the interaction itself was taken in the dipole approxim
tion. Of course, the dipole expansion for the electron–M
interaction, which is valid forb.1, is inapplicable for
b,1. Here, however, it is important to note the followin
Comparing with more accurate calculations in this range
values ofb ~for example, the method of classical Mont
Carlo trajectories20! shows that forZ*v@v0 using for
b,1 the formally inapplicable dipole expansion for this i
teraction in the sudden-perturbation approximation does
introduce a significant error in the ionization probability a
for this reason the valueb50 was taken in Ref. 18 as th
lower limit of the region 1. It is important to note that a
cording to the calculations such an approximation is inap
cable for fast low-charge (Z!v) particles. ForZ/v2!1 the
regions 1 and 2 overlap, and in the overlap region both
proximations give identical ionization probabilities. On a
count of this, the ionization cross section, being a sum
contributions from both regions, does not depend on
choice of ‘‘limit’’ point between them. Thus, the results o
Ref. 17 ~and, correspondingly, of the present work, whi
makes substantial use of them! are applicable forv2@Z*v
@v0 . In Ref. 18 the ionization cross section of a hydroge
like ion with not too high nuclear~core! chargezi ~from the
conditionv0!v follows zi!v! was found as

s i58p0.283
Z2

v2zi
2 lnS 5v2

Zzi
D . ~4!

In Ref. 21 this approach was extended to the case
relativistic collisions withv2@Z*v andv0!v,c

s i58p0.283
Z2

v2zi
2 S lnS 5v2

Zzi
g D2

v2

2c2D , ~5!

whereg5(12v2/c2)21/2.
Let us return to the ionization cross sections of heliu

atoms. The integral 4p*0
`(b)bdb appearing in the expres

sion ~2! equals the average ionization cross section~5! of a
hydrogen-like ion taken withzi5z1 . To calculate the inte-
grals *0

`w1,2
2 (b)bdb appearing in Eqs.~2! and ~3! we pro-

ceed as follows. The integrand in these integrals decre
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quite rapidly with increasing impact parameter already in
region Zv21z1,2

21!b!gvtz1,2
22 (bw1,2

2 ;b22), where the
sudden-perturbation approximation is applicable. For t
reason, to calculate these integrals we shall use in the e
range of impact parameters 0<b,` the probabilities
w1,2(b) found in this approximation. Of course, for impa
parametersb>gvtz1,2

22 , where for the atom the field of the
MCI is not only weak but also slowly varying in time, th
ionization probability decreases not as a powe law
exponentially.22 However, even the quantitiesw1,2

2 calculated
in the sudden-perturbation approximation are already
small for such values ofb that their use for calculating thes
integrals in the entire range of impact parameters 0<b,`
does not introduce an appreciable error~estimated to be in
order of magnitudeZ4g22v26!. In what follows we shall
neglect this error. Using this approximation we have

E
0

`

dbbw1,2
2 5

4Z2

v2z1,2
2 E

0

` dq

q3 p2~q!, ~6!

whereq52Zb/(b2/v) is the average momentum transferr
to an electron in a collision with a fast particle;18

p~q!5p~q!5E dku^wkuexp~2 iq–r !uw1s&u2

is the ionization probability of a hydrogen atom accompan
ing sudden transfer of momentumq to an atomic electron18

~w1s andwk are, respectively, the ground state and a state
the continuum of the hydrogen atom!.

The integrand in the expression on the right-hand side
Eq. ~6! no longer depends onZ, v, and z1,2 and can be
calculated numerically by substituting an exlicit express
for p(q) ~see, for example, Ref. 23!. The result is

E
0

`

dbbw1,2
2 5

4Z2

v2z1,2
2 0.374. ~7!

Using Eqs. ~2!, ~5!, and ~7! we find for the single-
ionization cross section of helium

s i
~11 !516p

0.283

z1
2

Z2

v2 F lnS b iv
2g

Z D2
v2

2c2G , ~8!

where

b i5
5

z1
expF 1

0.283E0

`

p2~q!q23dqG5
1.33

z1
.

The sum of the squared moduli of the dipole-transiti
matrix elements from the ground state into a state in
‘‘single-electron’’ continuum of the helium atom is dete
mined in the present approach as 2•0.283/z1

2 and equals
0.489 ~see, for example, Ref. 24!. From the equality
2•0.283/z1

250.489 followsz151.11, and we obtain for the
cross section

s i
~11 !512.289

Z2

v2 S lnS 1.2v2

Z
g D2

v2

2c2D . ~9!

The expression

sBB
~11 !512.289

Z2

v2 S ln~2.08vg!2
v2

2c2D ~10!
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describes the single-ionization cross section of helium in
Bethe-Born approach.

The computational results obtained with Eqs.~9! and
~10! are compared in Figs. 1 and 4.

In the ultrarelativisitic limit g@1 the results obtained
with Eqs. ~9! and ~10! are very close to one another, eve
when Z.c ~Fig. 1!. The physical reason for such a sma
difference between the results~9! and~10! lies in the follow-
ing. Since in the limitg@1 the field of a fast charged pa
ticle is ‘‘flattened’’ in the direction of motion of the particle
a collision with the particle is sudden for the atom right up
very large values of the parameterb;cg, and the region
b@Z/v, where perturbation theory is applicable, in this ca
makes an overwhelming contribution to the single-ionizat
cross section.

In Fig. 2a the computational results obtained with E
~9! ~solid line! are compared to the experimental da
~circles! from Ref. 15 on single-ionization of helium by ura
nium ions U190 ~60, 120, 420 MeV/amu and, respectivel
v/c50.34, 0.46, and 0.72!. The figure also displays the re
sults obtained with the McKenzie–Olson approximation f
mula ~dashed line!.8 On account of the large uncertainty
the experimentally measured values of the cross sectio
can be concluded only that our computational results
consistent with these data. The expression~9!, just as the
McKenzie–Olson approximation formula, predicts a mon
tonic decrease of the cross sections with increasing collis
velocity for the parameter range studied in Ref. 15. T
seems obvious forZ;v@v0 , where charge transfer is neg
ligibly weak compared with direct ionization and at the sa
time relativistic effects are small (g<1.4). The equation~9!
give much higher single-ionization cross sections than
McKenzie–Olson scaling, which approximates the numer
results obtained by the classical Monte-Carlo trajecto
method.9 This discrepancy arises for the following reason
According to classical mechanics, collisions with quite lar
impact parameters, for which the~classically computed! en-
ergy transferred to the atom is less than the ionization po
tial of the atom, do not make an appreciable contribution
the ionization cross section~the contribution of the region o

FIG. 1. Single-ionization cross sections for helium calculated from Eq.~9!
~solid curve! and ~10! ~dashed curve!. Z: 1—120,2—90; 45,v,135.
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large impact parameters is ‘‘classically suppressed’’25!. On
the other hand, in a quantum-mechanical analysis this reg
of impact parameters makes the main contribution to
ionization cross section whenv@v0 . This difference leads
to different asymptotic behavior of the single-ionizatio
cross sections in the regionv@v0 : scl9 v22;26 sq9(const1
1ln v)v22 (v@v0 ,Z);14,24 sq;(const21ln(v2/Z))v22 (Z;v
@v0),1,18 i.e., a calculation on the basis of classical mech
ics in the Z and v range considered should give too lo
values of the single-ionization cross sections.

Figure 3 compares our computational results with
experimental data~squares! of Ref. 5 on single ionization of
helium by fast MCIs with 8<Z<54 in the collision energy
range 1<E<11.4 MeV/amu, where relativistic effects in th
cross section disappear virtually completely.

In Fig. 4 the computational results obtained with Eqs.~9!
~solid curve! and ~10! ~dashed curve! are compared to the

FIG. 2. Ionization cross sections for helium in collisions with U190. a—
Single ionization, b—double ionization, c—ratio of ionization cross sectio
s i

(21)/s i
(11) .
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experimental data~circles! from Ref. 5 on the ionization a
fixed collision enegyE53.6 MeV/amu with the charge o
the MCI varying fromZ524 up to 54. We note that ou
calculation reproduces the experimentally observed devia
of the single-ionization cross sections from the relat
s i

(11);Z2, which follows from the Born–Bethe approxima
tion.

From Eqs.,~3! and~7! we find for the double-ionization
cross section of helium

s i
~21 !5

9.39

z2
2

Z2

v2 . ~11!

On the basis of the standard perturbation theory
would expect thats i

(21);Z4v24 should appear for the two
step ionization mechanism.3,4,15However, in the case at han
the perturbation theory is inapplicable for small impact p
rameters, where the ionization probability ‘‘saturates’’ and
very close to 1, while the approach studied in the pres
paper preserves unitarity and gives for the single-elec

FIG. 3. Single-ionization cross sections forv2/c2!1.

FIG. 4. Single-ionization cross sections forE53.6 MeV/amu and 24<Z
<54.
n

e

-
s
nt
n

ionization probability a reasonable value forZ*v@v0 and
small b, and we arrive at a qualitatively different relatio
s i

(21);Z2v22.
The effective chargez2 evidently must lie in the range

1.69,z2,2, the uncertainty being relatively small. We sha
treatz2 as an adjustable parameter and we shall determin
by comparing with the experimental data on double ioni
tion of helium by fast~but v2/c2→0! MCIs with Z;v
@v0 .3–5 This givesz2;2 and

s i
~21 !52.35

Z2

v2 . ~12!

In Fig. 2b the cross sections calculated with Eq.~12!
~solid curve! are compared to the experimental data~circles!
from Ref. 15 on double ionization of helium atoms by ur
nium ions U190 ~60, 120, and 420 MeV/amu!. Figure 2c
displays the experimental results of Ref. 15 and the com
tational results obtained with Eqs.~9! and ~12! for the ratio
of the double-ionization cross section to the single-ionizat
cross section~solid line!. The figure also shows the compu
tational results~dashed curve! obtained using the empirica
scaling proposed in Ref. 3~see also Refs. 5 and 15!. As one
can see from the figure, our computational results are in g
agreement with the experimental data, whose accuracy is
timated by the authors to be 25–30%, on the ratio of
cross sections.

In Fig. 5 the calculations performed with Eqs.~12!
~dashed curve! and ~14! ~solid curve! are compared to the
experimental data~circles! from Refs. 2–5 on the double
ionization of helium by fast MCIs~8<Z<54, 1 MeV/amu
<E<11.4 MeV/amu!. Figure 6 displays the experimenta
data from Ref. 2~circles! on the double ionization of helium
at fixed collision energyE53.6 MeV/amu, where the charg
of MCI varies fromZ524 up to 54, as well as the compu
tational results obtained with Eqs.~12! ~dashed line! and~14!
~solid line!. It is evident from this figure that as the rati
Z/v2 increases, the computational results obtained with

FIG. 5. Double-ionization cross sections forv2/c2!1.
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~12! fall substantially below the experimentally observ
values. For example, (sexp

(21)2si
(21))/sexp

(21).0.3 for Z554
(Z/v2.0.38).

Let us endeavor to improvement the agreement with
experimental data on the double-ionization cross section
follows. In our derivation of the expression for the ionizatio
probability for impact parameters in a range where
sudden-perturbation approximation was used, we negle
the spatial displacement of the electron during the effec
collision timeT;b(gv) ~in the zeroth-order in the sudden
perturbation approximation the position of the electron
assumed to be ‘‘frozen’’ during the collision!. This displace-
ment, whose magnitude can be estimated asd;q(b)T(b)
;Z/v2, can be quite important for double ionization, sin
the range of impact parametersb!vz2

22 , where the sudden
perturbation approximation is applicable, makes an ov
whelming contribution to the double-ionization cross sect
~this is not so for single ionization because of the term
2w1) and the fact that impact parametersb;vz1

22, where
the sudden-perturbation approximation is inapplicable, m
a substantial contribution to the integral*0

`dbbw1(b)!.
In Ref. 28 it was shown that forb!v the wave function

of the atomic electron after a collision can be represente

w1s~r2d!exp~ iq–r !,

where w1s(r ) is the wave function of the initial state an
d;Zb/v2b.

In order for the approach employed in the present pa
to be applicable the spatial displacementd must be small
compared with the characteristic atomic sizer 0;1 and we
can write

w1s~r2d!.w1s~r !2d•

]w1s~r !

]r
;w1s~r !2d

]w1s~r !

]r
.

Approximating the derivative as1! ]w1s /]r
;(2w1s /r 0) ~Ref. 29! and using the expressions~3! and~6!
we have

FIG. 6. Double-ionization cross section forE53.6 MeV/amu and 24<Z
<54.
e
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s i
~21 !.

9.39

z2
2

Z2

v2 ~11a1Z/v2!, ~13!

wherea1.0 is independent ofZ andv.
There is one other possibility for the cross section

increase as a result of the spatial displacementd. When~dur-
ing a displacement! the position of the electron wave packe
changes~without a large change in their initial shape28!, the
screening of the helium nucleus for each atomic electron
also change. Electrons moving in a free atom ‘‘strive’’
maximize their distance from one another because of t
mutual repulsion. During the short interaction timeT(b) the
strong field of the MCI displaces the electron packets fr
their initial positions in approximately the same directio
The effect of this is to decrease the ratio of the avera
interelectron distance to the average distance between
electrons and the helium nucleus and, correspondingly,
electrons increase the screening of the atomic nucleus
one another. Thus, it can be conjectured that the effec
charge of the atomic core should decrease when the elec
are displaced. Assuming the effective chargez2 to be a func-
tion of this displacment~i.e., a function of the ratioZ/v2!
and using for smallZ/v2 the simple expansion

z2
22.z2

22~0!~11a2Z/v2!,

where a2.0 is independent ofZ and v and z2(0)
z2(0).z2(v21);z2(Z5v).2, we obtain from Eqs.~12!
and ~13!

s i
~21 !.2.35

Z2

v2 ~11aZ/v2!, ~14!

wherea5a11a2 .
We note that terms of orderZ3/v4 can still be taken into

account in the cross section in the approximation employ
where the term of orderZ4/v6, which is much less than
Z3/v4 for Z/v2!1, is dropped. Comparing with the exper
mental data from Refs. 2–5 givesa50.5. The results ob-
tained with Eq.~14! are presented in Figs. 5 and 6~solid
curves!. For the collision parametersZ and v in Fig. 2 the
Eqs. ~12! and ~14! give virtually identical results for the
cross sections.

In many works3,5,15a great deal of attention was devote
to the ratio of the cross sectionsR5s i

(21)/s i
(11) . For this

ratio we have from Eqs.~9! and ~14!

R50.19~110.5Z/v2!S lnS 1.2v2

Z
g D2

v2

2c2D 21

. ~15!

The authors of the experiment of Ref. 15 pointed out t
their data onR as a function ofv/Z for recations with par-
ticipation of U190 ~60, 120, 420 MeV/amu! do not fall on a
‘‘universal’’ curve. In our view, these data from Ref. 15 d
not stand alone as compared with other data on the ioniza
of helium by fast ions with high charges~specifically, this
follows from Fig. 8b of Ref. 5 of the same authors as tho
of Ref. 15!. The ‘‘universal’’ curve forR, proposed in Ref. 3
for relatively small charges of the incident particles, is not,
our opinion, universal for collisions with the participation o
ions with large charges. Moreover, it seems to us that in
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collision parameter rangeZ*v@v0 it is more natural to plot
R as a function ofv2/Z ~and notv/Z, in any case while the
Lorentz factorg is not too largeg!v2/Z!, bearing in mind
the known scaling for the cross section for ionization by f
~but nonrelativistic! MCIs s/Z5 f (v2/Z).1 On such a scale
all data onR which are known to us for fast MCIs follow
well the curve described by the expression~15!.

3. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed simple formulas for the single- a
double-ionization cross sections of helium atoms in co
sions with fast ions with very large charges. These formu
are applicable in a quite wide range of collision paramete
v2@Z*v, v0!v,c. Up to now these cross sections ha
been studied quite systematically experimentally forv2/c2

!1. At the same time, forZ;v;c only isolated experimen
tal data are available~and only for small values ofg!. In our
opinion it would be of definite interest to perform systema
investigations of the cross sections for the ionization of
lium by heavy ions at relativistic collision velocities, whe
g is substantially greater than 1.

1!In our approach the quantityd can be estimated only qualitatively. For th
reason it is pointless to calculate]w1s /]r ~and the corresponding integra
over the variabler andb!.
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Laser-induced spatial structures in a chemically active gas-phase medium illuminated
by annular diffracting beams
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The laws governing the propagation of diffracting beams in a two-component gaseous mixture
are investigated on the basis of a computer simulation. It is discovered that several regions
with high concentrations of the reaction product form. It is also found that the beam focus can
move both in the direction of beam propagation and in the counter direction, and the
change in its position can occur abruptly. It is shown that as time goes on, a high concentration
of the reaction product is achieved in the central unilluminated region of the medium near
the entrance cross section on account of diffusion~i.e., a diffusional concentration growth occurs!.
This leads to the formation of a dynamic concentration maximum in this region of the
medium. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!00103-2#
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INTRODUCTION

One of the effective methods for controlling the rate
chemical reactions utilizes the action of laser radiation a
the selective absorption of its energy by one of the com
nents of a gas mixture.1–8 Under certain conditions the non
equilibrium and local contribution of the light energy pr
duces a complex spatial distribution of the reaction prod
~or of the original substance! in the medium, which is a
consequence, in particular, of the multivalued~usually
bistable! dependence of the concentration of each substa
on intensity of the optical radiation entering the medium.

The diversity of the physicochemical processes tak
place when laser radiation acts on a chemically active
mixture partly accounts for the steady interest of various
vestigators in this problem. This interest is also due to
numerous practical applications of the results obtained fr
such research, as well as the possibility of realizing vari
nonlinear-optical self-organization processes, which bel
to a rapidly developing area of laser physics known
nonlinear-optical dynamics.

In the present work, which continues the work in Ref.
the effectiveness of the action of a diffracting light pul
with an annular intensity distribution at the entrance to a c
containing a gas mixture is analyzed. It should be stres
that, as will be shown below, the diffraction of optical radi
tion fundamentally alters the spatial distribution of the co
centration of the reaction product in comparison to the c
of weakly diffracting beams. Therefore, diffraction must
taken into account in order to obtain results that faithfu
describe the physical experiment in the case when the
fraction length of the beam is approximately equal to
longitudinal dimension of the cell.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The distribution of a laser beam along thez coordinate
in a chemically active, two-component gas mixture in t
presence of a buffer gas with the absorption of optical ene
2711063-7842/98/43(3)/7/$15.00
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by the reaction product under the assumption of local bi
ing of the components of the gas mixture~one consequence
of this is the equality between the diffusion coefficients
the original substance and the reaction product! is described
by the system of dimensionless equations

]A

]z
1 iDD'A1 i«nlA1d0NA50, 0,z<1,

«
]T

]t
5xD'T1qNuAu21g f , t.0,

]N

]t
5DND'N1 f , D'5

]2

]x2 ,

f 5~12N!expS 2
1

TD2kN expS 2
Tc

T D ,

«nl5aT1b~N2N0! ~1!

with the initial and boundary conditions

Auz505A0~x!AI 0~ t !,

Aux50,Lx
50, Tu t505T0 , f u t5050,

]N

]xU
x50,Lx

50, x
]T

]xU
x50,Lx

56h~T2T0!. ~2!

In ~1! and~2! the complex amplitudeA(z,x,t) is normal-
ized to its maximum entrance value;N(z,x,t) is the concen-
tration of the reaction product;T(z,x,t) is the temperature o
the medium normalized to the activation energy of the f
ward reaction expressed in temperature units;z is measured
in units of the diffraction lengthI d52ka0

2, wherek is the
wave number,a0 is the initial radius of the beam, and th
transverse coordinatex is measured in units ofa0 ; D is a
coefficient, which is equal to unity under the normalizati
selected but has been left in~1! for convenience in analyzing
the influence of diffraction of the beam on the spatial dis
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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bution of the temperature, the concentration, and the in
sity of the light beam. The parameterd0 characterizes the
amplitude of the absorption coefficient of all the molecu
belonging to the reaction product. The timet is measured in
units of the characteristic reaction time. The paramete«
characterizes the rate of variation of the temperature rela
to the rate of variation of the composition of the gas mixtu
The coefficientsx and DN are equal, respectively, to th
ratios of the characteristic reaction time to the characteri
heat-conduction and diffusion times. The parameterq is the
ratio of the initial beam power to the power expended
change the composition of the mixture from the original g
to the reaction product. The parameterg, which is propor-
tional to (Tc21), characterizes the thermal effect of the r
action,Tc is the ratio of the activation energies of the reve
and forward reactions, andk is the ratio of the pre-
exponential factors of the reverse and forward reactions.

The self-effect of the optical radiation is described
the term with«nl in ~1!, in which a is the ratio between the
entrance powerP0 of the beam to the power of the therm
self-effect~a,0 corresponds to defocusing of the beam! and
b is proportional to the difference between the refract
indices of the reaction product and the original substanc
is positive if the original substance is less dense than
reaction product, and is negative in the opposite situationLx

is the boundary of the region along thex axis, andI 0(t)
describes the shape of the optical radiation pulse. In num
cal experiments it is chosen in the form

I 0~ t !5~12exp~2t/t!!2, t50.1 ~3!

and corresponds to the rapid achievement of a station
level by the pulse.

We note that the boundary conditions pertaining to
concentration of the reaction product correspond to a
that is closed with respect to mass transfer. On the o
hand, heat exchange with the surrounding medium, wh
temperature isT0 , takes place through the lateral surfac
The heat-transfer rate is specified by the dimensionless
stanth.

In accordance with the purpose of the present work,
initial beam profile was selected in the form

A0~x!5
~x2Lx/2!2

a2 expS 2
~x2Lx/2!2

a2 D . ~4!

Two comments should be made regarding Eq.~4!. First,
the dimensionless parametera has been introduced into~4!
for convenience in representing the results obtained in
numerical experiments. It can be eliminated by making
replacementsD→D/a2, x→x/a2, DN→DN /a2, and Lx

→Lx /a2, which corresponds to the normalization chos
Second, the term ‘‘annular beam,’’ which was introduced
the title of this paper, refers below to optical radiation who
initial intensity distribution has a dip on the axis. As w
know, approximation~4! is valid if the beam radii along the
transverse coordinates differ significantly. The need to a
lyze the distributions~4! is also dictated by the fact that it i
difficult to simulate nonstationary nonlinear processes
scribed by system~1! in a space of three variables because
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the large time interval~several tens or hundreds of dime
sionless units! during which the processes under investig
tion develop.

CALCULATION RESULTS

Taking into account the results in Ref. 8, we fix seve
parameters below:

Tc50.375, k50.5, T050.125,

h52, «51, Lx52,

DN5x51025, D50.001, q55, a50.1. ~5!

We note that these choices of the values ofDN andx stem
from an analysis of the influence of purely diffraction effec
on the kinetics of chemical reactions. In practice, all oth
conditions being equal, these values of the dimension
coefficients can be ensured by adjusting both the initial be
radius and the duration of the optical illumination. The ra
D/a251, which corresponds to a manifestation of the infl
ence of diffraction on the cell length.

We stress that the effective diffusivity and thermal co
ductivity are specified by the ratiosDN /a2 andx/a2 and are
equal to 0.001, sincea is the characteristic dimension of th
spatial inhomogeneities induced by a Gaussian beam. In
case of the propagation of annular beams analyzed in
present work, the characteristic scale of the inhomogene
induced by them is even smaller~by a factor of four, at
least!. Therefore, the influence of the diffusion is even stro
ger than in the case of Gaussian beams. In addition, bec
of the absorption of light energy and the frequently realiz
division of a light beam into subbeams in a medium as
result of diffraction effects, further enhancement of the infl
ence of the diffusion and heat conduction of the medium
the temperature and concentration profiles is possible.

The numerical experiments performed reveal the follo
ing general laws governing the interaction of a diffracti
beam with a chemically active gas mixture in the case
weak diffusion of its components. First of all, it should b
stressed that diffraction of the beam transforms its inten
profile into a distribution having a maximum on the axis
the beam propagates along thez axis ~Fig. 1!. The nature of
this transformation is governed by the interference of t
subbeams. As we know, a similar picture appears when
tical radiation is diffracted by two slits. In our case the tra
sition into the region of the geometric shadow of the be
occurs smoothly; therefore, the intensity does not vanish
tween the subbeams, as it does in the intensity distribu
after the passage of optical radiation through two slits.

Several stages can be clearly identified in the dynam
of the interaction of laser radiation with a chemical mixtur
As in the case of illumination by wide-aperture beams,
process includes an initial slow stage, in which the conc
tration of the reaction product increases, a rapid increas
its concentration during a certain time interval, and then
slow decrease. The intensity of the beam varies in a sim
manner. However, an increase in concentration correspo
to a decrease in the intensity of the optical radiation. Al
the rate of variation of the concentration is determined by
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FIG. 1. Intensity distribution in thez50.5 cross section at the timest525 ~solid curve! and 30~dashed curve!. d054, g50; a525, b50 ~a!; a5b50 ~b!;
a50, b5210 ~c!; a50, b510 ~d!.
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coordinates of the point considered in the cell. It is sign
cant that the spatial redistribution of the concentration of
reaction product is a result of two factors: diffusion a
transformation of the beam profile due to diffraction.

The diffraction of optical radiation leads to inhomog
neous variation of the concentration of the reaction prod
along the longitudinal coordinate on the beam axis. For
ample, for wide-aperture beams there would be a monoto
decrease inN with increasing distance from the entrance s
of the cell as a result of the diffusion of the mixture comp
nents in thex5Lx/2 plane~the center of the beam!. In the
case investigated here, i.e., the stimulation of chemical re
tions by narrow-aperture beams, the situation is fundam
tally different on account of the transformation of the inte
sity profile~Fig. 1!. The maximum value of the concentratio
on the beam axis is achieved at first in thezm cross section,
which is specified by the diffraction of the beam in the tran
parent medium~in the initial stage there is little absorption!.
Then,zm decreases with time and tends toward the entra
cross section of the cell. This occurs for two reasons: tra
formation of the beam profile into a Gaussian distributi
over a shorter path at the beginning of the interaction~be-
cause of the decrease in its dimensions, for example,
result of absorption!, and diffusion of the gas componen
later on, when sufficiently high values ofN are achieved~the
rate of thermal diffusion plays an appreciable role her!.
With the passage of time, the concentration of the reac
product increases near the entrance cross section, an
value becomes equal to the maximum concentration valu
the point where the peak intensity is achieved. This is a n
~fourth! stage in the in the interaction of annular beams w
a chemically active gas mixture. This regime was not pre
ously obtained for wide-aperture beams in Ref. 5, beca
the interaction of the laser beam with the chemically act
medium was analyzed both over a shorter time interval
for higher diffusivity and thermal conductivity values.

The laws described are valid for all the relations betwe
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the parameters considered~a50,25; b50,610; g50,
22; d054,8!; but each specific case has its own differenc
which will be discussed below.

Propagation of light beams under weak-interaction co
ditions.This type of interaction (a5b50) is realized if the
cell length is much shorter than the characteristic nonlin
thermal defocusing and refraction lengths due to alteration
the composition of the mixture. Let us, first of all, consid
the case in which the influence of the thermal effect is ins
nificant (g50). The structure of three subbeams with
bright central maximum formed in the initial moment o
propagation~a linear precursor! persists over the entire inter
val considered (t<150) ~Fig. 1b!. However, with the pas-
sage of time, the intensities at the maxima even off to
same value. The concentration profile of the reaction prod
also has a spatial distribution with three maxima; howev
as the time increases, the values ofN in the central part of
the region achieve significantly higher values than do
lateral maxima. To illustrate this, Fig. 2a presents the evo
tion of the concentrationN ~solid curve1! and the intensity
of the beam~dashed curve1! in the z50.5 cross section on
the beam axis (x5Lx/2), as well as the positions of the
maxima on the beam axis~curves2 in Fig. 2b! alongz. We
note that the time interval in which the interaction acquir
the features of a process that is stationary with respect to
value of the peak intensity and the maximum concentrat
of the reaction product is confined to about 50 units.

When the influence of the thermal effect of the reacti
on the evolution of the interaction process is appreciable~for
example, wheng522!, the main features of the precedin
case persist. However, the rate of variation of the tempe
ture and the concentration of the reaction product decrea
and the value of the concentration at the end of the
decreases.

In analyzing the transformation of the complex spat
distribution of the concentrationN alongz ~Fig. 3! it is im-
portant to stress an interesting detail. Initially,N has a
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FIG. 2. a—Evolution of the light intensity
~dashed curves, left-hand vertical axis! and the
concentration of the reaction product~solid
curves, right-hand vertical axis! on the beam
axis: d054, g50; 1—a5b50; 2—a525,
b50; 3—a50, b5210; 4—a50, b510;
b—temporal variation of the longitudinal coor
dinate of the intensity maximum~dashed curves,
right-hand vertical axis! and of the concentra-
tion of the reaction product~solid curves, left-
hand vertical axes! and their values on the beam
axis for the interaction parameters correspon
ing to Fig. 1a~the arrow indicates the direction
of variation!.
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smaller value on the beam axis nearz50 than at neighboring
points alongz. Then, with the passage of time, its valu
increases more rapidly than in the region located near
principal maximum alongz, and the concentration profil
transforms into a distribution with two local maxima alongz,
which were observed in all the cases analyzed. Then
concentration of the reaction product on the beam axis n
the entrance cross section increases slowly, achieving a v
practically equal to its value at the original maximum alo
z. Such a distribution is subsequently observed for a lo
time.

The formation and realization of a distribution of th
concentration of the reaction product with several lo
maxima depends on the ratio between the characteristic
fusion times of the reaction product, the thermal conduc
ity, and the rates of the forward and reverse reactions.
significant that the reaction rates are exponentially depen
on the temperature. As a result, the difference between
pre-exponential factors of the reactions is manifested a
fairly high temperature, at which the exponential factor b
comes of the order of unity.
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Therefore, several stages of development can be ide
fied in the formation of the spatial structure presented in F
3. At first, the reaction proceeds efficiently within the bea
As a result of diffusion and heat conduction, the concen

FIG. 3.
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tion wave of the reaction product propagates into a reg
not occupied by the optical radiation, particularly near t
center of the beam. This initially leads to increases in
concentration and temperature near the beam region. A
result of further diffusion, the concentration of the reacti
product continues to increase at the center of the cell n
z50. However, the temperature here remains low for
following reason. Near the region illuminated by the optic
radiation the temperature of the medium initially increas
with resultant activation of the reverse reaction and the
sorption of heat for the forward reaction~sinceg,0!. This
results in termination of the propagation of the temperat
wave along the transverse coordinate, practically comp
cessation of the reverse reaction on the beam axis, and
appearance of an additional region with a high concentra
at the entrance cross section.

This distribution is observed for a long time and is ma
tained by diffusion of the reaction product from the regi
illuminated by the optical radiation. This diffusion is also th
reason for the formation of a homogeneous distribution
the concentration of the reaction product alongz near the
entrance end of the cell. In summation, we can refer to
process taking place as the diffusion-controlled stimulat
of a reversible chemical reaction by laser radiation.

If the lateral surface of the cell is at a distance of t
order of the distance from the maximum of the annular be
to its center, similar processes will take place in that dir
tion. Therefore, generally speaking, the application of an
lar beams to a chemically active gas mixture opens up
possibility of forming a practically homogeneous distributi
of the concentration of the reaction product along the tra
verse coordinate within a part of the region of the reg
along the propagation axis, which is determined by the ini
beam power.

Summarizing this section, we can conclude that the
netics of the stimulation of reversible chemical reactions
diffracting laser radiation are fundamentally altered in t
case of comparable contributions to the variation of the te
perature from the thermal effect of the reaction and the h
ing due to the optical radiation from the situation in the ca
of wide-aperture beams.

Influence of the self-effect of the light beam on the re
tion kinetics.If the length of the cell is comparable to th
characteristic self-effect length, the nonlinear refraction
the beam must be taken into account. We note that the t
mal self-effect is manifested in the form of defocusing of t
optical radiation and that the refraction due to the variat
of the properties of the mixture can have the sign of eithe
focusing lens or a defocusing lens, depending on the op
properties of the medium. As will be shown below, the se
effect of the optical radiation can fundamentally alter bo
the dynamics of the interaction between the medium and
beam and the resultant spatial distribution of the concen
tion of the reaction product.

a) Thermal defocusing~a525, b5g50!. Let us first
consider the effect of thermal defocusing. It is manifested
particular, in the transformation of the spatial distribution
the beam: beginning at a certain moment in time the cen
~diffraction, i.e., formed in the initial, practically linear stag
n
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of the interaction att,25! intensity maximum of the beam
acquires an annular structure due to thermal defocusing
example, in thez50.25 cross section~Fig 1a!. Consequently,
the intensity profile of the optical radiation has only tw
maxima at the exit from the cell~the central diffraction
maximum is absent!.

This process is illustrated by Fig. 2~curve 2!. A com-
parison of the evolution of the intensity of the beam on
axis (x5Lx/2) in the z50.5 cross section for the cases
a50 and25 shows that the light intensity decreases w
increasing time because of the increase in the strength o
defocusing lens. The main drop in intensity occurs spec
cally in the time interval with an increase in the reaction ra
The redistribution of the intensity of the optical radiation
the transverse cross section also leads to lowering of
concentration of the reaction product on the beam axis~Fig.
2, curve2!.

Thermal defocusing leads to twofold lowering of th
concentration of the reaction product near the exit cross
tion of the cell. The coordinate at which the longitudin
maximum in thex5Lx/2 plane is achieved shifts toward th
entrance cross section of the cell~Fig. 2b, solid curve2!.
This attests to focusing of the optical radiation over a sho
path than in the case of a weak self-effect. We note that
main mechanism maintaining a sufficiently high concent
tion of the reaction product on the axis in this case is dif
sion. A fairly high concentration of the reaction product
maintained in the portion of the cell atz.0.4 in the interval
that we considered specifically because of the low rates
heat removal and diffusion.

To conclude this section, we turn to an analysis of t
evolution of the intensity of the beam on its axis~at
x5Lx/2! alongz. In Fig. 2b dashed curve2 shows the tem-
poral variation of the longitudinal coordinate of the max
mum intensity. A segment corresponding to rapid displa
ment of the position of the maximum along thez axis can be
singled out here. The strength of the thermal lens increase
this time interval. As a result, there is an abrupt shift of t
intensity maximum in the center of the region, and even
height increases here~Fig. 2!.

b) Defocusing of the beam due to variation of the co
position of the mixture~a5g50, b5210!. Defocusing of
the beam due to variation of the composition of the mixtu
generally leads to results that are similar to the case of
thermal self-effect~Fig. 1c!, but its influence is weaker. Thi
is confirmed by solid curve3 in Fig. 2b and by solid curve3
and dashed curve3 in Fig. 2a. However, there are also sig
nificant differences in the evolution of the beam intens
profile in comparison with thermal defocusing. For examp
the time interval during which a dip in the intensity distrib
tion forms on the beam axis in thez50.5 cross section is
followed by the formation of a central maximum in this cro
section. As a result, a structure consisting of four subbea
of approximately equal intensity forms at the exit from t
medium~instead of the three appearing fora5b50 and the
two appearing in the preceding case!.

The longitudinal coordinate of the intensity maximum
thex5Lx/2 cross section also varies with the passage of t
according to a new scenario~Fig. 2b, dashed curve3!. For
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FIG. 4. Level lines of the concentration of the reaction product.d058, a50; b510 ~a!, 210 ~b!; g50; N: 1—0.1,2—0.2,3—0.3,4—0.4,5—0.5,6—0.6.
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example, while at first it shifts toward the entrance end of
cell, it subsequently moves in the opposite direction. T
value of the intensity at this point decreases monotonic
~in contrast to the case of thermal defocusing!.

c) Self-focusing of the beam caused by variation of
composition of the mixture~a5g50, b510!. Self-focusing
of the light beam leads to an increase in the value of
intensity on the beam axis~for example, in thez50.5 cross
section; Figs. 1a and 2a, dashed curve4! and to a more rapid
increase in the concentration of the reaction product in
region~Fig. 2a, solid curve4! in comparison to the case of
weak self-effect. The maximum concentration of the react
product~Fig. 2b, solid curve4! is achieved farther from the
entrance cross section of the cell and, in contrast to the
ceding cases, shifts with time along the propagation direc
of the optical radiation. In the steady-state regime a h
value of the concentration of the reaction product is achie
within the beam over a more extensive portion of the pro
gation path.

The longitudinal coordinate of the intensity maximum
thex5Lx/2 cross section also evolves in a complicated m
ner. At first its value increases with time~the focus move
along thez axis!. Then there is a moment in time when th
maximum intensity value is achieved over a certain ran
alongz, after which there is a rapid decrease in the value
the coordinate of the intensity maximum. It subsequently
mains practically constant. Such temporal evolution of
coordinate is due to the self-focusing of the beam, wh
increases in the initial stage of the interaction due to
increase in the concentration and then decreases becau
the absorption of the radiated power by the reaction prod

The phenomenon which we discussed above can
called a jumping focus, where the beam focus is displa
over a distance of the order of 0.6ka0

2 during a very short
time interval. In contrast to the familiar mechanism of
moving focus, as the entrance intensity of a pulse with
Gaussian spatial profile is increased in the present case
displacement of the focus is antiparallel to the propaga
direction of the optical radiation.
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In conclusion, let us discuss one more phenomen
which is observed for either sign of the self-effect~and in its
absence!: the existence of small-domain structures. Sin
their appearance is caused by diffraction of a beam on
slits, we shall call them multidomain diffraction structure
To illustrate this, we present Fig. 4, which shows level lin
of the concentration of the reaction product at the timet
550 for d058, b510 ~a! and210 ~b!, anda5g50. The
figure clearly reveals for the formation of three transve
and two longitudinal high-concentration regions. We stre
once again that such structures form regardless of the sig
the self-effect and are therefore of a diffractional nature.

CONCLUSIONS

In the present work we have investigated the influence
the diffraction and nonlinear refraction of optical radiatio
on the stimulation of reversible chemical reactions in g
mixtures. It has been shown that diffraction of the beam c
fundamentally alter the spatiotemporal evolution of a reg
with a high concentration of the reaction product and,
particular, can lead to the formation of several domains
high absorption and a diffusional regime for stimulating r
versible chemical reactions by laser radiation in a region
illuminated by it. We note that similar processes take pla
in other optically bistable systems based on increasing
sorption, for example, in systems based on semiconduc
In our opinion, this research can be assigned to a new
within the study of optically bistable systems: the diffractio
optics of cavityless, optically bistable systems. The results
the present work show that the refraction of light beams f
damentally alters the propagation of optical radiation and
shaping of the regions of high absorption in comparison
the case of the action of wide-aperture beams on a med

This work was performed with support from the Russi
Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No. 95-02-0448-a!.
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Combined modes of a two-layer fluid and a solid block in an infinite waveguide
A. K. Abramyan, V. V. Alekseev, and D. A. Inde tsev

Institute of Mechanical-Engineering Problems, Russian Academy of Sciences, 199178 St. Petersburg, Russia
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It is shown that a waveguide in the form of a channel of infinite length filled by a two-layer
heavy fluid with a free surface can have nonpropagating waves~trapped vibrational modes! along
with traveling waves. These waves are localized in the region of a dynamic inclusion, i.e., a
solid block~massive die! on the bottom of the channel. The appearance of such waves is due to the
presence of a real discrete frequency spectrum of eigenmodes, which is located on the axis
of the continuous spectrum corresponding to the divergent waves in the fluid. A relation between
the geometric parameters of the channel and the characteristics of the fluid and the solid
block for which such a spectrum exists is found for cases with fluids of similar density in the
waveguide. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!00203-7#
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INTRODUCTION

The resonant properties of elastic systems of finite
mensions are well known. They include, first of all, the d
crete and positive character of the frequency spectrum
eigenmodes. In the case of bodies having at least one bo
ary of infinite extent, regions of a continuous spectru
whose boundaries are called cutoff frequencies in acous
appear. The existence of a mixed spectrum of eigenfrequ
cies was discovered in problems in the mechanics of a
formable solid by Vorovich and Babeshko. The reson
modes of a solid block on an elastic strip were considere
Refs. 1 and 2. The modes of a block in a channel filled b
heavy compressible fluid were considered in Ref. 3. The
istence of nonpropagating modes~the existence of a discret
spectrum! in a channel containing a heavy compressible fl
with a free surface and a solid block on the bottom as
inclusion was established in Ref. 4. It was shown that
existence of both acoustic modes, which are specified by
compressibility of the fluid, and gravitational waves, whi
are caused by the presence of a free surface on the flui
possible in the system.

The present work demonstrates the existence of stan
waves in a waveguide filled by a two-layer fluid with a fre
surface. An analytical solution indicating localization of th
wave process in the region of a block, which is located
the bottom of the channel and undergoes small oscillatio
is obtained for the case of fluids of similar densities. Suc
case is of great practical importance in questions concer
oceanology and hydraulic engineering.

MODES OF A HEAVY TWO-LAYER FLUID IN A PLANAR
CHANNEL WITH AN INCLUSION

A planar channel of infinite length and heightH is filled
by an incompressible nonviscous fluid consisting of two la
ers. The density and thickness of the upper layer of the fl
are r1 and h1 , and those of the lower layer arer2 and h2

(r2.r1). Thex,y plane is chosen in the plane of the inte
face between the two fluids in equilibrium, and thez axis is
2781063-7842/98/43(3)/5/$15.00
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directed vertically upward. The upper fluid layer (z5h1) has
a free surface, and the lower layer (z52h2) is bounded
by a stationary horizontal plane. On the bottom of the ch
nel there is a block of massM and width 2a, which under-
goes small vertical oscillations according to the harmo
law w5w0 exp(2ivt) with the frequencyv and the dis-
placement amplitudew0 . The z axis passes through th
middle of the block.

Gravitational waves, which propagate simultaneou
along the free surface and along the interface between
fluids, are excited under the action of the oscillations of
block. The motion of the fluid is assumed to be potent
motion with a velocity potentialw j and is described by the
Laplace equation¹2w j50 ~here and below the variable
corresponding to the upper layer have the labelj 51, and
those for the other layer have the labelj 52!. The motion of
the fluid satisfies the boundary conditions

]w1

]z
1

1

g

]2w1

]t2 50, z5h1 , ~1!

]w1

]z
5

]w2

]z
, z50, ~2!

]w2

]z
5H 0, uxu.a

]w/]t, uxu<a,
, z52h2 , ~3!

whereg is the acceleration of gravity andw is the coordinate
of the surface of the block.

Condition ~1! is the usual condition on a free surfac
Condition ~2! expresses the condition of equality betwe
the velocities of the two fluids at the interface. Condition~3!
expresses the condition of equality between the velocitie
the fluid particles and the block at the contact surface, as w
as the condition of impenetrability of the solid boundaries
the channel.

The pressures acting in the fluids are

p1~z!52r1

]w1

]z
2r1gz, p2~z!52r2

]w2

]z
2r2gz.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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On the interface between the fluids, i.e.,h(x,t), the
pressure should be continuous, i.e.,p1(h)5p2(h). Accord-
ing to Ref. 5, this condition together with~2! leads to the
relation

g~r22r1!
]w1

]z
5r1

]2w1

]t2 2r2

]2w2

]t2 , z50. ~4!

To formulate the boundary condition atx→6`, we uti-
lize the familiar radiation condition.6

The motion of the block is described by the equation

M
d2w

dt2
52E

2a

a

p2~x,2h2 ,t !dx. ~5!

The pressure on the bottom of the channelp2(x,
2h2 ,t) is specified by the relation

p2uz52h2
52r2

]w2

]t U
z52h2

2r2gH 0, uxu.a,

w, uxu<a.
~6!

All the variables characterizing the flow of the fluid a
assumed to be proportional to the multiplier exp(2ivt), as is
done in the investigation of steady oscillations, only the r
part having physical meaning.

Performing Fourier transformation with respect to t
coordinatex in the system of equations and boundary con
tions ~1!–~4! and separating out the temporal multipli
exp(2ivt), we obtain

]2ŵ j

]z2 2k2ŵ j50, ~7!

]ŵ1

]z
2

v2

g
ŵ150, z5h1 ,

]ŵ1

]z
5

]ŵ2

]z
, ~8!

g~r22r1!
]ŵ1

]z
52v2~r1ŵ12r2ŵ2!, z50, ~9!

]ŵ2

]z
522ivw0

sin ka

k
, z52h2 , ~10!

whereŵ(z,k)5*2`
` w exp(2ikx)dx.

The solution of Eqs.~7! has the form

ŵ1~z,k!5A1 sinh kz1B1 coshkz,

ŵ2~z,k!5A2 sinh kz1B2 coshkz,

where the constantsA1 , B1 , A2 , and B2 are determined
from boundary conditions~8!–~10!.

Then the solution is ultimately written in the form

ŵ1~z,k!52
2ivw0

coshkh2D~k,v!

sin ka

k2

3@v2~gk tanhkh12v2!sinh kz2v2

3~gk2v2 tanhkh1!coshkz#,
l

-

ŵ2~z,k!52
2ivw0

D~k,v!coshkh2

sin ka

k2

3H v2~gk tanhkh12v2!

3sinh kz2Fv2
r1

r2
~gk2v2 tanhkh1!

2gk
Dr

r2
~gk tanhkh12v2!GcoshkzJ ,

where we have introduced the notationDr5r22r1 ,

D~k,v!52v4S 11
r1

r2
tanhkh1 tanhkh2D

1v2gk~ tanhkh11tanhkh2!

2g2k2
Dr

r2
tanhkh1 tanhkh2 . ~11!

Studying combined modes of the fluid and the blo
requires an expression for the pressure on the bottom of
channel like~6!, which contains the quantityw2(x,2h2).
Therefore, we present the final form of the streaming pot
tial only for the lower layer of the fluid. Performing th
inverse Fourier transformation ofŵ2(z,k) for z52h2 using
the properties of the convolution, we obtain

w2~x,2h2!52 ivw0E
2a

a

G~ ux2ju,v!dj, ~12!

whereG(ux2ju,v) is the Green’s function of the origina
problem.

The Green’s functionG(x,v) is represented in the form

G~x,v!5
1

2p E
2`

` 1

k

D1~k,v!

D~k,v!
exp~ ikx!dk. ~13!

Here the denominator in the integrand is defined by Eq.~11!,
and the numerator has the form

D1~k,v!5v4S r1

r2
tanhkh11tanhkh2D

2v2gk~11tanhkh1 tanhkh2!

1g2k2
Dr

r2
tanhkh1 .

The dispersion relationD(k,v)50 has real roots of the form
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v1,2
2 5

gk~ tanhkh11tanhkh2!

2@11~r1 /r2!tanhkh1 tanhkh2# H 16A124
Dr

r2

@11~r1 /r2!tanhkh1 tanhkh2#tanhkh1 tanhkh2

~ tanhkh11tanhkh2!2 J . ~14!
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It can be shown that the expression under the rad
sign is never less than zero. Therefore, the relationD(k,v)
50 contains two branches of the dispersion curves. O
branch,v1

2(k), specifies the surface wave in the layer, a
the other branch,v2

2(k), specifies the wave on the interfac
between the two media.

Let us find the explicit form of the Green’s function. Th
integration in~13! is performed on the complex plane usin
the residue theorem. The integrand in~13!, wherek is now
complex, has the poles6k0

(1) and6k0
(2) on the real axis and

the poles6 ikn
(1) and 6 ikn

(2) (n51,2,...) on theimaginary
axis, which are specified by Eq.~14!. The superscripts 1 an
2 in the notation for the poles correspond to waves of
surface layer and waves on the interface between the
media.

The integral in~13! should be calculated with conside
ation of the radiation condition, which was mentioned in t
formulation of the problem and states that only outgo
waves exist atx→6`. This can be realized using the prin
ciple of limiting absorption by formally adding the term
«]w1 /]t, which characterizes damped waves, where« is a
small parameter, to the right-hand side of Eq.~1!. Then, in
~8!–~10! the frequencyv will be a complex quantity with an
imaginary part that is proportional to«. This leads to dis-
placement of the polesk0

(1) andk0
(2) from the real axis by an

amount proportional to«. In this case the integration in~13!
is performed over a contour that does not enclose singu
ties on the real axis, and this eliminates the indeterminac
the result. After calculating the integral in~13! and letting«
tend to zero, we have a solution that does not contain wa
arriving from infinity.

Because of the symmetry of the flow pattern relative
x50, we perform the integration in~13! for x.0. Then the
integration contour will not contain the poles2k0

(1) , 2k0
(2) ,

ikn
(1) , and2 ikn

(2) within it, and after the parameter« is al-
lowed to tend to zero, the Green’s function is represente
the form

G~x,v!5 iA~k0
~1!!exp~ ik0

~1!x!1 iA~k0
~2!!exp~ ik0

~2!x!

1 i (
n51

`

A~kn
~1!!exp~2kn

~1!x!

1 i (
n51

`

A~kn
~2!!exp~2kn

~2!x!, ~15!

whereA(k) is defined by the expression

A~k!5D1~k,v!H d

dk
@kD,~k,v!#J 21

.

In accordance with~12! and~6!, in which the multiplier
exp(2ivt) was separated out, the pressure on the bottom
the channel has the form
al
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p2~x,2h2!5p2v2w0E
2a

a

Gux2ju,v)dj

2r2gH 0, uxu.a,

w0 , uxu,a.
~16!

In calculating the integral in~16! it should be borne in
mind that the Green’s function at2`,x,` is also given
by ~15!, except that the variablex must be replaced byuxu in
the exponents.

NONPROPAGATING MODES OF A TWO-LAYER FLUID IN A
CHANNEL WITH AN INCLUSION

The combined modes of the two-layer fluid and the so
block will be studied for the case in which the densities
the fluids are approximately equal, i.e.,r1'r2 . In an ap-
proximation the dispersion relation~11! has the form

v4~11tanhkh1 tanhkh2!1v2gk~ tanhkh11tanhkh2!

2g2k2
Dr

r2
tanhkh1 tanhkh250.

It has the roots

v1,2
2 5

gk tanhk~h11h2!

2

3F16A124
Dr

r2

coth k~h11h2!

coth kh11coth kh2
G .

Expanding the square root into a Taylor series, we obt

v1
25gk tanhk~h11h2!,

v2
25

Dr

r2
gk~coth kh11coth kh2!21, ~17!

where v1
2(k0

(1)) is a surface wave in a layer of thicknes
h11h2 , and v2

2(k0
(2)) is an internal wave on the interfac

between the fluids with consideration of the boundaries
z5h1 andz52h2 .

We write the Green’s function at2`,x,` in the form

G~x,v!5 iA1~k0
~1!!exp~ ik0

~1!uxu!

1 iA2~k0
~2!!exp~ ik0

~2!uxu!

1 (
n51

`

B1~kn
~1!!exp~2kn

~1!uxu!

1 (
n51

`

B2~kn
~2!!exp~2kn

~2!uxu!,

wherek0
(1) andk0

(2) are defined by~17!, andkn
(1) andkn

(2) are
defined, respectively, by the relations

v1
252gkn

~1! tan@kn
~1!~h11h2!#,
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v2
252

Dr

r2
gkn

~2!~cot kn
~2!h11cot kn

~2!h2!21. ~18!

The coefficients A1(k0
(1)), A2(k0

(2)), B1(kn
(1)), and

B2(kn
(2)) are not presented because of their cumbersome

ture. Performing the integration of the Green’s function
~16!, we obtain the expression for the pressure on the bot
of the channel atuxu,a

p2~x,2h2!52r2v2w0

3H A1~k0
~1!!

k0
~1! @exp~ ik0

~1!a!cos~k0
~1!x!21#

1
A2~k0

~2!

k0
~2! @exp~ ik0

~2!a!cos~k0
~2!x!21#

1 (
n51

` B1~kn
~1!!

kn
~1! @12exp~2kn

~1!a!cosh~kn
~1!x!#

1 (
n51

` B2~kn
~2!!

kn
~2! @12exp~2kn

~2!a!

3cosh~kn
~2!x!#J 2r2gw0 , ~19!

and atuxu.a we obtain

p2~x,2h2!52r2v2w0F i
A1~k0

~1!!

k0
~1! exp~ ik0

~1!x!sin~k0
~1!a!

1 i
A2~k0

(2!

k0
~2! exp~ ik0

~2!x!sin~k0
~2!a!

1 (
n51

` B1~kn
~1!!

kn
~1! exp~2kn

~1!x!sinh~kn
~1!a!

1 (
n51

` B2~kn
~2!!

kn
~2! exp~2kn

~2!x!sinh~kn
~2!a!G .

~20!

The presence of the imaginary multipliers in the expr
sion for the pressure atuxu.a physically signifies that the
energy of the oscillating block is transported by surface a
internal waves to infinity.

The existence of a discrete spectrum of modes in
infinite waveguide under consideration can be ensured o
in the absence of waves which transport energy to infin
Then, the terms specifying the transport of energy in
solution obtained must be set equal to zero. The corresp
ing terms in the expression~20! for the pressure atuxu.a are
the ones which contain exp(ik0

(1)x) and exp(ik0
(2)x). To elimi-

nate them we require fulfillment of the equalities sin(k0
(1)a)

50 and sin(k0
(2)a)50. This is ensured under the condition

k0
(1)5(p/a) l and k0

(2)5(p/a)m ( l ,m51,2,...). Let us as-
certain when the fulfillment of these conditions is possib
The existence of combined modes in the fluid requires eq
ity between the frequencies of the surface and internal wa
defined by~17!. Equating expressions~17!, we have
a-

m

-

d

e
ly
.
e
d-

.
l-

es

Dr

r2

tanh~k0
~2!h1!tanh~k0

~2!h2!

tanh~k0
~2!h1!1tanh~k0

~2!h2!

3
11tanh~k0

~1!h1!tanh~k0
~1!h2!

tanh~k0
~1!h1!1tanh~k0

~1!h2!
5

k0
~1!

k0
~2! 5

l

m
. ~21!

For the limiting cases of deep and shallow water, fro
~21! we find in an approximation

for h1 ,h2@a~deep water!l /m5Dr/~2r2!,

for h1'h2!a~shallow water!l /m5@Dr/~4r2!#1/2.
~22!

We note that the numbersl andm characterize the num
ber of crests on the standing surface and internal waves
pearing over a block of length 2a, i.e., in the absence o
waves which transport energy to infinity the energy of t
oscillating block and the fluid is localized within the leng
of the block. In addition, the number of standing surfa
waves must be smaller than the number of internal wave
the ratio specified by~22!.

We define the force exerted by the fluid on the oscill
ing block using the expressions for the pressure~19!:

Q52E
2a

a

p2~x,2h2!dx

524r2v2w0H A1~k0
~1!!

k0
~1! Fexp~ ik0

~1!a!
sin~k0

~1!a!

k0
~1! 2aG

1
A2~k0

~2!!

k0
~2! Fexp~ ik0

~2!a!
sin~k0

~2!a!

k0
~2! 2aG

1 (
n51

` B1~kn
~1!!

kn
~1! Fa2exp~2kn

~1!a!
sinh~kn

~1!a!

kn
~1! G

1 (
n51

` B2~kn
~2!!

kn
~2! Fa2exp~2kn

~2!a!
sinh~kn

~2!a!

kn
~2! G J

12ar2gw0 .

To determine the steady oscillations of the fluid and
block, we substitute the force foundQ into Eq. ~5!, which
defines the motion of the block. We also take into acco
that the equalities sin(k0

(1)a)50 and sin(k0
(2)a)50, which

eliminate the transport of energy to infinity, must be satisfi
for the steady oscillations. We then obtain the equation
motion of the block in the form

2Mv2w054r2v2w0H A1~k0
~1!!

k0
~1! a1

A2~k0
~2!!

k0
~2! a

2 (
n51

` B1~kn
~1!!

~kn
~1!!2 @akn

~1!

2exp~2kn
~1!a!sinh~kn

~1!a!#

2 (
n51

` B2~kn
~2!!

~kn
~2!!2 @akn

~2!
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2exp~2kn
~2!a!sinh~kn

~2!a!#J 12ar2gw0 .

It is seen that Eq.~23! describes the steady oscillation
of the fluid and the block only when the right-hand side
negative. Otherwise, the equation does not have any phy
meaning.

Let us estimate the orders of magnitude of the ter
appearing on the right-hand side of Eq.~23!. We perform the
calculation for the case of shallow water, settingh15h2

5h!a andH52h. In addition, we assume that there is o
standing wave on the surface of the fluid, i.e.,l 51. Then, in
an approximation we have

A1~k0
~1!!'2

1

2k0
~1!H

, A2~k0
~2!!'2

1

2k0
~2!H

.

It can be shown that the roots of expressions~18! lie in
the ranges2p/21pn,kn

(1)H,pn and 2p/21pn,kn
(2)h

,pn (n51,2,...). WhenDr/r2 is small, we set

B1~kn
~1!!52@0.5 sin~2kn

~1!H !1kn
~1!H#21,

B2~kn
~2!!52@0.5 sin~2kn

~2!H !1kn
~2!H#21.

Then Eq.~23! can be written in the form

2Mv2w052r2v2w0H 2
aH

~k0
~1!H !2 2

aH

~k0
~2!H !2

1 (
n51

` 2kn
~1!a211exp~22kn

~1!a!

~kn
~1!!2@0.5 sin~2kn

~1!H !1kn
~1!H#

1 (
n51

` 2kn
~2!a211exp~22kn

(2)a)

~kn
~2!!2@0.5 sin~2kn

~2!H !1kn
~2!H#

1
a

v2 gJ . ~24!

In evaluating the series appearing in~24! we neglect the
exponential term, which is small, and the sine, which
negative, and assume thatkn

(1)H5pn and kn
(2)H52pn.

Then the series obtained can be summed. We transform
last term in the brackets in~24! using the relationv2

5g(k0
(1))2H, which holds in the shallow-water approxima

tion. Then we ultimately have the equation

2Mv2w052r2v2w0F2
aH

~k0
~1!H !2 2

aH

~k0
~2!H !2 1

aH

3

al

s

s

he

1
aH

12
1

aH

~k0
~1!H !2G . ~25!

It is seen in this equation that the first and last terms
the brackets in Eq.~25! cancel each other out, and, sinc
k0

(2),1 ~the shallow-water approximation!, that the right-
hand side of the equation is negative. Therefore, it can
concluded that Eq.~25! describes the steady oscillations
the two-layer fluid with the formation of standing waves ov
the block. We note that if the fluid were a one-layer syste
the second and fourth terms in the brackets in Eq.~25! would
not be present, and the right-hand side would be positive
must then be acknowledged that the formation of stand
waves in a one-layer fluid is impossible. The interface b
tween the two fluids is an accumulating layer, which tran
forms and redistributes the energy of the oscillating syst
with the formation of standing waves.

We note that to simplify the calculations the estimates
the sums in Eqs.~23! were approximate. The exact determ
nation and calculation ofA1(k0

(1)) andA2(k0
(2)) require more

detailed calculations. This also applies to the case in wh
there is more than one standing wave on the surface of
fluid, since it cannot be assumed categorically in~21! that
k0

(2)H,1. The present approximate calculation demonstra
the possibility, in principle, of forming nonpropagating loca
ized waves, which would lead to undamped oscillations o
block in a system, such as an infinite waveguide filled b
two-layer fluid. When there is an external source of oscil
tions at the eigenfrequencies found, resonant oscillations
arise.
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Some laws governing the settling and accumulation of an industrial aerosol over a
region
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The content of such typical ecologically hazardous chemical elements as Pb, Ni, Cu, Sr, and Zn
in soil and plant ash from the vicinity of an industrial center is measured. Since the main
sources of these elements are smoke aerosols of industrial origin, the dependence of the
concentrations of these elements on the distance from highly profuse, continually operating
sources of emission is measured to a distance of;10 km. It is shown that the laws governing
the variation of the concentration of different chemical elements in soil with the distance
from the source of emission into the atmosphere are determined by the conditions of their gravity
settling with consideration of the electrical interaction of the aerosol with the ground
electric field and that the laws in plant ash are determined by the accumulation of highly dispersed,
charged aerosol on the surface of plant leaves polarized in the ground electric field.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!00303-1#
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Smoke aerosols of industrial origin containing hea
metals and their toxic chemical compounds are one of
main sources of soil, water, and air pollution in both urba
ized regions and mountainous and marine areas that are
far from industrial centers.1–3 For this reason it would be o
interest to investigate the physical laws governing the
tling of aerosols of industrial origin on the ground and th
accumulation in the near-surface layer.

1. The concentrations of various chemical elements
soil and plants were measured in systematic ecological
vestigations to a distance of;10 km from an industrial cen
ter along the prevalent wind direction. The microeleme
composition of the soil and plant ash was measured usin
DFS-13 spectrograph by stationary emission spectrogra
analysis with vaporization from the channel in a carbon el
trode.

During the investigations it became clear that the de
sive contribution to the soil pollution is made by 28 chemic
elements, of which lead, zinc, arsenic, copper, and merc
are characterized by the highest values. Their content in
soil exceeded the mean values characteristic of the re
considered by tens of fold. Furthermore, of the 37 eleme
determined in plants, 17 were detected. Among them,
were detected with a concentration exceeding the normal
ues of the generalized data for many plant species. The
centrations of barium, manganese, molybdenum, and st
tium in the plant samples are characterized by val
exceeding the generalized data by 3–6 fold. Copper, ma
nese, molybdenum, strontium, and zinc were the most wid
encountered elements and were present in all the sam
The results of the measurements of the concentrations~in
atomic units! of Pb, Ni, Cu, Zn, and Sr for soils~curves2!
and plant ash~curves1! are presented in Figs. 1a–1e as
function of the distance.

2. It is seen from Fig. 1 that the variation of the conce
2831063-7842/98/43(3)/5/$15.00
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trations of all the chemical elements cited in the soil samp
~curves2! has a qualitatively similar form: as the distan
from the source of emission of the smoke aerosol into
atmosphere increases, the soil concentrations of all the
ments analyzed increase, reach a maximum at a distanc
about 1–2 km from the beginning of the route, and th
rapidly decrease to an approximately constant level. Ho
ever, the disparity between the positions of the concentra
maxima of different elements on the plots presented is st
ing. This finding is, generally speaking, unexpected, sinc
indirectly indicates, through the laws governing the settli
of an aerosol on the ground, differences in the physicoche
cal properties of smoke of the same origin. Several phys
mechanisms capable of producing such an effect were
cussed in Refs. 4 and 5.

For convenience in comparing the plots of the dep
dence of the percentage content of different chemical
ments in the soil on the distance with one another, the m
surement results can be approximated~using the least-
squares method! by the analytical expression

Y5aX exp~2bX!. ~1!

The results of such a treatment, i.e., the values ofa and
b for Ni, Cu, Zn, Sr, Ba, Co, Zr, and Pb are presented
Table I. The last column lists the values of the correlati
coefficients between the respective analytical depende
and the measurement results. As we see, in all cases
correlation coefficients are close to unity.

We note that the position of the maximumXm on a plot
of Eq. ~1! is determined byb: Xm51/b. This parameter also
determines the curvature of the curve~the rate of descent on
both sides of the maximum!, which increases with increasin
b.

It is not difficult to see from the data presented in Tab
I that different elements naturally separate into two grou
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Dependence of the relative concentrations of various elements in plant ash~1! and in soil ~2! on the distance from the site of emission into th
atmosphere: a—Pb, b—Zn, c—Sr, d—Cu, e—Ni.
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according to the positions of the maxima of the curves. O
group contains Ni, Cu, Zn, Sr, and Ba, and the other gro
contains Co, Zr, and Pb. The positions of the maxima for
elements of the former group can be regarded as coinci
within the range of the measurement error and as co
sponding to a distance from the aerosol emission site e
to about 2 km. The concentration maximum of Co in the s
e
p
e
g

e-
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is at approximately half of this distance. The positions of t
concentration maxima of lead and zirconium in the soil a
also markedly separated. These data directly indicate
different elements entering the atmosphere in smoke are
resented inhomogeneously in it.

We note that the appearance of particles with differ
physicochemical properties in smoke aerosols when fuel
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complex chemical composition are burned is not surprisi
since the chemical composition of a specific particle is
termined by all of its history: the site of nucleation in th
burner, as well as the chemical composition and tempera
of the surrounding vapors and combustion products. Le
assume in an initial idealization that the formation of
smoke particle takes place as a result of the condensatio
vapors on a nucleus in accordance with Maxwell’s equati
according to which the flux of the condensing vapor o
certain substance on a particle is proportional to the dif
ence between the partial vapor pressures of that substan
the surrounding medium and on the surface of the parti
where the vapor can be considered saturated.6 If it is taken
into account that the saturated vapor pressure varies e
nentially with the temperature, it is not difficult to see th
the smoke particles located at the center of a flame and o
periphery will be surrounded by gaseous combustion pr
ucts with temperatures differing by several hundred degr
In such a situation the mass fluxes of the condensing va
impinging on particles in these two cases will differ in bo
intensity and chemical composition. As a result, the spr
of the values of the physicochemical characteristics of
material in different smoke particles can be very large.

The further evolution of a smoke aerosol formed duri
burning is associated with its charging as a result of ther
onic emission processes and interactions with electrons
ions in the weakly ionized plasma comprising the flam7

However, this initial charging of smoke particles hard
plays a significant role in their subsequent fate. Before
tering the atmosphere, a smoke aerosol passes throug
plasma of the corona discharge in an electrostatic precip
tor, which retains a considerable portion of the particles a
imparts electric charges to the smoke particles pas
through it. For the most part, smoke particles with a resis
ity ranging from 104 to 1010 V•cm are retained in an elec
trostatic precipitator.8 Smoke particles with good electrica
conductivity, whose resistivity is less than 104 V•cm, are
rapidly recharged on the collecting electrode of the elec
static precipitator. As a result, they are repelled from it, s
back into the gas flow, and carried by the latter into t
atmosphere. The substances of interest to us in the inv
gation conducted have an electrical conductivity greater t
1024 S/cm and therefore enter the atmosphere in the form
charged particles. At the same time, the oxides of lead
cobalt have electrical conductivities that are three to f

TABLE I. Values found by the least-squares method for the constants in
~1!, which approximates data from natural measurements.

Chemical
element

a,
arb. units/m

b3104,
m21

Correlation
coefficient

Cu 31 4.7 0.91
Sr 589 4.8 0.89
Zn 204 5.1 0.87
Ni 51 5.1 0.90
Ba 1085 5.2 0.92
Zr 422 5.5 0.83
Pb 65 6.1 0.86
Co 187 8.6 0.97
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orders of magnitude greater than those of the oxides of
Sr, Zn, Ni, and Cu. Ultimately, as a result, the smoke p
ticles consisting predominantly of PbO and CoO will ha
greater charges at the outlet to the atmosphere than
smoke particles consisting mainly of the oxides of Ba, Z
Sr, Ni, and Cu.

3. However, let us consider the laws governing the s
tling of a spherical aerosol particle having a chargeq, a
radiusr , and a massm on the ground. We assume that th
charge and mass of a particle remain unchanged during
observation period. Then the equation of motion of suc
particle in an air flow with a velocityU in its vicinity, which
entrains it, can be written in the form6

m
dV

dt
56pmr ~U2V!2mgnz1qEnz , ~2!

whereV is the velocity of the center of gravity of the pa
ticle, E is the electric field strength,g is the acceleration of
free fall (Einz), nz is the vertical unit vector (gi2nz), andm
is the dynamic viscosity of air.

We rewrite~2! in a form that is more convenient for ou
further arguments, introducing the characteristic relaxat
time of the velocity of the aerosol particlet5m/6pmr :6

t
dV

dt
1V5U0 ,

U05U1tS q

m
E2gDnz . ~2a!

Because motions along the vertical and horizontal a
are independent, it is not difficult to show that the settli
velocity of a particle onto the ground~the rate of motion
along the vertical axis! at any moment in time has the form

Vz5tS q

m
E2gD1FV0z2tS q

m
E2gD Gexp~2t/t!, ~3!

whereV0z is the vertical component of the velocity of th
aerosol particle with which it drops with the air flow into th
free atmosphere, which has the meaning of the initial vel
ity in Eq. ~2a!.

It is seen from Eq.~3! that at t@t the second term,
which is proportional to the exponential function, can
neglected, and the settling velocity of the particle becom
stationary@if the weak dependence ofE5E(z) is neglected#.
The magnitude of the stationary settling velocity is det
mined by the relationship between the gravitational fo
acting on the particle and the force of its interaction with t
electric field ~which is directed toward the ground in clea
weather9,10!. It is easy to see that whenqE5mg, the station-
ary settling velocity of the particle vanishes. It follows fro
elementary estimates that such suspension of the particle
the atmosphere occurs, for example, whenr'0.25mm,
r51 g/cm3, q;100e ~wheree is the charge of an electron!,
andE'1 V/cm.10 The value of the particle charge taken
the estimate corresponds to the conditions of natural ch
ing in the plasma of a corona discharge for a smoke part
of the assigned radius.11 Here it would be appropriate to
address the question of what happens to a particle as

q.
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charge and radius deviate from the values presented ab
To answer this question we must take into account the c
ditions under which the particle is charged. If a particle a
quires a charge in the field of a corona discharge, then,
cording to Ref. 11, it receives a charge of the order of
maximum charge for shock charging by a stream of ions

q* 5
3«

«12
E* r 2,

where« is the dielectric constant of the particle andE* is the
external electric field strength in its vicinity.

For the investigation performed it is important that t
charge of the particle varies with the radius as;r 2, while its
mass varies as;r 3. As a result, we find that, as the radius
the particle increases, the influence of the interaction of
electric charge with the ground electric field on the settl
velocity of the particle decreases rapidly. Already wh
r .3 mm, this interaction is negligibly small compared wi
the influence of the gravitational force.

If smoke particles which are highly conductive acqu
their charge when they are recharged on the collecting e
trode, the charge of the particles is specified by the rela
q'w3r , wherew is the potential of the collecting electrod
In this case the influence of the variation of the particle
dius and the interaction of its charge with the electric field
the laws governing its settling on the ground will be quali
tively the same as in the case considered above of the ch
ing of particles in a corona discharge plasma, except th
must be taken into account that the particle charge thus
quired will have a sign which is opposite to the sign of t
charge of a particle charged in a corona discharge.
influence of the charge on the laws governing the sett
of smoke particles on the ground becomes small as soo
r .1 mm, since the increase in the charge of a particle as
radius increases then becomes weaker:q;r .

Two hypotheses can be advanced to interpret the m
surement data: smoke particles consisting predominantl
the oxides of Pb, Zr, and Co settle more rapidly than do
other particles, because 1! they have larger radii and 2! their
charge is opposite in sign to the charge of particles cons
ing of the other oxides.

4. The law found for the dependence of the percent
content of the elements analyzed in plant ash on the dista
is interesting. It is seen from Fig. 1~curves1! that the con-
centrations of the elements analyzed gradually increase
increasing distance from the site of emission of the aero
into the atmosphere and reach stationary values at dista
exceeding the positions of the maxima on the curves cha
terizing the concentrations of the same elements in the
Furthermore, as can be seen from Fig. 1, the content of
elements analyzed in the plant ash is significantly higher t
in the soil. This points out the accumulating role of vege
tion with respect to an aerosol settling from the atmosph
The accumulation of aerosol particles on vegetation is a
ciated with its very large surface area per unit of mass
comparison with soil. The only thing remaining is to analy
the physical mechanisms underlying the ability of plants
collect a settling aerosol from the atmosphere.
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The qualitative course of curves1 in Fig. 1 and the ar-
guments presented above regarding some of the laws gov
ing the settling of a metal-containing aerosol from the atm
sphere indicate that a very fine aerosol accumulates
vegetation. In fact, the metal content in the plant ash fr
the area where the most coarsely dispersed aerosol settle~in
the immediate vicinity of the site of emission of the smo
aerosol into the atmosphere!, whose particles are easil
washed from leaf surfaces by rain, is small. At large d
tances from the smoke source, where only the finely d
persed aerosol fraction (r ,1 mm) remains in the suspende
state, the particles settling on vegetation can be held on
leaves by forces of molecular adhesion, and the concen
tions of all the metals in the plant ash increase.

The ability of plants to accumulate a highly dispers
charged aerosol can be attributed to the intensification of
ground electric field in the vicinity of the tips of leaves an
blades of grass as a consequence of the polarization o
atmosphere in the near-surface layer of the atmosphere.
situation, which seems incredible at first glance, has b
adequately confirmed by observations a
measurements.12,13 For example, according to the data fro
the natural measurements in Ref. 12, when the ground e
tric field strength increases in prestorm weather by abou
order of magnitude in comparison to the field in cle
weather~up to 10 V/cm!, a weak corona discharge is ignite
in the vicinity of the tips of leaves, but because of the lar
number of leaves the total current in the cloud reache
value of '3 A. In clear weather the ground electric fie
strength is;1 V/cm.10 However, in the vicinity of the tips
of leaves and blades of grass the electric field strength
creases many fold and has an appreciable orienting influe
on the trajectory of motion of settling, positively charge
highly dispersed aerosol particles~we note that in clear
weather the vector of the ground electric field strength
directed away from the earth’s surface, which has a nega
charge!. The fact that at large distances from the site of em
sion into the atmosphere the highly dispersed aerosol f
tion remaining in the suspended state has a positive char
associated with ‘‘aging’’ of the aerosol.1 This phenomenon is
manifested by the fact that the charges of the individual p
ticles in a smoke aerosol do not remain unchanged, reg
less of their history. A weak ion current continually flows
the atmosphere between the ionosphere and the gro
Therefore, the charges of smoke particles vary in both m
nitude and sign with the passage of time due to diffus
charging. This phenomenon is also called aerosol ‘‘agin
The characteristic ‘‘aging’’ time is of the order of sever
hours.1 In the situation under consideration this means t
negatively charged smoke particles ultimately acquire po
tive charges.

We note, in conclusion, that the accumulation of
charged aerosol by vegetation not only is known, but is a
utilized in the electrohydrodynamic spraying o
insecticides,14 whose theory and practice have been th
oughly developed.15
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Trapped and free electrons in the near-anode region of a striated discharge
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Spatial potential profiles and electron energy distribution functions are measured in the near-
anode region of a striated neon glow discharge. It is discovered that potential wells of small depth
adjacent to the anode appear on the spatial potential profiles at certain moments in time.
The distribution functions measured in the potential wells have a pronounced maximum of slow
electrons, which sharply distinguishes them from the distribution functions in the striation
phases where there are no wells. The mechanism which shapes the electron distribution function
for electrons trapped in a potential well is analyzed. A perturbing effect of the anode on
the electron distribution function as the anode is approached is discovered experimentally, and an
interpretation of this effect is given. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~98!00403-6#
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The shaping of the electron distribution function in t
positive column of a striated discharge in inert gases at
pressures~up to a few Torr! and small currents~up to a few
tens of milliamperes! has been investigated in several the
retical and experimental studies.1–7 A comparison of the re-
sults of experiments and calculations of electron distribut
functions on the basis of nonlocal electron kinetics2 in spa-
tially periodic potential fields revealed the main factors sh
ing the electron distribution functions inS and P
striations.6,7 Under the discharge conditions considered
potential drop over the thickness of a striation is determin
by the loss of electron energy in elastic and inelastic co
sions. There is an electron bunching effect,2 which results in
the appearance of a specific maximum on the distribu
function, which migrates along the energy axis and the
ordinate. In the case ofS striations this maximum is assoc
ated with one resonant trajectory, to which the electrons
drawn as a result of bunching. The energy gained by e
trons on this resonant trajectory in one period exceeds
excitation threshold«1 by the magnitude of the mean elast
lossesD«, the potential drop on anS striation is equal
to «s5«11D«, and the thickness of anS striation equals
Ls5«s /eE0 , whereE0 is the mean value of the field. In th
case ofP striations, it was found experimentally that th
potential drop on a single striation«p and the striation thick-
nessLp are two times smaller than those for anS striation.
Since «p is appreciably smaller than«1 , electrons must
traverse two spatial periods in order to gain the ene
needed for excitation. This case corresponds to two reso
trajectories and, accordingly, two maxima on the distribut
function separated by a distance equal to the potential d
on a P striation. The results of experimental measureme
of the electron distribution functions inS andP striations in
the positive column of a neon discharge have been in
preted from this standpoint.6,7

The object of the present work is to investigate t
mechanisms which shape the electron distribution functi
in S and P striations in the near-anode region of th
2881063-7842/98/43(3)/8/$15.00
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quasineutral plasma of a striated neon discharge. Exp
ments were performed to measure the spatial potential
files and the distribution functions forS andP striations near
the anode and in the unperturbed positive column. The fo
of the electron distribution function in the presence and
sence of potential wells on the spatial potential profile
analyzed on the basis of a kinetic equation.

MEASUREMENTS OF THE ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION
FUNCTION IN THE PRESENCE OF POTENTIAL WELLS NEAR
THE ANODE

The experiments were performed in a neon discharg
p51 – 2 Torr and i 510– 20 mA. A tube of radius
R51.4 cm had a flat anode filling the entire cross section
the discharge and a mobile probe, which permits the per
mance of measurements of the electron distribution func
and the plasma potential at different distances from the
ode with a spacing of 2 mm on the discharge axis. At ea
fixed position of the probe, the electron distribution functio
were measured with a temporal resolution of 10ms in 12
striation phases. The procedure for correctly measuring s
tial potential profiles in the presence of oscillations of t
plasma potential was described in Ref. 7.

The results of the measurements of the spatial poten
profiles for S and P striations in the near-anode region
different moments in time are presented in Figs. 1a–1c. F
ure 1a corresponds toS striations, which are observed fo
small currents atpR.25 Torr•cm, Fig. 1b corresponds to
P-striations with a large electric field modulation depth, a
Fig. 1c corresponds toP striations near the lower curren
boundary for the existence of striations and to nearly si
soidal modulation of the electric field. It is seen from Fig.
that the axial distribution of the potential can be represen
in the form of the superposition of a potential wave, oscil
tions of the plasma potential as a whole, a potential wh
decays linearly toward the cathode, and an anode fall a
cent to the anode. In addition, the magnitude and sign of
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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anode fall vary with time in such a manner that at cert
moments in time the plasma potential near the anode
comes positive and a potential well which traps electro
forms ~the hatched regions in Fig. 1!. The distribution func-
tions measured in the potential wells are sharply dis
guished from the electron distribution functions measu
outside the potential wells by the presence of a pronoun
peak of slow electrons with energies of;0.2– 0.5 eV. Fig-
ure 2 presents electron distribution functions measured fo
S striation at a distance of 2 mm from the anode~approxi-
mately at the center of the potential well! at different mo-
ments in time during a striation period. A sharp peak of sl
electrons is observed in an interval lasting;30 ms
(260– 290ms). Curve1 in Fig. 1a exhibits a potential wel
corresponding to 270ms on the time axis of Fig. 2. As is
seen from the figure, the peak of slow electrons appear
the striation phases in which potential wells are observe

A similar picture is observed for the measurements
the electron distribution function inP striations in the pres-
ence of potential wells. Figure 3 presents electron distri

FIG. 1. Spatial potential profiles inS ~a! andP ~b, c! striations measured a
various moments in time,ms: 1—270, 2—95, 3—370. The dashed lines
connect the zero potential of the grounded anode with the plasma pote
measured at a distance of;2 mm. Anode oscillations should develop i
this region.pR, Torr: a—2.7, b—2.24, c—1;i /R, mA/cm: a—13, b—10,
c—14; a—I s57 cm, «s518 eV; b—Lp54.5 cm, «p510 eV; c—
Lp54.2 cm,«p59.1 eV.
n
e-
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d
d
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tion functions measured inP striations. It is clearly seen tha
the electron distribution function is shifted toward small e
ergies<1 eV within a potential well and that the amplitud
of the peak of slow electrons increases with increasing
tance from the anode, reaches a maximum at the midpoin
the potential well, and then drops. As it passes through

tial

FIG. 2. Electron distribution functions measured for anS striation at a
distance of 2 mm from the anode at various moments in time.

FIG. 3. Electron distribution functions measured for aP striation at the time
corresponding to curve1 in Fig. 1c and at various distances from the ano
at the 12 points marked on that curve. The boundary of the potential we
indicated by hatching.
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boundary of the well, the form of the electron distributio
function changes drastically, its amplitude drops apprecia
the peak of slow electrons vanishes, and the electron di
bution function acquires the form characteristic of aP stria-
tion in the column. Thus, the most interesting effect is
appearance of a clearly expressed group of slow electron
the distribution function with energies smaller than the de
of the potential well on the spatial potential profile. The
electrons make the major contribution to the total concen
tion.

The appearance of slow electrons on the distribut
function was observed in Ref. 8 for negative anode falls
an unstriated neon discharge at appreciably lower press
(pR50.1– 0.05 Torr•cm).

KINETICS OF TRAPPED ELECTRONS

Questions concerning the shaping of the distribut
function in the presence of trapped electrons in poten
wells were analyzed in Refs. 9 and 10. The effect obser
in the present work can be interpreted on the basis of a o
dimensional kinetic equation, which is conveniently writt
in the following variables: the total energy«5w1ew(x)
and the coordinatex @w is the kinetic energy andew(x) is
the potential energy#.

Assuming that the time for the formation of the electr
distribution function is appreciably shorter than the striat
period, we can use the steady-state approximation and w
the kinetic equation in the form

]

]x

2w3/2

3mn

] f 0

]x
1

]

]« F2
m

M
nw3/2S f 01Ta

] f 0

]« D G
1

]

]« F2new
3/2S A1f 01A2

] f 0

]« D G5S* , ~1!

where f 0(«,x) is the isotropic part of the distribution func
tion, n(v) is the transport frequency of the elastic collision

ne5
4p•e4n

m2v3 ln L

is the frequency of interelectronic collisions, lnl is the Cou-
lomb logarithm,Ta is the temperature of the Maxwellia
distribution of neutral atoms,m andM are the masses of a
electron and an atom,

A15
1

n E
0

«

f 0~«!A«d«,

A25
2

3n F E
0

«

«3/2f 0~«!d«1«3/2E
«

`

f 0~«!d«G . ~2!

The first term in~1! describes diffusion along thex co-
ordinate in the«, x phase plane~heating in the electric field!,
the second term describes the energy losses in elastic c
sions, as well as the heating in collisions with atoms, and
third term describes the exchange of energy in interelectro
collisions. The right-hand side is the inelastic-collision o
erator, which can be represented in an approximation in
form
y,
ri-

e
on
h

-

n
n
res

n
l
d
e-

ite

,

lli-
e
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-
e

S* 5Awn* ~w! f 0~«,x!2Aw8n* ~w8! f 0~«8, x!, ~3!

wheren8(w) is the total transport frequency of the inelas
collisions with the excitation threshold«1 .

Here«85«1«1 andw85w1«1 . As was shown in Ref.
9, when there is a potential well, the electrons can be se
rated into two weakly correlated groups: electrons trappe
the well («,«0) and free electrons («.«0), where«0 is the
depth of the well. If the energy relaxation distance with r
spect to the elastic and interelectronic collisions apprecia
exceeds the width of the well, it can be assumed that e
trons move within the well with conservation of the tot
energy. The distribution function in the well does not depe
explicitly on the coordinate and is a function of the tot
energyf 0

t («). In this case averaging of the kinetic equatio
~1! with respect to the coordinate can be performed for
trapped electrons, and the result can be written in the fo

]

]« F V̄« f 0
t ~«!1D̄«

] f 0
t ~«!

]« G5q~«!, ~4!

where

V̄«5
1

L E
x2~«!

x1~«!
2w3/2S m

M
n1A1Ddx,

D̄«5
1

L E
x2~«!

x1~«!
2w3/2S A2ne1

m

M
nTaDdx,

L is the width of the well, andx2(«) and x1(«) are the
turning points for electrons with the energy«.

If the well is nearly rectangular, the averaging procedu
is simplified by replacing the kinetic energy by the total e
ergy. If the profile of the well is nonrectangular, the avera
ing result has a numerical multiplier~for example, the mul-
tiplier for a parabolic profile is;1.5!. The sourcesq(«) of
electrons in the well are associated with the appearanc
slow electrons as a result of inelastic collisions of free el
trons with energies exceeding the excitation threshold@the
second term on the right-hand side of~3!#. Assuming that the
electron distribution function after the excitation thresho
f 0

i («) is known, we can write the expression forq(«) in the
form

q~«!5
1

L E
x2~«!

x1~«!Aw1«1•n* ~w1«1! f 0
i ~«1«1!dx.

~5!

Equation~4! has the physical meaning of the continui
equation for the flux, which is the sum of diffusion with th
coefficientD̄« and drift with the velocityV̄« in the presence
of the sourceq(«). As the experimental data~Fig. 3! show,
the characteristic energy of the trapped electron
(;0.2 eV) is appreciably smaller than the depth of the w
(;1 eV), permitting construction of the electron distributio
function of the trapped electrons with a zero boundary c
dition at «5«0 . The solution of Eq.~4! in this approxima-
tion has the form

f 0
t ~«!5E

«

«0 Q~«8!

D̄«8

expH E
«

«8 V̄«9

D̄«9

d«9J d«8, ~6!
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where

Q~«8!5E
0

«8
q~«!d«.

The limiting transition to a Maxwellian distribution
function for electrons with energies«,«0 can easily be seen
from Eq.~6!. In the case where interelectronic collisions pr
dominate@ne@(m/M )n# the ratioD̄«9 /V̄«9 equalsTe , and
for f 0

t («) we obtain

f 0
t ~«!'

Q~«0!

D̄«0

Te~e«02«/Te21!'const•e2 «/Te. ~7!

If the interelectronic collisions do not play a decisiv
role, the distribution function will be determined by the tem
perature of the atomsTd .

To determine the mean energy~the temperature! of the
distribution function~6! we must consider the energy ba
ance of the trapped electrons, which can be obtained by m
tiplying Eqs.~1!–~3! by the energy and integrating over th
energy in the range 02«0 and over the coordinate within th
well. For trapped electrons both the particle flux and
energy flux along the coordinate are equal to zero outside
well, allowing us to discard the first term of Eq.~1! in the
energy balance.

The integration of the second term in Eq.~1! describes
the exchange of energy between the trapped electrons
atoms in elastic collisions:

Ha5
1

L E
0

«0
d«E

x2~«!

x1~«!
w

]

]«
2

m

M
«3/2n

3S f 0
t ~«!1Ta

] f 0
t ~«!

]« Ddx

'2
m

M
nTa«5/2

] f 0
t ~«!

]«
U

«5«0

22
m

M
ntS 12

Ta

Te
D ^nw&

52Ha
d2Ha

V , ~8!

wherent is the concentration of trapped electrons, the fi
term Ha

d on the right-hand side of~8! describes the electro
energy flux outside the well due to collisions with atom
having a nonzero temperature~diffusive cooling!, and the
second termHa

V describes energy exchange with atom
within of the well.

There is special interest in the exchange of energy
tween the trapped and free electrons due to interelectr
collisions @the third term in Eq.~1!#

He5
1

L E
0

«0
d«E

x2~«!

x1~«!
w

]

]«
2w3/2neS A1f 01A2

] f 0

]« Ddx

'2neA2~«0!«0
5/2 ] f 0

]« U
«5«0

22E
0

«0
w3/2neFA12

]A2

]« G f 0d«

52He
d2He* . ~9!

The first termHe
d on the right-hand side of~9! describes the

diffusive cooling of the trapped electrons due to interel
-

l-

e
he

nd

t

e-
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-

tronic collisions in the well. As is seen from~2!, the quantity
A2(«0) for the trapped electrons has a value of;(2/3)^«&
;Te . After the substitution of the expressions forA1 and
(]A2)/(]«) from ~2!, the second termHe* in ~9! can be writ-
ten in the form

He* 522
ne«

3/2

n H E
0

«0
f 0~«!d«E

0

«

f 0~«8!A«8d«8

2E
0

«0
f 0~«!A«d«E

«

`

f 0~«8!d«8J .

The second term in the curly brackets can be tra
formed by dividing the integration range of the internal int
gral into «2«0 and «02`. By changing the order of inte
gration in the first of the two terms obtained, we can see t
this term cancels out with the first term in the curly bracke
Physically, this means that the exchange of the energy of
electrons within the well leads to compensation of the co
ing and heating. ForHe* we ultimately obtain

He* 52ne«
3/2

1

n E
0

«0
f 0~«!A«d«E

«0

`

f 0~«!d«. ~10!

This term describes the transfer of energy from free el
trons («.«0) to trapped electrons («,«0). The first integral
in ~1! gives the concentration of trapped electronsm* . The
second integral in~1! can be estimated in order of magnitud
asni /A« i , wheren8 is the concentration of free electrons an
«8 is the mean energy of the free electrons. Thus, the hea
of trapped electrons due to the cooling of free electrons
interelectronic collisions equals

He* >2ne~« i !« i
ntni

n
. ~11!

A similar expression was presented in Ref. 9 for the c
of nt'n.

The heating of trapped electrons can be caused by
elastic collisions of free electrons with an energy«.«1 due
to the appearance of slow electrons with an energy«2«1 .
The magnitude of this heating can be obtained by averag
the second term of the operator of inelastic collisions~3!
multiplied by the energy over the well:

Ha* 5
1

L E
0

«0
d«E

x2~«!

x1~«!
wAw1«1•n* ~w1«1!

3 f 0
i ~«1«1!dx'

1

3
n0* «1

5/2S «0

«1
D 3

f 0
i ~«1!. ~12!

In calculating ~12! we used the approximation of the fre
quency of inelastic collisions in the form

n* 5n0* S w

«1
21D .

In the framework of the model considered the mean
ergy ~the temperatureTe! of the trapped electrons can b
calculated from the energy balance in the form

Ha* 1He* 2Ha
d2He

d2Ha
V50. ~13!
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The diffusive cooling in balance equation~13! Ha
d1He

d

can be reduced to a form similar to~12! in Eqs.~8! and~9!.
In fact, from ~6! we can obtain

] f 0
t

]«
U

«5«0

52
Q~«0!

D̄«0

.

Substituting this expression for the derivative into t
expression forHa

d1He
d , we obtain

Ha
d1He

d5«0E
0

«0
q~«!d«5

1

2
n0* «1

5/2S «0

«1
D 3

f 0
i ~«1!.

Ultimately, the equation which should be used to find t
mean energy~the temperatureTe! has the form

2ne~« i !« i
ntni

n
2

1

6
n0* «1

5/2S «0

«1
D 3

f 0
i ~«1!23

m

M

3S 12
Ta

Te
D n~Te!Ten

t50. ~14!

The calculation ofTa using ~14! requires knowledge o
the concentration of trapped electronsnt, the concentration
of free electronsni , « i , and f 0

i («1) for electrons outside the
potential well. For concrete calculations we used the follo
ing values, which were obtained from experimental measu
ments: « i'4 eV, n'33109 cm23, nt'23109 cm23, ni

'109 cm23, ne(«
i)'133104 s21, n0* '23108 s21, n(Te)

52.23109ATe /«1, «0'1 eV, «1516.6 eV, and Te

'0.026 eV. The solution of Eq.~14! is critical with respect
to the value of the electron energy distribution function at
excitation threshold,f 0

i («1). This value can be obtained b
matching the distribution functions from the elastic and
elastic regions at the point«1 according to their slopes.11 As
a result, we obtain

f 0
i ~«1!'

9

4

ni

«1
3/2S 4

3D 1/3S T1

«1
D 2/3z1/3K1/3~z!

G~2/3!
U

z50

'
9

4

ni

«1
3/2S T*

«1
D22/3

3

G~1/3!

G~2/3!

'4.63106 eV23/2cm23, ~15!

where

T15
1

)

An0

n0*
•eE0l; T* 5S 3

2D 2/3S T1

«1
D 2/3

.

This value of f 0
i («1) correlates satisfactorily with the

experimental data. The calculations using~14! give the value
T'0.25 eV, which agrees closely with the position of t
peak of slow electrons on the experimental curve~Fig. 3!.

It is noteworthy that in the energy balance~14! the dif-
fusive cooling markedly surpasses the cooling due to ela
collisions and basically compensates the heating due to
terelectronic collisions. Within the model describing t
shaping of the electron distribution function of the trapp
electrons considered here~a black-wall condition at«5«0!,
the flux of particles entering the well due to inelastic co
sions is equal to the flux of particles leaving the well, main
e

-
e-

e

-

ic
n-

as a result of interelectronic collisions~followed by escape!.
The corresponding fluxes do not compensate one anoth
the energy balance, since electrons having the energy«0 es-
cape, while electrons having a spectrum in the range 02«0

enter the well.

INFLUENCE OF THE DRAINAGE OF ELECTRONS TO THE
ANODE ON THE ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION
FUNCTIONS IN STRIATIONS

As the experimental results show, spatial potential p
files without potential wells and reversed fields appear
definite moments in time. It would be of definite interest
ascertain the reasons for the differences between the ele
distribution functions in striations near the anode and
functions in striations of the positive column. Figure 4 pr
sents the electron distribution functions measured at
tances of 0 to 3 cm from the anode for potential curve2 in
Fig. 1c. The figure exhibits a drop in the amplitude of t
electron distribution function in the near-anode region as
anode is approached. At first there is a decrease in the n
ber of slow electrons, and then the depletion of the elect
distribution function affects increasingly faster electrons.
a distance of;2 mm from the anode the electron concent
tion is diminished by more than an order of magnitude. T
distribution functions measured in a striated positive colu
far from the anode do not exhibit a similar drop in the a

FIG. 4. Measured~points! and calculated~solid curves! electron distribution
functions at various distances from the anode inP striations. The numbers
1–6 correspond to points1–6 on potential curve2 in Fig. 1c.
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plitude of the electron distribution function and are faithfu
reproduced from striation to striation as the distance from
anode increases.

An interpretation of the experimental results can
given on the basis of the conception of nonlocal elect
kinetics. Calculations of the electron distribution function
the near-anode region of 1an unstriated neon discharge
performed in Ref. 12. The presence of the anode, whic
taken into account in the theory by introducing a zero bou
ary condition at the anode,13 leads to distortion of the elec
tron distribution function at a distance of the order of t
energy relaxation distance. As the analysis perform
shows,12,13 draining of the slow electrons occurs at first, a
the draining involves increasingly faster electrons as the
ode is approached.

A theory for the near-anode region of a striated d
charge can be devised on the basis of similar argume
Figure 5 presents the«,x plane, which shows an approxima
tion of the measured potential profile for aP striation~curve
2 in Fig. 1c!. The pointx05x1(«1) in this figure separate
the region of the positive column not perturbed by the an
(x.x0) from the near-anode region (x,x0), in which the
perturbing effect of the anode on the distribution function
manifested. In fact, in certain approximations~small energy
losses in elastic collisions and a zero boundary condition
the excitation threshold«1! the electron distribution function
can be represented in the form2

FIG. 5. Representation of the«,x plane, in which the solution of kinetic
equation~16! is analyzed.
e
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ts.

e

at

f 0~«,x!5F~«!E
x2~«!

x~«! n~«,x8!

v3~«,x8!
dx85F~«!•F0~«,x!,

~16!

whereF~«! is the amplitude of the distribution function, an
F0(«,x) is the electron distribution function which would b
formed in the potential fieldw(x) without energy losses in
elastic collisions.

At «.«1 the x1(«) curve is the curve on which the
kinetic energy of the electrons is equal to the excitat
threshold«1 . For energies in the range 0,«,«1 the lower
integration limit in ~16! x1(«)50, which corresponds to the
zero boundary condition for the electron distribution functi
at the anode. Forx.x0 the calculation of the integra
F0(«,x) in ~16! for energies in the rangeew(x),«,«1

1ew(x) does not depend on the presence of the anode, s
the lower integration limitx2(«) does not reach the anode
The electron distribution function corresponds to the posit
column not perturbed by the anode and is periodic with
spatial periodLp . Similar electron distribution functions
were calculated in Ref. 7 for potential curve2 in Fig. 1b. For
x,x0 the lower integration limit in~16! is equal to zero for
energies in the rangeew(x),«,«1 ~integration regionI in
Fig. 5! and to x2(«) for energies in the range«1,«,«1

1ew(x) ~integration regionII in Fig. 5!. This permits calcu-
lation of F0(«,x) in ~16! in the near-anode region, and at th
anodeF0(«,x)ux5050. The amplitude of the electron distr
bution functionF~«! for P striations was calculated in Re
7, and in the energy range 02«1 it was found that there are
two maxima separated along the energy scale by«p ~the
potential drop on aP striation!. These maxima are caused b
bunching due to constriction of the electron distributi
function toward two resonant trajectories when the electr
traverse a certain number of periods in a resonant spat
periodic potential. It can be assumed that the amplitudeF~«!
in the last spatial period, which is adjacent to the anode
the same as in the column. In the present work we perform
calculations of the electron distribution function for curve2
in Fig. 1c both in a striated positive column far from th
anode and in the near-anode region. The results of the ca
lations ofAw f0(«1 ,x) in the near-anode region in a potenti
field ~Fig. 5! are compared with the experimental data at
distance from the anode in Fig. 4. It is seen from the fig
that the theory faithfully describes the experimentally o
served decay of the electron distribution function as the
ode is approached.

CALCULATION OF THE ELECTRODE DISTRIBUTION
FUNCTION IN THE PRESENCE OF TRAPPED AND FREE
ELECTRONS

The electron distribution function can be construct
over the entire range of energies on the basis of a solutio
the kinetic equation averaged over the well for trapped e
trons in form~6! and the kinetic equation for free electrons
form ~16!. The idea that the electrons separate into t
weakly correlated groups that can be described by Eqs.~6!
and ~16! enables us to find the parameters of these t
groups:nt andTe for the trapped electrons andni and« i for
the free electrons. The question of the temperature and
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centration of the trapped electrons can be solved on the b
of a combined solution of the energy balance equation
the particle balance equation in the potential well. The
ergy balance of the electrons was previously discusse
Ref. 14. The particle balance can be obtained by integra
the kinetic equations~1!–~3! over the energy in the rang
from 0 to «0 and over the coordinate within the well

D̄«0

] f 0

]« U
«0

5
1

L E
0

«0
d«E

x2~«!

x1~«!
wAw1«1•n* ~w1«1!

3 f 0~«1«1!dx'
1

2
n0* «1

3/2S «0

«1
D 2

f 0~«1!,

~17!

where
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3n F E
0
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Te1
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n D ne~«0!«0
3/2,

d f0

d« U
«0

5
2

Ap
nte2 «0 /Te

1

Te
5/2.

The system of particle and energy balance equations~17! and
~14! for determining the parameters of the electron distrib
tion functions of the trapped electronsnt andTe in terms of
the parameters of the free electronsni and« i can be brought
into a form convenient for calculations

nt

nt1ni S nt

ni

TeA« i

«0
3/2 11D «0«0

3

Te
5/2A« iT*

ne~«0!

n0*
e2 «0 /Te

5
3•22/3Ap

16
•

G~1/3!

G~2/3!
51.044, ~18!

nt

nt1ni S «1

«0
D 3 ne~« i !

n0*
« i

T*
2

3

2

nt

ni

m

M

3S 12
Ta

Te
D n~Te!

n0*
S «1

«0
D 3 Te

T*
5

22/3

16

G~1/3!

G~2/3!
50.196.

~19!

The parametersnt/ni526 andTe50.3 eV obtained from the
solution of the system of equations~18! and ~19! agree sat-
isfactorily with the experimental data.

Figure 6 compares the distribution function calculat
from Eq. ~6! for the trapped electrons and Eq.~16! for the
free electrons with the experimental data. It is seen from
figure that the theoretical model discussed in this pa
qualitatively describes the shaping of the electron distri
tion function in the presence of a potential well. The assum
tions underlying the theoretical model~the black-wall condi-
tion for the trapped electrons at«5«0 and the presence o
two weakly correlated groups of electrons! lead to a discon-
sis
d
-
in
g

-

e
r
-
-

tinuity on the electron distribution function at«5«0 . The
behavior of the electron distribution function near«0 re-
quires a more rigorous analysis of the kinetic equation in t
energy range. Nevertheless, the model considered provid
graphic representation of the physical picture of the shap
of the electron distribution function and the relationship b
tween the concentrations and mean energies of the trap
and free electrons.

CONCLUSIONS

In a low-pressure striated discharge the magnitude
sign of the anode fall vary with time, and spatial potent
profiles with potential wells adjacent to the anode having
depth of;1 eV can appear at definite moments in time.
other moments in time the spatial potential profiles do
exhibit potential wells. The measured distribution functio
in wells are sharply distinguished from the distribution fun
tions outside the wells by the presence of a clearly expres
peak of slow electrons with energies amounting to tenths
an electron volt. The distribution functions measured
points corresponding to a potential well on the spatial pot
tial profile separate along the energy scale into two wea
correlated groups of trapped and free electrons. The trap
electrons are heated as a result of the entry of electr
which have undergone an inelastic collision into the well,
well as upon the transfer of energy from free electrons

FIG. 6. Comparison of the experimental~points! and calculated~solid
curve! results for the electron distribution functions inP striations in the
presence of a potential well. The electron distribution function in the ra
of energies exceeding 6.5 eV has been magnified 103 for clarity.
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trapped electrons in interelectronic collisions. The cooling
the trapped electrons is associated with diffusive cool
upon the escape of electrons bearing an amount of en
equal to the depth of the well and with energy losses
elastic collisions. The mean energy is determined by the
ance between the heating and cooling processes.

The idea that there are two weakly correlated groups
trapped and free electrons makes it possible to find the c
centration and temperature of the trapped electrons in te
of the concentration and mean energy of the free electr
from the solution of a system of particle and energy bala
equations. The calculated electron distribution funct
qualitatively describes the observed experimental data.

When a striation passes through the near-anode regio
characteristic distortion of the distribution function asso
ated with the draining of electrons to the anode is observ
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The research reported in three preceding papers is summarized. The photoelectron mechanism
for the formation of electron beams in an open discharge with a grid anode is revised.
Revision of the discharge mechanism also requires revision of the optimal conditions for its
excitation. A new method for pumping lasers by beams of fast atoms formed in an open discharge
with an inverted voltage is proposed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

The so-called1 ‘‘open discharge,’’ a modification of the
hindered discharge, was proposed in Ref. 2 in connec
with the development of new pumping sources for pulsed
lasers.3 In an open discharge the bulk of the discharge ene
is carried off by an electron beam through a grid anode i
a drift space, from which additional photoillumination of th
cathode is provided and into which the electric field from t
discharge gap ‘‘sags’’ through the holes in the grid. The
features of an open discharge are responsible for its h
stability and permit the achievement of large currents, up
100 A/cm2, in the voltage range from several to 70 kV with
out the discharge becoming an arc discharge.4 The existence
of continuous electron beams was noted in Ref. 1, and s
a regime was investigated for an open discharge in Ref
and 6. As it turned out, a continuous open discharge
actually been known beforehand7 and was used to pump con
tinuous lasers. A hollow-anode discharge~the special case o
an open discharge with a ‘‘grid’’ having one opening!,8,9 as
well as various modifications of it, for which there is furth
information in Ref. 10, can also be classified as open
charges. Here we shall confine ourselves to an examina
of an open discharge with a multiple-hole grid.

In contrast to all the known forms of glow discharge
where photoemission from the cathode does not play a d
sive role, in an open discharge, as was assumed in Refs.
and 11–15, the formation of the discharge, the mechan
sustaining it, and the principal source of beam electrons
provided by photoemission from the cathode. Adopting su
an assumption, we can consider many properties of an o
discharge without taking into account the ionization p
cesses in the gap. However, these processes are impo
when a cathode fall appears and the concentrating of the
at the cathode can lead to sparking of the discharge.
qualitative treatment in Ref. 1, as well as the direct exp
ments using grid probes in Ref. 15, showed that a cath
fall can be present in an open discharge while a h
electron-beam generation efficiency is maintained. Ther
also an opposing opinion.11,12

A new approach to the study of the processes in an o
2961063-7842/98/43(3)/6/$15.00
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discharge was described in our preceding publications,16–18

where, particularly in Ref. 18, the role of photoilluminatio
from the drift space was reduced to ensuring the unifo
emission of electrons from the cathode in the prebreakdo
stage of the discharge. It was also confirmed in Ref. 16
a high electron-beam generation efficiency is also maintai
in the presence of a cathode fall. To reinforce the conc
sions in Refs. 16–18, the structure and development of o
discharges and the role of photoemission are considere
this summary paper with reference to additional experim
tal data, including data taken from the work of other inve
tigators.

To avoid confusion in the terminology we shall call
discharge simply a high-voltage discharge when the field
the gap is distorted by the charges, but there is no cle
expressed cathode fall, and call it an anomalous discha
when the length of the cathode-fall region is shorter than
length of the discharge gapl c,d. If we use the terminology
in Ref. 19, both these types of discharges fall under the g
eral heading of a ‘‘dense discharge.’’

LONGITUDINAL STRUCTURE OF A DISCHARGE

The structure was investigated as in Ref. 16 by analyz
the spectral-temporal characteristics of the spontane
emission along the discharge. A flat movable cathode an
similar collector made from Duralumin were used in the e
periments. The anode, whose central portion had a work
diameter of 16.4 mm, had the form of a grid with an ar
S51 cm2, a characteristic hole diameter equal to 0.4 m
and a geometric transparencym560%, so that the tota
transparency of the anode wasm8528%. Such a design
made it possible to monitor the appearance of the discha
on the solid part of the anode.

It was shown in Ref. 16 that the character of the glow
the cathode layer of an open discharge is determined pr
cally completely by the excitation of atoms by fast atom
~including ionized atoms!. We present some additional ev
dence from experiments with a backward electron bea
Such a beam forms in the region into which the potentia
transported by positive ions from the gap when the pola
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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of the voltage supplied is reversed.1 In the drift space there
is, in addition to the electron beam, a beam of fast ato
formed in charge-transfer processes. As in Ref. 16, two li
were investigated in detail: 587.6 and 501.6 nm. The up
level of the former line is not optically coupled with th
ground state~the function describing the excitation of th
line by electrons has a maximum at 27 eV followed by
abrupt descent!, while the latter line is so coupled~a maxi-
mum at 100 eV with a gently sloping descent!.

Atoms excite the line atl5587.6 nm with greates
efficiency.16 Near the cathode the drop in the field toward t
anode is accompanied by a decrease in the velocity of
fast atoms, which leads to a drop in the radiated intensitP
~Fig. 1!. At small x there is a small increase inP, which is a
result of an increase in the excitation efficiency in the
sidual field of the negative-glow region. The main contrib
tion to excitation of the line is still made here by the electr
beam propagating toward the anode, i.e., the slower elect
on the tailing edge ofU. Therefore, there is a delay of th
radiation maximum relative to the current maximum, and
decay with time is slower atx51 mm ~Fig. 2! than at
x53 mm. Unlike an ordinary open discharge,16 near the an-
ode there is a break on the leading edge of the radia
oscillogram (x51 mm) due to the difference between exc
tation of the line by the electron beam and excitation by
beam of atoms which is formed in the near-cathode reg
on the drift-space side of the grid and moves toward
anode.

An estimate of the length of the cathode-fall region~Fig.
1! gives l c'2 mm. We note that the cathode fall in the di
charge stream is in the formation stage. If the radiation
detected at a definite moment in time on the leading or t
ing edge of a current maximum, more of the distribution
the measured intensityP along the discharge is found on th
leading edge ofI than on the tailing edge.

In the drift space the intensity of the line at 587.6 nm
higher than that of the line at 501.6 nm~Fig. 1!, in contrast to
Ref. 16. As the distance from the grid increases, the ra
increase in the radiated intensity slows due to the slo
velocity of the atoms exciting the line in comparison to t
beam electrons~Fig. 2!. The contribution of the fast atoms t
the excitation of the line at 501.6 nm is smaller, but is s

FIG. 1. Distribution of the intensityP of spontaneous emission lines alon
the x axis of a discharge. The scale forx has been altered afterx54 mm,
pHe5220 Pa;A—anode,C—cathode.
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noticeable, as is evidenced by the displacement of the m
mum of P as the distance from the grid increases~Fig. 2,
x56.1, 13.2 mm!. If the current is decreased to 25 m
(U53.5 kV, l c53 mm!, the value ofP near the grid be-
comes 3 times higher at 587.6 nm than at 501.6 nm, bu
x525 mm it becomes, conversely, 2 times lower because
the decrease in the penetration depth of the atomic beam

The results presented in Fig. 3 for an ordinary open d
charge in neon can be interpreted in analogy to the ab
material as well as Ref. 16. Here the fast atoms efficien
excite the neon line at 640.2 nm (P8).

When pNe5230 Pa, there is no discharge on the so
part of the anode, and there is no cathode fall in the g
There is still appreciable distortion of the field by th
charges, i.e., the maximum ofP8 is located closer to the
cathode than is the maximum ofP. Excitation of the line at
640.2 nm by fast atoms is dominant across the entire gap~t8
increases sharply in the drift region!. If d is increased at
fixed values ofU and pNe, we can determinel c , which is
found to be equal to 0.7 mm. WhenpNe5600 Pa, a discharge
is also observed on the solid part of the anode. Althou
there is no clearly expressed minimum forP8, as in Fig. 1
for the line at 587.6 nm in helium,l c can be determined from
the behavior oft8: l c'0.3 mm.

Thus, lines can be selected in any gas, and the lengt
the cathode fall can be determined from the behavior of
radiation characteristics along the discharge. Since the ra
tion of a discharge in the cathode-fall region integrated o

FIG. 2. Oscillograms of the currentI , the voltageU, and the radiated
intensityP at various distancesx from the anode.
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the spectrum behaves similarly to the radiation in lines t
are efficiently excited by the fast atoms, the character of
glow in the cathode layer is determined practically co
pletely by the excitation of atoms by the fast heavy particl
Let us dwell on the use of the inverted-voltage regime of
open discharge to pump lasers. It was noted in Ref. 1
when the polarity of the voltage supplied is reversed in
coaxial design, greater radiated power is generated in sev
laser transitions, and the distribution of the laser radiat
over the cross section of the beam becomes homogen
~under ordinary polarity it decreases sharply from the cen
toward the edges of the tube!. For example, for a mixture
with He:Xe5100:1,p51.6 kPa, and a current equal to 4
A the peak laser power atl52.03mm was close to satura
tion and amounted to 1 W. When only the polarity of t
voltage supplied was reversed, it took a value of 9 W, a
the current increased by a factor of 2. In accordance w
Ref. 1, under these conditions the parameters of the forw
and backward electron beams are about the same. It is
that even in the best case the power could increase b
factor of 2 as a result of the absence of the grid (m550%)
on the path of the backward electron beam and not
a factor of 9. No explanation for this finding was given
Ref. 1.

Although the upper level of a laser transition is reson
and requires fast electrons to efficiently excite it, owing
the considerable cross section for excitation by electrons
the excitation threshold this transition is very intense in

FIG. 3. Distribution of the intensitiesP andP8 and variation of the delays
t and t8 between the maxima of the total currentI and the spontaneou
emission along thex axis. The amplitude values forpNe5230 Pa are
U58.8 kV andI 55.8 A; and the corresponding values forpNe5600 Pa are
4 kV and 6.4 A; d50.5 mm. The values marked with a prime refer
l5640.2 nm, and those without a prime refer tokl5587.2 nm.
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high-pressure laser20,21 when low values of E/p are
achieved. Hence, in accordance with the material prese
in this section, it should be theorized that when the pola
of the voltage supplied is reversed, population inversion
formed in the laser transition mainly as a result of excitat
by the beam of fast atoms, rather than by the electron be
It is difficult to find another explanation for the observe
effect.

Thus, not only the electron beams, but also the ato
beams of open discharges can be used to excite lasers
note that the conditions for the efficient generation of at
and electron beams do not always coincide.1 This expands
the possibilities for selecting the optimum excitation con
tions for specific laser transitions.

DEVELOPMENT OF A DISCHARGE. ROLE OF
PHOTOEMISSION

In a recently published paper Kolbychevet al.13 drew
the following conclusion, which reflects a widely accept
opinion: ‘‘The ignition and development of a glow discharg
from the entire cathode surface, which efficiently generate
beam of runaway electrons, is initiated and maintained
the UV illumination from the beam plasma in the tran
anode region. Its ignition occurs at a voltage which is 2
times lower than the voltage necessary for a self-sustain
breakdown of the gap, and in this sense the discharg
non-self-maintained.’’ They added, ‘‘Since the mechani
for the ignition and development of a glow discharge is p
dominantly photoelectric, while the breakdown of the g
depends solely on the ionization of the gas..., these two
cesses develop practically independently of each other.~Kol-
bychevet al.construe breakdown to be the transformation
an open discharge into a spark!.

A different opinion was advanced in Refs. 7 and 8. A
cording to Ref. 18, the development of an open discha
can be divided into five stages.

The first is the prebreakdown stage (I ,1024 A/cm2).
The conditions in it, especially the intensity of the photoill
mination of the cathode, determine the subsequent evolu
of the discharge: its uniformity and the magnitude and s
bility of the breakdown delay.

The second stage is a pre-high-voltage discharge~usu-
ally I ,0.1 A/cm2!, which is sustained by ionization of th
gas in the weak field sagging through the openings in
anode grid. There is practically no discharge on the g
wires; therefore, the electron-beam generation efficie
does not depend onm, but is determined directly by the
processes in the discharge and can have a value clos
100%. In this stage the current can be increased to the l
usually achieved in an open discharge by adjusting the c
ditions ~l c.d, increasing the field in the holes of the grid!.
No perceptible influence of photoillumination on this sta
or on the subsequent stage was discovered.

The next two stages are high-voltage and anomalous
charges. The electric field in the gap is still distorted
space charges. The conditions for ionization in the weake
field of the near-anode region are improved, a discha
forms on the grid wires, and a cathode fall appears. Now p
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of the electron beam is intercepted by the grid, and the tra
mission efficiency of the electron beam gradually decrea
down to a value close to the geometric transparency of
grid. The anomalous stage of an open discharge was t
oughly investigated in Ref. 22, where it was shown on
basis of known experimental data that an open discharge
be described within the concept of an ordinary anomal
discharge. Obviously, such correspondence is impossibl
the case of a photoelectron open discharge.

The last stage is an arc discharge. It is the result of
ordinary transformation~which was investigated in detail in
Ref. 13! of an anomalous discharge into an arc discharge

The development of an open discharge can be stoppe
any of the stages just enumerated by adjusting the co
tions. The first four stages are easily traced asd ~Fig. 4! or U
~Fig. 5! increase. The minimum efficiencyh538% ~Fig. 4!
is somewhat higher than the total geometric transparenc
the anodem8528% and is naturally associated with th
small current density on the solid part of the anode.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the collector currentI c , the anode currentI a , and
the electron-beam generation efficiencyh5I c(I a1I c)

21 on d. The ampli-
tude value isU510.8 kV, the length of the drift spaceL530 mm, and
pHe5290 Pa. Dashed line—length of the cathode-fall region in a nor
glow discharge. The excitation pulse repetition frequencyf 5240 Hz with a
decay time constantt515 ms.

FIG. 5. Dependence of the current on the initial voltage.d50.5 mm,
S51 cm2, m580%, f 5400 Hz, andt53.1 ms.
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Figure 5 was taken from Ref. 13, where it was noted t
the break on theI (U) curves does not have an unequivoc
explanation and one of the possible causes of the break
called ‘‘additional UV illumination of the cathode by th
discharge appearing in the beam-plasma body in the d
region.’’ It is clear from the foregoing that the breaks o
both I (d) ~Fig. 4! and I (U) ~Fig. 5! are caused by ‘‘switch-
ing’’ to a discharge process involving the entire gap, inclu
ing the regions corresponding to the grid wires and the s
part of the anode, and are associated with the formation
cathode fall.

For a photoelectron onset of an open discharge the p
toillumination must ensure an electron multiplication fact
k.1, which must be maintained in the subsequent sta
Then the amplitude value ofI c need not depend ond, as in
Fig. 4, and its absolute value, like the absolute value forI in
Fig. 5, should be much greater. For the fairly long puls
with which we are dealing,I is determined by the familiar
3/2 power law. For example, forU56 kV and d50.5 mm
we have I 52.3431026d22

•U3/25440 A/cm2, rather than
;0.1 A/cm2, as in the case of the curve forpHe53.3 kPa in
Fig. 5.

One of the arguments in favor of the photoelectron ch
acter of the development of an open discharge in Ref. 1
the absence of the breakdown characteristic of an ordin
discharge on oscillograms ofI andU and the smooth initial
course of theI (U) curves in Fig. 5, which do not visibly
cross the horizontal axis. In reality, such breakdown occ
and is clearly seen on the oscillograms illustrating a p
high-voltage discharge, such as those in Ref. 18, bu
smaller current densities equal to;1023 A/cm2. We were
unable to obtain a smooth increase in the current with
characteristic breakdown under any conditions. This is e
dence that even the breakdown stage appears as a res
ionization processes and the movement of charges.

Let us examine the influence of the processes in the d
space on a discharge in greater detail. We make a comp
son in two discharge stages, viz., the pre-high-voltage
anomalous stages~d51.5 and 4 mm, Fig. 4!. For
d51.5 mm ~Fig. 6! a decrease in the size of the photoill

l

FIG. 6. Variation of the total currentI 5I a1I c , the breakdown delay time
ta , and the pulse rise timet f as functions ofL. pHe5280 Pa,U58.6 kV,
f 5240 Hz, t515 ms, d51.5 mm; I 8—for d54 mm.
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mination region leads to an increase in the breakdown d
time td . The currentI and its development timet f scarcely
vary. When beam electrons reflected from the collector
ditionally ionize the gas in the grid holes, the value oftd

decreases andI increases only in the immediate vicinity o
the grid anode. WhenL&1 mm, sparking appears.

The transition tod54 mm is accompanied by an in
crease inI by an order of magnitude, from 0.2 to 3 A, whil
the value I 53 A is maintained asL varies ~Fig. 6!. The
valuet f5140 ns is totally independent ofL. The breakdown
delay timetd remains stable and equal to 200 ns asL de-
creases to 15 mm. AsL decreases further, an instability i
the value oftd appears, which grows and leads to the var
tion of td in the range 0.2–1ms near the grid.

The results presented are totally inconsistent with a p
toelectron open discharge from the moment of breakdo
after which the further development of the discharge~the
duration of the increase int f and the value ofI ! is deter-
mined by processes in the gap itself and in the holes in
anode grid. The fact that, if a cathode fall does not form,
usual working currents of an open discharge can be achie
by increasing the field in the grid holes attests to the decis
role of the ionization processes in the weakened field in
multiplication of charges. This same is true for a region
weakened field when a cathode fall forms and the influe
of the field in the grid holes is small.

The electric field beyond the cathode fall in Ref. 23~d
51.9 mm, pHe515 Torr, U53.1 kV! is very strong:E(x
. l c50.6 mm)5104 V/cm @at the cathodeE(x50)56
3104 V/cm#. It is even significantly stronger than the critic
field Ecr52.23103 V/cm needed for the onset of the contin
ous acceleration of electrons.24 Apparently, it is also strong
under the conditions of our experiments. The lines~for He at
501.6 nm and for Ne at 587.6 nm! with slow decay of the
functions for excitation by electrons primarily sense the
crease inE in the near-anode plasma, as is manifested by
increase inP ~Figs. 1 and 3!. However, even for them the
maxima ofP shift with time toward smaller values ofU in
this region, and the decay ofP is slower than in the case o
I . Similar behavior was also discovered for the He II line
468.5 nm. The weakened, but still fairly strong field outsi
the cathode-fall region leads to the appearance of an ap
ciable group of electrons with energies,eU. This is mani-
fested by the appearance of a maximum on the radia
distribution near the grid on the drift-space side. In Ref.
the appearance of the maximum was hypothetically att
uted to neutralizion currents.

Thus, in an open discharge the near-anode plasma is
main source of the ions which bombard the cathode
sustain the current in the open discharge. In the initial bre
down stage it is created in the region of the weakened fi
sagging through the holes in the anode grid. During the
mation of the cathode fall, the region of the weakened fi
expands, and the role of the field in the grid holes decrea
When the cathode fall is completely formed, the influence
the field in the grid holes can become negligibly small.

Although conditions with smallU,10 kV are typical of
open discharges, they can employ significantly larger val
of U, at which ionization by fast atoms can become the m
y
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source for the formation of charged particles.25 For example,
if we take l c51.5 mm and a charge-transfer cross sect
sct;10215 cm2 under the conditions in Ref. 4~d510 mm,
pNe5150 Pa, andU570 kV!, for the mean free path of the
ions we obtainlct5(Nsct)

2150.25 mm, and for the energ
of the fast atoms we haveW; ll iUl c

21512 keV. For such
an energy of, for example, He atoms the ionization cr
sections ia;10216 cm2 ~Ref. 26!, which even exceeds th
largest cross section for ionization by electro
s ie53.4310217 cm2.

In the present work we examined only the influence
photoelectron emission on a discharge in detail. The prin
pal mechanism of emission in different types of high-volta
discharges with an anode plasma and, therefore, in open
charges is, as is generally assumed, emission under the
tion of the flux of fast heavy particles. The efficiency of th
mechanism depends on the charge-transfer processes
other factors: the material and state of the cathode~the de-
gree of contamination and the cleanliness of the treatme!,
the distribution of the fieldE in the gap, the cathode sputte
ing rate, the initial purity and kind of gas and its contamin
tion by the sputtering products, and the release of gases f
structural elements of the discharge chamber. These fac
were analyzed in detail in Ref. 10. Because of the difficu
in taking them into account simultaneously, the general p
ture is very complicated.

The emission processes must be closely related to
length of the cathode-fall region. In a strongly anomalo
dischargel c depends weakly on the current, and asI in-
creases, it tends to its lower limit27 ( l c)min50.37
3(plc)np21, where the value of (plc)n is taken for a normal
glow discharge. For example, for an aluminum cathode
der the conditions in Fig. 3 (l c)min51.3 and 0.5, and for
pHe515 Torr it equals 0.33 mm.

When the current exceeds a certain value in experime
with two grid electrodes, the penetration depths of the op
sitely directed electron beams become comparable.1 This is
possible only when the potential is completely transpor
beyond the cathode grid by ions from the gap. For this
occur, the ions must move in the cathode-fall region witho
perceptible energy losses. Therefore, the conditionl c&lct

must be satisfied,1 or in our examples we must havelct

50.2, 0.07, and 0.02 mm, which are significantly less th
( l c)min .

It was postulated in Ref. 11 that the potentials can a
be completely withdrawn by impurity ions that intera
weakly with the main gas whenl c5d. The measured value
of l c ~0.7, 0.3, and 0.6 mm! for low pressures~pNe5230 and
600 Pa! are appreciably smaller than (l c)min , but signifi-
cantly greater thanlct . In accordance with Ref. 15, the re
lation l c;lct is established when I>16 A/cm2

(pNe5600 Pa), but there are definite doubts16 regarding the
correctness of this estimate. The design of our discharge
did not allow us to achieve such currents due to the app
ance of parasitic breakdown on the walls of the tube, and
fact that l c,( l c)min can be attributed, for example, to con
tamination of the cathode. Under the conditions conside
the value ofl c is possibly influenced by ionization by heav
particles in the cathode-fall region, which was not taken in
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account in the derivation of the formula for (l c)min in Ref.
27.

Thus, elucidation of the real picture requires a set
additional investigations, including not only measureme
of l c , but also a mass-energy analysis of the ions.28 It was
discovered in Ref. 28 that the situationl c;lct is possible in
a glow discharge. In an open discharge such a situation c
plicates finding an explanation for the high emission of el
trons from the cathode even more.

CONCLUSIONS

The investigations performed in this work demonstra
the following.

1. The length of the cathode-fall region can be det
mined by analyzing the spectral-temporal characteristics
the radiation along a discharge. A fairly strong field can
main after the cathode-fall region. The character of the g
in the cathode layer of an open discharge is determined p
tically completely by the excitation of atoms by fast hea
particles. The great difference between the excitation e
ciencies of individual atomic states by beam electrons
fast atoms opens up prospects for creating lasers pumpe
beams of atoms formed in an open discharge with an
verted voltage.

2. An open discharge is a certain type of glow dischar
Thus, the disputed question of the presence or absence
cathode fall in an open discharge can be considered reso

3. Photoillumination from the drift space influences on
the development of the prebreakdown discharge stage
together with the field in the holes of the anode grid, det
mines the magnitude and stability of the breakdown de
Its influence on the subsequent stages also begins in the
breakdown stage as a result of the creation of a large num
of emission centers on the cathode, which provide for
stability of the discharge.

4. After the moment of breakdown, the development
the discharge is determined by the processes in the gap
and in the holes of the anode grid, the near-anode pla
becoming the main source of ions that sustain the current
the open discharge and bombard~together with atoms! the
cathode. At high field intensities the role of field emissi
should increase, and ionization by fast atoms can become
main source of ions.

5. The revision of the mechanism for the generation
an electron beam in an open discharge also requires rev
of the conditions for the appearance of an open discha
For example, to increase the current, the ion flux should
f
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increased by expanding the region of the near-anode plas
In a pre-high-voltage discharge the geometric transpare
of the grid must be increased to maintain a high electr
beam generation efficiency, and a grid with large ho
should be chosen to increase the current in it.
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A model which permits estimation of the temporal variation of the temperature and the current in
the components of a superconducting cable is proposed. The permissible currents which can
be induced in a six-strand current-carrying element without destroying its superconducting
properties are determined. It is shown that in the presence of inductive coupling between
the conductors, the position of the cable component in which instability is initiated is not a regular
function of the current induction rate if there is a spread in the nonlinearity parameters of
the current–voltage characteristics of the components. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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The stable operation of superconducting magnetic s
tems requires maintenance of conditions which ensure
stability of the superconducting state of their curre
carrying elements. The stability problem has been inve
gated most thoroughly for current-carrying elements in
form of a solitary composite conductor,1–4 which is a struc-
ture that is ordered in some manner and consists of a l
number of thin superconducting filaments in a normally co
ducting matrix. However, large magnets often utilize curre
conducting elements consisting of transposed conduc
They have a number of advantages over monolithic curr
carrying elements.3 For example, the use of a supercondu
ing cable with insulated conductors lowers the level of c
operative losses. At the same time, the presence of a l
number of conductors in a current-carrying element c
modify the conditions for the appearance and developm
of the numerous instabilities that appear when a superc
ducting magnet operates~see, for example, Refs. 5–12!. In
particular, one of the probable causes of the premature t
sition of a superconducting winding to the normal state d
ing the induction of current can be thermomagne
instability.2–4 Nevertheless, the use of the existing theo
which was developed for a monolithic composite superc
ductor, has a restricted range of application in analyzing
stable states of superconducting cables. In addition, it sh
also be noted that the theoretical models of the transi
processes in superconducting cables that have been fo
lated are based ona priori assignment of the region whic
initiates the transition of the entire composite to the norm
state. The self-consistent variation of the current and the t
perature in each component of a cable preceding the app
ance of instability is disregarded. Since these processes
decisive for such important characteristics of supercond
ing systems as the current-carrying capacity and the res
tion of the current induction rate, the existing models lead
very simplified results, and the methods used do not prov
exhaustive information on the stability of multiconductor s
perconducting cables.
3021063-7842/98/43(3)/5/$15.00
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To completely understand the processes occurring in
perconducting cables, we must take into account both
local and macroscopic properties of the entire structure. T
requires departure from the model of a continuous med
and consideration of collective effects. For this reason,
model proposed below is based on a more general con
tion, which takes into account the interrelated dynamics
the temperature and current in all the elements of the c
posite over the course of the entire current-induction proc

Let us consider the very simple problem of determini
the current-carrying capacity of a cooled superconduct
cable. Let the current in the circuit be initially equal to zer
and then let the current begin to increase linearly at a c
stant rate. To simplify the analysis performed we assume
the cable is a set of inductively coupled straight compos
based on hard superconductors with a small transverse
mension that are insulated from one another, that the su
conductor is evenly distributed over the cross section of e
conductor and thus its thermo- and electrophysical par
eters can be described by the continuous-medium model,
the variation of the longitudinal magnetic field within eac
conductor is small, that the cable is initially cooled to t
temperature of the coolant and the external surface of e
conductor is cooled with an assigned heat-transfer coe
cient, and that the current–voltage characteristic of the
perconductor is described by a model exponen
dependence.13 Within the assumptions just formulated th
temperature distribution in each component of the superc
ducting cable, which does not depend on the longitudinal
azimuthal coordinates, is described by the equations

ck

]Tk

]t
5

1

r

]

]r S lkr
]Tk

]r D1EkJk , k51, N, ~1!

in which the electric field strengthEk , the magnetic field
inductionBk , and the current densityJk satisfy the system of
Maxwell’s equations

1

r

]~rBk!

]r
5m0Jk ,

]Ek

]r
5

]Bk

]t
, k51, N. ~2!
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Hereck is the specific heat of thekth conductor in the cable
lk is its thermal conductivity, andN is the number of con-
ductors in the cable. The problem defined by~1! and ~2!
enables us to investigate the stability of the superconduc
state of each component of the cable under appropriate in
and boundary conditions. However, its solution is associa
with definite mathematical difficulties. Let us go from th
general system consisting of~1! and ~2! to a simplified sys-
tem that does not require a formidable number of calcu
tions. We integrate Eq.~1! over the radius. Taking into ac
count the occurrence of heat exchange with the coolant,
have

ckE
0

a ]Tk

]t
rdr 52hka~Tk2T0!1E

0

a

EkJkrdr .

Neglecting the nonuniformity of the temperature field
the plane of a transverse section for thin conductors,
bring this equation into the form

ck

]Tk

]t
52

2hk

a
~Tk2T0!1

2

a2 E
0

a

EkJkrdr . ~3!

To calculate the ohmic losses, we utilize the appro
mate formula

E
0

a

EkJkrdr 5hk@Jc~Tk!2DJk#E
0

a

Ekrdr . ~4!

It is, first, a consequence of the assumption that the t
perature is uniform in a cross section of thekth conductor,
and, second, it holds, because the superconducting com
nent of the current density is significantly greater than
corresponding normal component, which can be neglec
In this expressionhk is the superconductor volume fractio
in thekth conductor;JC(T) is the dependence of the critica
current density on the temperature in a given magnetic fi
which is assigned for a superconductor with an id
current–voltage characteristics; andDJk is the degradation
component of the current-carrying capacity due to the n
linearity of its current–voltage characteristic. It can be det
mined by considering the limiting case of the induction
current at an infinitely slow rate. For superconducting co
posites with an exponential current–voltage characteri
and a nonlinearity parameterdk it is not difficult to obtain14

DJk5JC~Tq,k!2JC0i q,k , Tq,k5T01tq,k~TCB2T0!,

where

i q,k512dkH 11 lnF r kS a i q,k21

dk
i q,k21D G J ,

tq,k5a i q,kS i q,k

2
2S i q,k

2

4
2

i q,kdk

a i q,k21D 1/2D .

Here, according to Ref. 15,

dk5
Jd

JC0
, r k5

~12hk!rs

hkrm
,

a5
JC0

2 hk
2rmSk

~12hk!hkpk~TCB2T0!
,

g
ial
d

-

e

e

-

-

o-
e
d.

d,
l

-
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f
-
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Sk is the cross-sectional area of thekth conductor,pk is the
cooled perimeter,hk is the heat-transfer coefficient to th
coolant,T0 is the temperature of the coolant,TCB and JC0

are the critical parameters of the superconductor in a gi
magnetic field,Jd is the current nonlinearity parameter of th
current–voltage characteristic, andrs and rm are the resis-
tivities of the superconductor and the matrix, respectively

The electric field strength within a conductor of roun
cross section with a radiusa is found after Ref. 4 from the
simplified solution of system~2!

Ek~r ,t !5
m0

2p

dIk

dt
ln

r

r p,k~ t !
, ~5!

where dIk /dt is the rate of variation of the current in th
conductor, andr p,k(t) is the magnetic-flux penetration dept
which is related to the current flowing in the conductor
the expression

I k5Skhk@JC~Tk!2DI k#F12S r p,k

a D 2G . ~6!

We determine the distribution of the currents in the c
cuit formed by the cable components from the solution o
system of Kirchhoff’s equations of the form

(
j 51

N

Mk, j

dI i

dt
1I kRkS dIk

dt
,TkD5U, k51, N,

(
k51

N
dIk

dt
5

dI

dt
. ~7!

HeredI/dt is the rate of variation of the current in the ge
eral circuit, $Mk, j% is the assigned inductance matrix of th
composite, andRk(dIk /dt,Tk) is the electrical resistance o
thekth conductor due to the variation of the current in it. W
define it for a conductor of round cross section and lengtl
according to Ohm’s law as

RkS dIk

dt
,TkD5

2l

I ka
2 E

r p,k

a

Ekrdr .

The solution of system~3!–~7! under the initial condi-
tions

Tk~0!5T0 , I k~0!50, k51, N

was based on the Runge–Kutta method. It permits the ca
lation of the averaged values of the temperature and the
rent in each component of a multiconductor current-carry
element before the irreversible destruction of its superc
ducting state. To determine the time of the onset of the
velopment of instability, we utilize the conclusions form
lated in Ref. 14, according to which the destruction of t
superconducting properties of a solitary composite is a c
sequence of the nonisothermal dynamics of the magnetic
within the superconductor. As a result of this process,
permissible increase in the temperature of the composit
bounded from above by a nontrivial value, which depends
the magnetic-flux penetration conditions. The numerical
periments performed in Ref. 14 for superconducting cond
tors with current–voltage characteristics having nonlinea
parameters varying in the range 1<dk<5% show that for
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states in which the magnetic flux does not completely fill
cross section of the conductor, the appearance of instab
can be described by an inequality of the form

Tk~ t !.Tmax,k5Tq,k1~TCB2T0!S 12A I k

hkSkJC0i q,k
D 3

,

t.0, k51, N.

Within model~3!–~7! the limiting caser p,k→0 signifies
an irreversible transition to the normal state of the respec
component when its transverse section is completely fi
by the current.

To illustrate the efficacy of the stability criteria used
the present work, Fig. 1 presents plots, which describe
temporal variation of the temperature of a niobium-titaniu
superconductor in a copper matrix and the correspond
values of the magnetic-flux penetration depth for two ch
acteristic values of the current induction rate, at which ins
bility develops with incomplete (dI/dt5104 A/s) and com-
plete (dI/dt5102 A/s) filling of the transverse section of th
conductor by the current. In the former case the destruc
of the superconducting properties of the composite is a re
of an increase in the temperature of the conductor to a le
above the permissible value, and in the latter case it
consequence of complete penetration of the magnetic
into the composite. The starting parameters taken for
calculations were

l 510 m, a5531024 m, c5103
J

m3K
,

h50.5, h51000
W

m2K
,

JC~T!5JC0

TCB2T

TCB2T0
, JC0543109

A

m2,

FIG. 1. Temporal variation of the temperature of the composite~—! and the
magnetic-flux penetration depth~----! before the appearance of instability i
the case of the complete and partial filling of the transverse section o
conductor by the current.
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TCB59 K, T054.2 K,

rm52310210 V•m, rs5531027 V•m,

d50.01.

To test the proposed model we determined the bou
aries of the stable states of a solitary superconducting c
posite when current is induced in it. They were compa
with a previously performed analysis of the critical curren
based on a solution of a complete system of Fourier
Maxwell equations.14 Figures 2 and 3 present the results
calculations of the dimensionless values of the critical c
rents @ i m5I m /(hSJC0)# in the ‘‘simplified’’ ~solid curves!
and ‘‘exact’’ ~dashed curves! models for various values o
the heat-transfer coefficient and radius of the conduc

e

FIG. 2. Dependence of the dimensionless critical current induced in a
tary superconducting composite (a5531024 m) on the current induction
rate for various values of the heat-transfer coefficient.h, W/m2

•K: 1—10,
2—100,3—1000.

FIG. 3. Dependence of the dimensionless critical current induced in a
tary superconducting composite (h51000 W/m2

•K) on the current induc-
tion rate for various values of the conductor radius.f, mm: 1—1, 2—10.
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They graphically demonstrate the satisfactory agreemen
both models. However, it should be noted that the accur
of the determination ofI m in the ‘‘simplified’’ model can be
improved by refining the formula written down above f
calculatingTmax,k . However, this requires additional calcul
tions, which we intend to perform later on. At the same tim
since the ‘‘simplified’’ model contains characteristic phys
cal features that describe the appearance of instability
superconducting composite, it can be employed with acc
able accuracy as an initial approximation for estimating
stability of the superconducting state of multiconduc
structures@otherwise, as we have already noted, the solut
of the complete system of equations~1! and~2! is required#.

Figure 4 presents the results of a calculation of the p
missible currentsi m5I m /(NhkSkJC(T0)), which can be in-
duced in a superconducting cable with maintenance of
superconducting state by all of its components. The ca
consists of six conductors symmetrically arranged relative
one another around a common center.8 According to Ref. 8,
the original parameters of the conductors were assigned
values

l 520 m, a57.631025 m, hk50.256,

hk51000
W

m2K
,

rm51.431027 V•m, rs54.531027 V•m,

TCB59.2 K, T054.2 K,

ck5hkcs1~12hk!cm ,

cs550.55T3169.88TF J

m3KG ,
cm5H 85.5T1.78, 4,T<5 K

30.5T2.42, 5,T<10 KS F J

m3KG D , ~8!

and the critical properties of the superconductor immerse
the assigned external magnetic fieldBe51 T were described
by the relations

JC~T!5
aBC2

3 ~T!

ABe
F12

Be

BC2~T!G ,
BC2~T!5BCF12S T

TCB
D 2G ,

BC512.63T, a510.763108
A

m2
•T3.

In addition, it was assumed that the current–volta
characteristics of the individual conductors can differ fro
one another because of possible imperfections in their fa
cation process. It was also assumed with no loss of gener
that the spread of the values ofdk does not exceed 10% an
that the nonlinearity parameters of the current–voltage c
acteristic of the cable components take the minimum va
for k51 and the maximum value fork52.

Dimensionless plots of the dependence of the perm
sible currents on the current induction rate have been c
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structed in Fig. 4a in the range of variation ofdI/dt corre-
sponding to the strongest influence of the nonlinea
parameter of the current–voltage characteristic. Curve1 cor-
responds to the currents which can be induced in a soli
conductor with the nonlinearity parameterd50.01. For the
starting parameters given, the collapse current in the limit
case ofdI/dt→0 equals 147 A. In the experiment in Ref.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the dimensionless permissible currents induced
six-strand superconducting cable having a spread of nonlinearity param
of the current–voltage characteristics on the current induction rate for v
ous types of inductive coupling between the conductors.
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the corresponding value was 144 A. Because of the symm
ric arrangement of the conductors in the cable, the sa
curve corresponds to the dependence ofi m(dI/dt) for a six-
strand cable provided the nonlinearity parameters of all
conductors are identical (dk50.01). Curve2 was calculated
for a composite in which there is no inductive coupling b
tween the conductors, whose nonlinearity parameters d
from one another:

d150.010, d250.011, d350.0109,

d450.0108, d550.0107, d650.0106. ~9!

In this case the presence of conductors with differ
values ofdk in the cable can not only lower the value ofi m ,
but can also alter the site in the cable where the instabilit
initiated as the current induction rate is increased. For
ample, at small current induction rates~when dI/dt
,350 A/s for the parameters given! the transition to the nor-
mal state begins in the conductor with the largest value odk

(k52). At large values ofdI/dt the collapse of current in
duction is a consequence of the destruction of the super
ducting properties of the conductor with the smallest non
earity parameter (k51). These features are dictated by t
following circumstances. At relatively ‘‘small’’ values of th
current induction rate instability develops after the transve
section of the conductor is completely filled by the curre
Therefore, in these cases the conductor having the hig
instability parameter passes into the normal state first, s
it is filled most quickly by the current. AsdI/dt increases,
the redistribution of the current in the circuit formed by t
electrical resistances of each conductor should be taken
account. In this case the smaller isdk , the smaller is the
corresponding value ofRk(dIk /dt,Tk) owing to the smaller
spreading of the current profile within the conductor. Con
quently, the time-dependent values of the current and, t
of the temperature are higher in the conductor with
smallest value ofdk than in the other conductors. Therefor
instability appears because of the great excessive heatin
the conductor with the smallest value ofdk .

It follows from the foregoing that consideration of th
inductance matrix of a real multiconductor cable can alter
calculated values of the critical currents. The correspond
dependences of the permissible currents for inductiv
coupled conductors with different nonlinearity paramet
are plotted in Fig. 4a. The parameters for curve3 were de-
scribed by the relations~9!, the values for curve4 were set
equal to

d150.010, d250.011, d350.0101,

d450.0108, d550.0107, d650.0106, ~10!

and the inductance matrix was calculated using the form
presented in Ref. 8.

The calculations performed show that the collapse
current induction can begin in any of the components o
multiconductor cable, since in this case the variation of
temperature of each conductor depends on the correspon
redistribution of the current in theR5$Mk, j% circuit formed
by all the cable components. As a consequence of this fl
of current, situations are possible in which only the posit
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of the conductor in the cable in which its transition to t
normal state is initiated varies in an irregular manner as o
the current induction rate is increased. For example, fo
cable with the nonlinearity parameters~9! instability is initi-
ated in thek53 conductor in the range of variation of th
current induction rate up to 104 A/s. As dI/dt is increased
further ~Fig. 4b!, the transition to the normal state begins
the k52 conductor. At the same time, for a composite w
the nonlinearity parameters~10! there is a different sequenc
of numbers of the conductors in which instability is initiate
~Fig. 4c!. In this case the initial segment of thei m(Dt/dt)
curve is dictated by its appearance in thek54 conductor,
then the onset of the collapse of current induction occurs
the k55 conductor, and at large current induction rates
takes place in thek52 conductor.

Thus, a ‘‘simplified’’ model has been proposed for ca
culating the time-dependent distribution of the temperat
and the current in a superconducting multiconductor ca
with an arbitrary number of components. This model perm
taking into account the diversity of the designs of superc
ducting cables. The analysis of the stability of the superc
ducting state of a six-strand cable with conductors arran
symmetrically relative to a common center have been a
lyzed on its basis. The permissible currents which can
induced in a cable at an assigned rate without destroying
superconducting properties of all of its components ha
been determined for this design. The calculation perform
with consideration of the inductive coupling between t
conductors and different nonlinearity parameters of
current–voltage characteristics for each conductor dem
strates the existence of an irregular sequence of the con
tors which initiate the possible transition of a cable to t
normal state.

This work was performed with the support of the Ru
sian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project No 95-02-
03527a!.
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Influence of local nonequilibrium on the rapid solidification of binary alloys
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A local-nonequilibrium model of the diffusion of a solute during the rapid solidification of a
binary alloy is considered. The model has two characteristic parameters: the diffusion velocity
through the interfaceVDi and the diffusion velocity in the bulk of the liquid phaseVD . The
influence of local nonequilibrium on the separation of an impurity, the stability of the interface, and
the dependence of the temperature of the interface on the velocity of the solidification front
is investigated. A comparison with experiment is made. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~98!00703-X#
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INTRODUCTION

Special interest has recently been aroused by the r
solidification of binary alloys initiated by deep undercoolin
of the phase-transformation surface.1–18 Such undercooling
can be achieved in the solidification of a melt obtained a
result of the pulsed action of a high-intensity energy sou
~for example, laser radiation! on the surface of a solid or as
result of deep undercooling of an initial melt. Under su
conditions the solidification process takes place with a la
deviation from local equilibrium, which influences the sha
ing of the micro- and macrostructure of the solid phase,
physicochemical properties, and the distribution of impu
ties and possible defects.

The existing theories regarding the solidification of b
nary alloys~see Refs. 1 and 2 and the references therein! take
into account only the deviation from thermodynamic equil
rium at the interface by introducing the impurity partitio
coefficient K, which depends on the interface velocityV.
However, it is then assumed that local thermodynamic eq
librium exists in the bulk of both phases and that the he
and mass-transport processes in them can be describe
classical local-equilibrium transport equations of the pa
bolic type. Such an approximation is valid only for relative
low interface velocitiesV!V* , whereV* is a characteristic
velocity, whose physical meaning will be discussed belo
In the opposite case, i.e., whenV;V* , the state of the sys
tem exhibits an appreciable deviation from local equilibriu
which can have a significant influence on the heat- and m
transport processes near the interface.12,19,20

The main parameter which describes the relaxation o
system to local equilibrium is the characteristic timet
needed for the system to pass from a local-nonequilibr
state to a local-equilibrium state, i.e., the relaxation time.
simple systems, such as mixtures of ideal gases, the ch
teristic time for diffusion-controlled relaxationtD , i.e., the
time for the establishment of the local-equilibrium values
the concentration of the diffusing component, coincides w
the characteristic thermal relaxation timetT , i.e., the time
for the establishment of the local-equilibrium temperatu
3071063-7842/98/43(3)/7/$15.00
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values. However, in systems with a more complica
structure,19 particularly in melts of metals,11,12 tD@tT In
such systems thermal equilibrium is established first, a
only then is diffusional equilibrium established. Each
these stages of the establishment of local equilibrium has
own characteristic speedV* : the diffusion velocity VD

5(D/tD)1/2 and the thermal-wave speedVT5(a/tT)1/2,
where D is the diffusion coefficient anda is the thermal
diffusivity. For melts VD;1 – 10 m/s, and VT

;103– 104 m/s, i.e.,VD!VT ~VT is of the order of the ve-
locity of sound in a liquid phase!. Thus, over the fairly broad
range of variation of the velocity of the solidification fron
V51 – 100 m/s, which is of practical interest,1–10 a phase-
transformation process takes place with local-nonequilibri
diffusion of the solute in the liquid phase (V;VD) and local-
equilibrium heat transfer (V!VT). The main purpose of the
present work is to further develop the local-nonequilibriu
model of the solidification of binary alloys,12 which is based
on the general theory of traveling waves under loc
nonequilibrium conditions.19,20

1. THE MODEL

According to extended irreversible thermo
dynamics,21–23 under local-nonequilibrium conditions th
diffusion flux J obeys the Maxwell–Cattaneo law

J1tD

]J

]t
52D¹C, ~1!

where tD is the time for the relaxation ofJ to its local-
equilibrium value,D is the diffusion coefficient in the liquid
phase, andC is the concentration of the solute.

The local-nonequilibrium Maxwell–Cattaneo law~1! is
distinguished from the classical local-equilibrium Fick’s la
by the presence of an additional term on the left-hand sid
~1!, which takes into account the relaxation of the diffusi
field to local equilibrium. Taking into account the mass co
servation law, we find that Eq.~1! leads to a diffusion equa
tion of the hyperbolic type
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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]C

]t
1tD

]2C

]t2 5D¹2C. ~2!

The characteristicsX6VDt5const of the hyperbolic
equation~2!, which describes the local-nonequilibrium diffu
sion of the solute, indicate that the strong discontinuity
pearing in the medium as a result of the concentration ju
propagates with a finite speedVD . In other words,VD can be
regarded as the propagation rate of diffusive perturbation
the maximum mass-transport speed.

The boundary condition which expresses the mass c
servation law at the interface has the form12

~V1tDV̇!~Cl2CS!1tDVS ]Cl

]t
2

]CS

]t D52D¹C, ~3!

whereCl andCS are the concentrations of the impurity at th
interface in the liquid and solid phases, respectively, andV̇ is
the acceleration of the interface.

It is noteworthy that the local-nonequilibrium bounda
condition~3! differs significantly from the classical bounda
condition. First, it contains not only the values ofCl andCS

at the interface, but also their derivatives with respect
time. Second,~3! contains the acceleration of the interfaceV̇
along with its velocity. The presence of these additio
terms is stipulated by the relaxation of the mass fluxJ @see
Eq. ~1!#.

Thus, the local-nonequilibrium diffusion of the solute
the liquid phase observed at high interface velocit
V;VD ~or in the initial stages of a solidification process
t;tD!, is described by the hyperbolic mass-transport eq
tion ~2! with the boundary condition~3!. WhenV!VD ~or
t@tD!, the system of equations~2! and ~3! reduces to the
classical local-equilibrium diffusion equation of the par
bolic type with the corresponding boundary condition.

2. STATIONARY REGIME

In the stationary regime, i.e., whenV5const, Eqs.~2!
and ~3! take the following form:

D~12V2/VD
2 !

d2C

dX2 1V
dC

dX
50, ~4!

V~Cl2CS!52D~12V2/VD
2 !

dC

dX
. ~5!

The solution of Eq.~4! with consideration of~5! gives
the distribution of the impurity concentrationC(X) in the
liquid phase atX.0

C~X!

5H ~Cl2CS!exp@2VX/D~12V2/VD
2 !#1C` ; V,VD ,

C` ; V.VD ,

~6!

whereC` is the initial (X→`) concentration andCl is the
concentration of the impurity in the liquid phase at the int
face (X50).

The concentration distribution~6! corresponds to the
characteristic depthd of the diffusion layer:
-
p,

or

n-

o

l

s
t
a-

-

d5H D~12V2/VD
2 !/V; V,VD ,

0; V.VD .
~7!

It follows from ~6! and ~7! that VD is the decisive pa-
rameter, on which the character of the diffusion of the sol
in the liquid phase depends. In the local-equilibrium lim
whereV!VD , concentration distribution~6! coincides with
the classical distribution and does not depend onVD . As V
increases, the depth of the diffusion layerd varies with a rate
considerably higher than the one predicted by the class
theory @see~7!#. When V passes through the critical poin
V5VD , a qualitative change in the character of the diffusi
process takes place. At this point the diffusion layer va
ishes, and atV>VD the concentration of the impurity in th
liquid phase is identically equal to the initial concentrati
C(X)5C` , i.e., whenV>VD , there is no diffusion in front
of the solidification front. This phenomenon is fully unde
stood from the physical standpoint: perturbations from
source~the phase boundary in our case! which moves in the
medium with a velocity exceeding the maximum possib
propagation rate of the perturbations cannot propagate in
direction of motion~there is an analogous phenomenon
hydrodynamics, viz., ultrasound!. Thus, the local-
nonequilibrium model predicts qualitative modification
the mechanism of the solidification of a binary alloy wh
V5VD . While at V,VD the solidification mechanism an
its principal laws are determined mainly by diffusion of th
solute, atV.VD diffusion is absent, and consequently th
solidification process is controlled only by the thermal e
fects. Such a transition from a diffusion mechanism of s
lidification to a thermal mechanism as the interface veloc
increases was observed in the experiments in Refs. 1, 3–
and 8. Moreover, in cases where it was possible to evalu
VD the change in the solidification mechanism was obser
specifically atV5VD .1,3–5

The form of the local-nonequilibrium model for the st
tionary regimes~4! and ~5! and the behavior of its solution
~6! permit the introduction of an effective diffusion coeffi
cient D* ~Ref. 12!

D* 5H D~12V2/VD
2 !; V,VD ,

0; V.VD .
~8!

The effective diffusion coefficient~8! takes into account
the decrease in the impurity concentration gradient in
liquid phase caused by the deviation from local equilibriu
which is proportional to the ratioV/VD . Using ~8!, we can
expand the range of applicability of several classical res
of the local-equilibrium theory of binary alloys by replacin
D by D* .

3. PARTITION COEFFICIENT OF THE IMPURITY

In the local-equilibrium approximation the partition co
efficient of the impurity, which is equal to the ratio betwee
its concentration in the liquid and solid phases at the in
face, has the form6

K~V!5~KE1V/VDi !/~11V/VDi !, ~9!
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whereKE is the equilibrium partition coefficient, andVDi is
a characteristic speed, which is equal to the ratio of the
fusion coefficient of the impurity through the interfaceDi to
the interatomic distancel.

It should be stressed thatDi is the mean value of the
diffusion coefficient of the impurity through the interfac
which can be regarded in the general case as a two-p
zone containing both a liquid phase and a solid phase. Th
fore, the value ofDi should be somewhere between the d
fusion coefficient in the liquid phaseD and the diffusion
coefficient in the solid phaseDS'0, i.e.,Di,D. Molecular-
dynamics calculations show thatDi can be 5–10 times
smaller thanD.16 Taking into account thattD5l/VD , we
obtain

VD5D/l.

Thus, the diffusion velocityVD , which is the propaga-
tion rate of the diffusive perturbations in the bulk of th
liquid phase, can be 5–10 times greater thanVDi , which is
the mean diffusion velocity through the two-phase zo
separating the liquid and solid phases. For a narrow ph
transformation zone of the order of one atomic layer it
natural to assume thatVDi5(VD1VS)/2 and Di

5(D1DS)/2, whereVS and DS are the diffusion velocity
and the diffusion coefficient in the solid phase. SinceVS'0
andDS'0, we haveVDi'VD/2 andDi'D/2. In the case of
a diffuse interface, where the phase transition takes p
over a distance of several atomic layers, the values ofVDi

andDi are even smaller.
Substituting the effective diffusion coefficient~8! into

~9!, we obtain the local-nonequilibrium partition coefficie
K* , which depends on bothVD andVDi ,

K* 5H KE~12V2/VD
2 !1V/VDi

12V2/VD
2 1V/VDi

; V,VD ,

1; V.VD .

~10!

Figure 1 presentsK @Eq. ~9!# andK* @Eq. ~10!# as func-

FIG. 1. Dependence of the partition coefficient of the impurity on the
mensionless solidification front velocityV/VD . Solid curve—local-
nonequilibrium model~10!, dashed line—local-equilibrium model~9!.
f-

se
re-

e
e-

ce

tions of the dimensionless velocityV/VD for VDi5VD/2. At
the relatively low velocitiesV;VDi,VD , where the local-
nonequilibrium effects of the diffusion of the impurity in th
liquid phase can be neglected,K and K* practically coin-
cide, and the rate-limiting step in the process of the sep
tion of the impurity is its diffusion through the interface wit
the characteristic speedVDi @see Eq.~9!#. WhenV;VD , the
local-nonequilibrium effects lead to a significant decrease
the effective diffusion coefficient~8!. In this case the rate
limiting step in the separation of the impurity is its diffusio
in the liquid phase, andK* differs appreciably fromK.
WhenV>VD , K* does not depend onV and is identically
equal to unity, whileK increases monotonically toK51 as
V→`. Thus, the local-nonequilibrium model, which de
scribes the diffusion of a solute with consideration of t
relaxation of the diffusion flux, predicts a transition to diffu
sionless (D* 50) and separationless (K* 51) solidification
for V>VD . It should be noted that the resultK* 51 for V
>VD does not depend on the mechanism of separation of
impurity at the interface, since it is determined by pure
diffusional effects. Therefore, it is also maintained in oth
models of the separation of an impurity differing from~9!.
Any other mechanism which influences the distribution
the impurity in the liquid phase and is not taken into acco
in the present work, for example, thermal diffusion, can le
to the variation ofK at V;VD . An investigation of the
influence of thermal diffusion on the partition coefficient
the impurity upon the solidification of binary alloys i
planned for subsequent studies.

4. STABILITY OF THE PHASE BOUNDARY

According to the classical theory of stability,13 the desta-
bilizing influence of the diffusion of an impurity at an inte
face is compensated by the surface energy, and the abs
stability criterion has the form

C05
KTmGVa

mD~12K !
, ~11!

whereC0 is the critical concentration of the solute,Tm is the
melting point of the pure substance,m is the slope of the
liquidus line,G is the Gibbs-Thomson coefficient, andVa is
the velocity at which absolute stability of a planar solidific
tion front is achieved.

The stability criterion~11! was originally obtained for
the equilibrium values ofm and K. However, it was found
that this criterion is also valid when equilibrium does n
exist at the interface andK and m depend onV.14,15 This
makes it possible to assume that the criterion~11! is also
valid under local-nonequilibrium conditions, as long as t
local-equilibrium valuesK(V) and D are replaced by the
local-nonequilibrium analogsK* (V) and D* (V). For sim-
plicity, we assume thatm does not depend onV, sincem(V)
is a weak functionV in comparison toK* (V) andD* (V).
Figure 2 presents plots of the dependence ofC0 on Va ,
which were calculated from Eq.~11! in the local-equilibrium
case withK(V) @Eq. ~9!# and D5const and in the local-
nonequilibrium case withK* (V) @Eq. ~10!# andD* (V) @Eq.
~8!# for Si–Sn alloys.15 As expected, these curves differ sig

-
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nificantly atV;VD . In fact, the local-nonequilibrium effect
at V;VD lead to an appreciable decrease in the effec
diffusion coefficientD* (V), which weakens the destabiliz
ing influence of diffusion. Therefore, equilibrium with a st
bilizing influence of the surface energy is achieved at velo
ties of the solidification front that are considerably smal
than those predicted by the classical theory, and, theref
Va,Va8 at the same value ofC0 , where Va8 is the local-
equilibrium value of the velocity corresponding to absolu
stability ~Fig. 2!. In addition, if V→VD , then D* (V)→0
andC0→`. This means that the stability of a planar solid
fication front is always achieved whenVa,VD . It follows
from ~11! thatVa5Va8(12Va

2/VD
2 ), whence it is not difficult

to obtain the following estimate forVa

Va5Va8~12~Va8/2VD!2!.

Thus, the local-nonequilibrium effects have a stabilizi
influence on the solidification front of a binary alloy an
impose a fundamental restriction on the value ofVa , which
is always less thanVD . The criterion~11! and all the ensuing
arguments are valid in the case of directed solidificati
When undercooled melts solidify, a transition occurs
V5VD to purely thermal regimes of dendritic growth, fo
which Va is of the order of the speed of sound.1

5. TEMPERATURE OF A PLANAR INTERFACE

When a planar interface propagates in a binary alloy,
temperatureTi has the following form:2

Ti5TS1S m~V!

K~V!
2

m

KE
DC`2V/m, ~12!

where TS is the equilibrium solidus temperature,m is the
equilibrium slope of the liquidus line,m(V) is the slope of
the liquidus line under nonequilibrium conditions, andm is a
kinetic coefficient.

The effective slope of the liquidus line is determined
the degree of separation of the impurity2

FIG. 2. Dependence of the critical concentrationC0 on the dimensionless
velocity corresponding to absolute stabilityVa /VD @Eq. ~11!#. K* (V),
D* (V)—solid curve;K(V), D5const—dashed curve.
e

i-
r
re,

.
t

s

m~V!5mS 12K~V!1K~V!ln~K~V!/KE!

12KE
D . ~13!

Under equilibrium conditionsTi5TS ; however, when
there is a deviation from equilibrium, i.e., whenV increases,
Ti increases because of the increase in the effective sol
temperatureTS* , which is equal to the sum of the first tw
terms on the right-hand side of~12!. If V5VD , TS* reaches
its maximum valueTS max* :

TS max* 5TS1S KE212KE ln KE

KE~12KE! DmC` . ~14!

When V.VD , the effective slope of the liquidus line
~13! does not vary further, andTS* [TS max* . In this case the
liquidus and solidus lines coincide, and the interface te
perature, according to thermodynamic conceptions, is de
mined by the equality between the free energies of the liq
and solid phases at the same value ofC(T0), i.e., when
V>VD , TS max* 5T0. We note that the real interface temper
ture Ti is smaller thanT0 by the value of the kinetic correc
tion V/m @see Eq.~12!#.

If V>VD , it follows from ~12!–~14! that

Ti5TS max* 2V/m. ~15!

Thus, at the point of the transition from a diffusive s
lidification regime to a thermal regime, i.e, atV5VD , a
change in the form ofTi(V) also occurs. While atV,VD the
interface temperatureTi increases as a result of the increa
in the effective solidus temperatureTS* , at V.VD it de-
creases linearly withV owing to the kinetic undercooling
@the last term in~12! and ~15!#.

6. TEMPERATURE OF THE INTERFACE IN THE CASE OF
DENDRITIC GROWTH

According to the theory of dendritic growth,2 the under-
cooling of the interfaceDT(V) has the form

DT~V!5DTt~V!1DTS~V!1DTR~V!

1DTK~V!1DTne~V!,

whereDTt , DTS , and DTK are the thermal, concentratio
~diffusive!, and kinetic undercoolings, andDTR is the under-
cooling associated with the curvature of the surface.

The last term

DTne5@m2m~V!#C` ~16!

appears as a consequence of the difference between
slopesm and m(V) of the equilibrium and nonequilibrium
liquidus lines, respectively. ReplacingD in the expression
for DTS(V) by D* , we obtain the local-nonequilibrium dif
fusive undercoolingDTS* (V)

DTS* 5m~V!C`F12
1

12~12K* ~V!!Iv~PC* !G , ~17!

where Iv is an Ivantsov function expressed in terms of t
local-nonequilibrium Peclet numberPC* 5VR/2D* , whereR
is the radius of a dendrite.
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If V→VD , then D*→0, K*→1, PC*→`, and Iv→1.
This means that the diffusive undercoolingDTS* [0 at
V>VD @see~17!#. In this caseDTne achieves its maximum
value

DTne
max5mC`S 12KE1 ln KE

12KE
D ~18!

and remains constant, i.e.,DTne5DTne
max, at V.VD . Thus,

just as in the case of a planar solidification front, the char
ter of the DT(V) curve undergoes a qualitative change
V5VD . At V,VD the dependence ofDT on T is deter-
mined mainly by the diffusion termsDTS* andDTne , since
they depend significantly onK* (V) and m(V). If V.VD ,
thenDTS* 50 andDTne5DTne

max5const. In this case the tota
undercooling does not depend on diffusion, and solidificat
takes place in a purely thermal regime withD* 50 andK*
51. At V>VD the total undercooling has the form

DT~V!5DTt~V!1DTR~V!1DTK~V!1DTne
max. ~19!

The dendrite radiusR can also be calculated by repla
ing D in the classical theory2 by D* . It should be expected
that the value ofR will increase sharply upon passag
through the critical pointV5VD and that it will be deter-
mined only by heat-conduction effects~there will be a ‘‘ther-
mal dendrite’’! at V.VD .

We note that the results obtained in the present sec
are based on the assumption that the shape of the den
and the functional dependences ofDT(V) are maintained
when there is a deviation from local equilibrium. Strict
speaking, the change in the character of the diffusion of
impurity at high interface propagation rates leads to dis
tion of the shape of the dendrite. Moreover, the value
K(V) varies along the surface of the dendrite, since the n
mal velocity, which determinesK(V), decreases with in-
creasing distance from the dendrite tip. Thus, the exact
mulation of the problem of the shaping and propagation o
dendritic solidification surface of a binary alloy requires
combined solution of the local-nonequilibrium~hyperbolic!
diffusion equation and the classical~parabolic! heat-
conduction equation with consideration of the alteration
the boundary conditions on the interface because of the v
able angle between the normal and the velocity vector.

7. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH
EXPERIMENT

The local-nonequilibrium model of the diffusion of
solute predicts that a change in the solidification mechan
of a binary alloy will occur at the critical pointV5VD from
a diffusive mechanism atV,VD to a purely thermal mecha
nism atV.VD . This transition, as well as other manifest
tions of local nonequilibrium, can be described by the eff
tive diffusion coefficientD* , whose value depends on th
degree of deviation from local equilibrium, which is propo
tional to the value ofV/VD . At the pointV5VD separation-
less solidification withK* 51 is also achieved, and with
consideration of a kinetic correction the temperature of
interface corresponds toT0 . The transition from a diffusive
solidification mechanism to a thermal mechanism was
c-
t
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served in Ag–Cu~Ref. 7! and Ti–Ni ~Ref. 8! alloys when
the temperature of the interface dropped belowT0 . In addi-
tion, such a transition was also observed during the solid
cation of Cu–Ni~Ref. 3! and Ni–B~Ref. 4! alloys, but here
it was shown that the critical parameter evoking the sh
change in the solidification mechanism is the interface vel
ity, which is approximately equal toVD , rather than the
undercooling. Thus, the results of the experiments in R
3–5, 7, and 8 are consistent with the predictions of the loc
nonequilibrium model, which regards the diffusion veloci
VD as the critical parameter describing the transition
purely thermal solidification regimes with a zero effecti
diffusion coefficient~i.e., diffusionless solidification!.

In addition, the local-nonequilibrium model predicts th
separationless solidification withK* 51 is also achieved a
V5VD , rather than atV→`, as would follow from the clas-
sical theory~9!. This result is consistent with the exper
ments on the laser melting of Si with B, P, and As impuriti
in Ref. 18, whereK51 was observed forV52.7– 4.5 m/s.
The molecular-dynamics calculations in Ref. 16 showed t
K51 for a stationary interface velocityV54 m/s. Cook and
Clancy also noted that this result, i.e., separationless so
fication, cannot be explained within the existing theories t
lead to expressions forK like ~9!.

In the general case the interface can be regarded
two-phase zone consisting of both a solid phase and a liq
phase. Hence it follows that the mean values of the diffus
coefficient Di and the diffusion velocityVDi in this two-
phase zone should satisfy the inequalitiesDS,Di,D and
VDS,VDi,VD , whereVDS is the diffusion velocity in the
solid phase. As we have already noted above in the case
sharp phase boundary consisting of one atomic layer, it
be assumed thatDi5(D1DS)/2 andVDi5(VD1VDS)/2. If
this assumption is used to analyze a diffusive interface c
sisting of n atomic layers and it is also assumed that t
diffusion coefficientDk in thekth layer is equal to the arith
metic mean of the values of the diffusion coefficients in t
neighboring (k21)th and (k11)th layers, i.e.,Dk5(Dk11

1Dk21)/2, the mean value of the diffusion coefficient in th
two-phase zone takes the formDi5g(n)D, where g is a
coefficient, whose values are listed in Table I. Whenn.6, it
can be assumed in an approximation thatg(n)51/n. The
mean diffusion velocity through the interfaceVDi5g(n)VD

can be obtained in a similar manner. Thus,VDi can be rep-
resented in the formVDi5Di /l5D/L, whereL5l/g(n) is
the effective width of the interfacial zone. An exact determ
nation of the diffusion velocities in the liquid phase (VD)
and in the two-phase zone (VDi) is needed to compare th
theoretical value ofK* with the experimental data.

Figure 3 compares the calculation of the partition co
ficient of the impurity as defined by formulas~9! and ~10!
with the results of the experiment on the laser melting
Ge–Si alloys in Ref. 10. At relatively low values of th
solidification front velocityV the local-equilibrium model
~9! faithfully describes the experimental results forKE50.4
and VDi52 m/s.10 The local-nonequilibrium model~10!
gives better agreement over the entire range of variation oV
for the same values ofKE and VDi and VD54.9 m/s. This
value practically coincides with the valueVD55 m/s, which
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was obtained in Ref. 17 by dividing the diffusion coefficie
in the liquid phase by the interatomic distance. We stress
it is the diffusion velocity in the liquid, i.e,VD , rather than
the diffusion velocity at the interfaceVDi .

Figure 4 presents plots ofK(V) and K* (V) together
with experimental data obtained for the solidification
Si–As alloys.9 The local-equilibrium model~9! gives the
best agreement with experiment forVDi50.46 m/s.9 How-
ever, in this case it predicts overestimated values ofK at low
V and underestimated values at highV ~Fig. 4!. The local-
nonequilibrium model gives better agreement with expe

FIG. 3. Dependence of the partition coefficient of the impurity on the
lidification front velocityV for Ge–Si alloys.n, j—experiment in Ref. 10,
solid and dashed curves—same as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the partition coefficient of the impurity on the
lidification front velocityV for Si–As alloys.s, m—experiment in Ref. 9,
solid and dashed curves—same as in Fig. 1.
at

i-

ment over the entire range of variation ofV for VDi

50.75 m/s andVD52.6 m/s.
We note thatVDi /VD50.4 for Ge–Si alloys and tha

VDi /VD50.28 for Si–As alloys, i.e.,VDi,VD . This is con-
sistent with the conception of a two-phase zone having v
ues ofDi andVDi that are smaller thanD andVD , respec-
tively. The relation betweenVDi and VD for Ge–Si alloys
corresponds to a two-phase zone consisting ofn52 atomic
layers ~see Table I!, which is close to the estimaten53
obtained on the basis of molecular-dynamics calculations17

Measurements of theV(DT) curves for Ag–Cu and
Ti–Ni alloys revealed a sharp increase in the velocity of
solidification frontV when the temperature of the interfac
corresponded toT0 .7,8 To account for such behavior of th
V(DT) curve, Walder and Ryder7 introduced an additiona
term into the kinetic undercooling, which ensures the a
proach of the liquidus and solidus lines to theT0 curve as
V→`. In Ref. 8 this additional term was modified using th
effective diffusion coefficient~8!, which depends on the ve
locity V of the solidification front,12 to ensure better agree
ment between the theoretical plot ofV(DT) and the experi-
mental results.

We note that the empirical term in the kinetic underco
ing introduced by Walder and Ryder7,8 corresponds toDTne

@Eq. ~16!#. This undercooling, which takes into account t
variation of the slope of the liquidus line withV, also en-
sures its fit with theT0 curve asV→VD ~see also Sec. 5!.
Thus, the relations~12!, ~14!, and ~15! for a planar surface
and~16!–~18! for dendritic growth can be used for a detaile
calculation of theV(DT) curve with consideration of the
local-nonequilibrium diffusion of the impurity, which is
manifested by the appearance of a dependence of the e
tive diffusion coefficient~8! on the velocity of the solidifi-
cation frontV.

8. CONCLUSIONS

The characteristic rates of the solidification of bina
alloys, viz., the diffusion velocity at the interfaceVDi , the
diffusion velocity in the bulk of the liquid phaseVD , and the
thermal-wave speedVT , permit the establishment of a hie
archical sequence of deviations of the state of the sys
from equilibrium, which corresponds to increases in the
lidification front velocityV (VDi,VD,VT).

1. V50. Complete equilibrium.
2. V,VDi . The system deviates from equilibrium as

whole, but there is local equilibrium both at the interface a
in the bulk of each phase, i.e.,K5KE5const.

-

-

TABLE I.

n g(n)

1 0.5
2 0.37
3 0.33
4 0.29
5 0.26
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3. V;VDi . There is a deviation from local equilibrium
at the interface. The rate-limiting step in the separation of
impurity is its diffusion through the interface, andK depends
on V with the characteristic parameterVDi @see Eq.~9!#.

4. V;VD . The diffusion of the impurity in the liquid
phase deviates from local equilibrium. The distribution of t
impurity concentration obeys the local-nonequilibrium h
perbolic diffusion equation~2!. In stationary solidification
regimes the deviations from local equilibrium can be d
scribed by the effective diffusion coefficientD* , which de-
pends on the solidification front velocityV @see ~8!#. The
rate-limiting step in the separation of the impurity is its d
fusion in the bulk of the liquid phase, andK* depends on
both VDi and VD . If V→VD , thenD*→0. This has a sta-
bilizing effect on the interface, leading to a decrease in
limiting velocity corresponding to absolute stabilityVa ,
which has an upper bound atVD . The functionV(DT) is
specified by both diffusional and thermal effects.

5. V.VD . In this caseD* 50, and K* 51. These
equalities signify a diffusionless solidification regime and t
absence of separation of the impurity at the interface. H
the diffusive undercooling is equal to zero, and the effect
liquidus and solidus lines coincide with theT0 curve. The
function V(DT) is specified only by thermal effects.

6. V;VT . At such high solidification velocities both th
diffusion process and heat conduction take place under lo
nonequilibrium conditions. In this case the distribution of t
temperature in the system is also described by an equatio
the hyperbolic type.19–22
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Semiconductor–metal phase transition under a strain induced by a spherical indenter
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A semiconductor–metal phase transition is produced in samarium monosulfide under the action
of the pressure of a spherical indenter in the region of quasiuniaxial compression of the
sample material under the indenter and investigated. It is shown that the phase transition occurs
when the decrease in the volume of SmS under the action of the applied field reaches a
critical value of 4–5% atT5300 K. The temperature dependence of the critical volume decrease
is recorded in the range 280–440 K. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

Samarium monosulfide is known to undergo a first-or
isostructural~NaCl–NaCl! semiconductor–metal phase tra
sition when a sample is uniformly compressed and, in a s
surface layer, when its surface is polished.1 A similar phase
transition was discovered in Sm12xGdxS and Sm12xYxS
solid solutions when samples were subjected to unia
compression;2 however, the semiconductor phase was a v
strongly degenerate semiconductor with a free-carrier c
centrationn;1021 cm23 in this case. Attempts to produc
semiconductor–metal phase transitions by uniaxial comp
sion in SmS of stoichiometric composition, which is a no
degenerate material with clearly expressed semicondu
properties (n;1019 cm23), were unsuccessful, because t
possibility of applying a sufficiently high pressure b
uniaxial compression was restricted by the ultimate stren
of SmS single crystals.3 This effect has likewise not yet bee
produced in other semiconductors. The purpose of
present work was to attempt to produce a semiconduc
metal phase transition using deformation by uniaxial co
pression.

EXPERIMENT

An indenter with a spherically rounded tip~needle! was
employed to create the system of strains corresponding to
strains which appear under uniaxial compression in a S
single crystal. The strain distribution appearing in the bulk
a sample when a pressure is applied to its surface by suc
indenter has a fairly complicated character. However, i
small part of the volume located under the center of
contact surface the strains can be described by fairly sim
relations. These strains were calculated from the solution
the contact problem of the theory of elasticity for conta
between two bodies under a load. Its results, which h
bearing on the present case, were presented in Ref. 4.

The SmS single crystal measured 33431 and was cut
along the$100%, $010%, and$001% cleavage planes. The forc
3141063-7842/98/43(3)/4/$15.00
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F was applied to a steel tip with a radius of curvatureR
536 mm in a direction perpendicular to the sample surfa
The tip makes contact with the sample on a surface wh
can be assumed in an approximation to be round wit
radius

a5~RFD!1/3, ~1!

and the maximum pressure is exerted at the center of
region and equals

P5
3

2

F1/3

p~RD!2/3. ~2!

Here

D5
3

4 S 12s2

E
1

12s82

E8 D50.94531025 MPa21, ~3!

wheres andE are the Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modul
of SmS in the@100# crystallographic direction, which are
equal to 0.085 and 1.23105 MPa, respectively,1! ands8 and
E8 are the same parameters for steel.

If the coordinate axes are parallel to the axes of
crystal ~Fig. 1!, then, on the basis of Ref. 4, for 0<z
<0.4a andAx21y2<0.2a we have

«zz5~0.6520.85!P/E, «xx5«yy'20.1«zz. ~4!

It is significant that SmS has an extremely small va
for s ~the usual values for other materials are;0.3!, which
is close to the values of«xx and «yy . Thus, in the small
volume indicated we have a strain distribution for SmS t
corresponds approximately to uniaxial compression.

The phase transition was detected by capacitance s
troscopy, which permits monitoring of the relaxation of th
capacitance under the contact area.6 It provides information
on the space charge in the portion of the sample loca
directly under its contact surface with the indenter, i.e., in
region where SmS undergoes quasiuniaxial deformation.
experiments were initially performed on the metal-insulat
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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semiconductor structures that we employed in Ref. 6. T
pressure of the tip was applied to an aluminum contact
with an area of 0.34 mm2, which was separated from th
SmS surface by a layer of Al2O3 or a polyimide. Subse-
quently, the indenter was pressed directly against an insu
ing layer of Al2O3 with a thickness of 50–100 nm. Spectra
the variation of the capacitance were recorded in the t
perature range from 77 to 440 K at various fixed values ofF.
The phase transition was manifested as a sharp pea
abrupt variation in the spectrum.6 It was discovered during
the experiments that a contact of SmS with iron has adeq
blocking properties for ensuring the possibility of performi
measurements without an insulating layer~Fig. 2!, whose
presence decreases the capacitance and, accordingly, le
a decrease in the sensitivity of the method.

In the measurements with an insulating layer, a bias v
age from20.5 to21 V and exciting rectangular pulses wit
a height of 0.4 V were supplied to the input~the aluminum
contact pad or the indenter!. In the measurements on
metal–semiconductor contact the bias was20.3 or20.4 V,
and the pulse height was 0.3 V. The pulse duration ran

FIG. 1. Pressure of the spherical indenter on a SmS single crystal. Thex, y,
andz axes are parallel to the@001#, @010#, and@100# crystallographic direc-
tions.

FIG. 2. Current–voltage characteristic of the contact formed by the s
indenter with the surface of a SmS single crystal.
e
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from 2 to 10 ms. The output signal from the capacitan
analyzer was used to record the temperature spectrum
DC, which is the difference between two quantities: the s
nal proportional to the capacitance (C) at the timet1 , which
is measured 1–10ms after the exciting pulse ends, and th
signal at the timet2 , which is 4–10ms later thant1 . In the
measurements without an insulating layer it was found t
as a result of the transition of SmS from the semiconduc
phase to the metallic phase, the initially blocking iron–Sm
contact becomes an Ohmic contact~an iron–metallic SmS–
semiconducting SmS structure!. This allowed us to detect the
phase transition by a simple method based on measurem
of the constant current flowing through the iron–SmS co
tact under the action of the bias voltage (20.3 V). Such a
method was used in experiments whereF increased
smoothly and then decreased at a constant temperature

RESULTS

Figure 3 presents typical spectra of the variation of
capacitance recorded on SmS samples at various fixed va
of F. The point of the phase transition to the metallic sta
corresponds to the beginning of the chaotic oscillations
the curves. This point also corresponds to a sharp chang
the character of the capacitance relaxation processes
tained on the oscillograph, which is similar to the chan
described in Ref. 6. As the load on the indenter is increas
the temperature of the phase transition decreases~Fig. 4!.
Figure 5 shows the behavior of the reverse current of
iron–SmS Schottky diode asF is gradually raised from 0 to
;0.9 N and thenF is lowered atT5300 K. A difference
between the results obtained in the first loading cycle a
after the performance of several cycles is observed. In
first cycle the current jump accompanying the phase tra
tion is preceded by a broad region of current instability,
which the current appears for a short time and then vanis
~the vertical lines in Fig. 5a!. After several cycles the depen
dence takes the form shown in Fig. 5b. Visual inspection
the indenter imprints remaining on the surface of the sam
after the experiments revealed spots of a metallic phas
SmS, which did not differ in appearance from the meta
phase appearing on the surface of the SmS samples
mechanical polishing by a diamond paste.

el

FIG. 3. Temperature spectrum of the variation of the capacitance unde
indenter,DC5C(t1)2C(t2). The values ofDVmax correspond to the fixed
load valuesF50.23, 0.25, and 0.40 N.
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DISCUSSION

To account for the experimental data obtained we s
out from the assumption that the mechanism of
semiconductor–metal phase transition in SmS under unia
compression has much in common with the mechanism
the analogous transition under uniform compression of
sample. At the same time, the following facts should
noted: 1! the mechanism of the transition of SmS to t
metallic state has a concentration-dependent character,
its appearance requires the accumulation of a certain cri
electron concentration equal to;1020 cm23 in the conduc-
tion band;7 2! the change in the concentration of conducti
electrons in SmS resulting from mechanical treatment of
sample is stipulated by the volume change and does no
pend on the nature of the stressed state that led to

FIG. 4. Dependence of the temperature of the semiconductor–metal p
transition on the volume change in the region of the SmS single cry
quasiuniaxially deformed by the indenter.
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change;8 3! the phase transition observed in response to u
form compression occurs after the volume of the sample
been diminished by;6%.9

Thus, as the sample is heated, the value ofn increases,
and a smaller value ofF is required for the transition to the
metallic state, as we observe in Fig. 3. The phase transi
in the bulk of the sample investigated should begin at
moment when the critical stressed state is achieved at s
point in it. On the basis of Eq.~4!, each value ofF can be
mapped to a definite maximum decrease in the volume of
substance, which takes place at the center of the defor
region and equals

DVmax5«zz1«xx1«yy'0.8«zz50.68P/E. ~5!

In such a case the curve in Fig. 4 is a segment of
phase diagram of the semiconductor–metal phase trans
in SmS inT2DVmax coordinates. If we convert the values o
F into values ofDVmax in such a manner, we should hav
jumps in the current (I ) in Fig. 5 when the critical values o
the decrease in the volume of the region of the sample
vestigated are achieved. The dependence presented in F
is typical of the dependences that we recorded in the
loading cycle. The jump atDVmax;5% can be attributed to a
phase transition in the entire region investigated. The va
of the critical volume change agrees satisfactorily with t
value obtained for uniform compression (;6%). The re-
maining spikes ofI , which begin atDVmax.3%, can be
associated with the appearance of foci of the metallic ph
of SmS. The vanishing ofI immediately after its appearanc
is attributed to the fact that the transition is accompanied
a decrease in the volume of the portion of SmS which
undergone the transition to the metallic state by;15% ~Ref.
9! and this portion of the material ceases to be in cont
with the indentor. It should be noted that measurements
the resistivityr of SmS under the effect of uniform compre
sion also revealed some instability ofr at pressures 100–20

se
al
t
-

l

FIG. 5. Dependence of the curren
flowing through the iron–SmS con
tact on the load on the indenter. a—
First loading cycle, b—after severa
cycles.
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MPa smaller than the phase transition pressure, but the
abrupt change inr occurring at;650 MPa in the first load-
ing cycle is taken as the transition pressure.2! The decrease in
I immediately after the phase transition can be attributed
cracking of the sample due to the asynchronous nature o
transition over the region investigated. After several load
cycles are performed, the picture of the transition chan
~Fig. 5b!: the maximum of I at the moment of the
semiconductor–metal transition and the spikes ofI preced-
ing the transition disappear. In addition, a region where t
phases coexist, which is located at approximately the s
values ofDVmax as the spikes ofI in the first cycle and is
characterized by a gradual increase in the current as the
is increased. The same region is observed in the reverse
sition with ;0.5% hysteresis. This conditioning of the pha
transition can be attributed to the formation of a system
misfit dislocations on the boundary between the metallic
semiconductor phases of SmS. According to Ref. 10, s
dislocations immobilize the metallic phase on the surface
the semiconductor phase. The occurrence of immobiliza
of the metallic phase of SmS is not questionable, since s
of metallic SmS of yellowish gold color are clearly observ
in the indenter imprints after experiments are performed. T
size of the imprints corresponds to the calculated value
within ;10%, which also characterizes the accuracy of
determination of the other calculated parameters.

With respect to the mechanism of the phase transitio
SmS under quasiuniaxial compression, there is an impres
that it differs somewhat from the mechanism of the transit
under uniform compression and that the smaller critical v
ues of DV are not simply a consequence of experimen
error. This is consistent with the data in Ref. 3, where
possible value for the pressure of the phase transition in S
under uniaxial compression was obtained by extrapola
the data obtained under the simultaneous effects of unif
and uniaxial compression, as well as with the data in Re
for the solid solution Sm0.85Gd0.15S. In both of these case
conversion of the uniaxial compressive pressures into
umes gives values that are smaller than in the case of
form compression. A possible reason for this disparity is t
the elastic constants of SmS depend on the electron de
in the conduction band and values obtained under nor
conditions are used to calculateDV, although this is not
entirely correct near a phase transition point.
tal
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CONCLUSIONS

1. A semiconductor–metal phase transition has been
duced in SmS under the action of a stress applied by
indenter, which creates the same strain distribution in
semiconductor as does the stress appearing when a sam
monosulfide sample is subjected to uniaxial compress
Such a stressed state can be considered nominally equiv
to uniaxial compression~quasiuniaxial stressing!.

2. The phase transition in SmS occurs when there
critical decrease in the volume of the semiconductor ph
under the action of the applied stress, which is equal
4–5% atT5300 K.

3. The mechanism of the semiconductor–metal ph
transition in SmS under quasiuniaxial compression is sim
in general terms to the mechanism of the phase transi
under uniform compression.11

We thank A. V. Golubkov for supplying the samariu
monosulfide single crystals.

1!The values ofs andE were calculated from the elastic constants measu
in Ref. 5.

2!The sample generally fails~cracks! during the reverse transition as th
pressure is removed, and subsequent cycles are not carried out.
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Influence of successive electron and laser irradiation on the photoluminescence
of porous silicon
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The influence of electron irradiation on the light-emitting properties ofp- andn-type porous
silicon prepared by electrochemical etching is investigated. The dose and energy dependences of
the electron-stimulated quenching of the photoluminescence~PL! are determined. It is
shown that electron treatment of a porous silicon surface followed by prolonged storage in air
can be used to stabilize the PL. The excitation of photoluminescence by a UV laser
acting on sections of porous silicon samples subjected to preliminary electron treatment is
discovered for the first time. The influence of the electron energy and the power of the laser beam
on this process is investigated. The results presented are attributed to variation in the
number of radiative recombination centers as a result of the dissociation and restoration of
hydrogen-containing groups on the pore surface. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~98!00903-9#
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The discovery of the light-emitting properties of poro
silicon1 aroused great interest in this substance as a pro
ing material for optoelectronics. Researchers have devot
great deal of attention to the variation of the photolumin
cence~PL! intensity of porous silicon under continuous a
pulsed laser irradiation.2–4 The aftereffects of the irradiation
of a porous silicon surface bya particles,g quanta, ions, and
electrons have been studied to a considerably le
extent.5–7 Furthermore, the influence of electrons on t
light-emitting properties of porous silicon are represented
the literature only qualitatively, since there is no informati
on the dependence of the PL intensity on the electron d
and energy for porous silicon having different types of co
duction, doping levels, and formation conditions. Despite
abundant experimental material, a general theory, which
scribes both the mechanism and kinetics of the variation
the PL intensity of porous silicon under different types
treatment, has hitherto not been developed.

This paper is devoted to an investigation of the dose
energy dependence of the degradation of the PL ofp- and
n-type porous silicon when its surface is irradiated
kiloelectron-volt electrons. It presents results showing h
the photoluminescence of porous silicon preliminar
treated with electrons evolves as the material is subjecte
continuous laser irradiation.

The starting material used to obtainp-type porous sili-
con consisted of boron-doped silicon wafers with the~111!
orientation and a resistivity r510 V•cm (Na52.5
31015 cm23). The n-type samples were obtained fro
phosphorous-doped wafers with the~100! orientation and
r52.4 V•cm (Nd52.531015 cm23). Porous silicon was
formed according to a standard technology involving elec
chemical etching in an electrolyte consisting of 48% hydr
luoric acid ~HF! and ethyl alcohol in a 1:1 ratio. The elec
trochemical etching time wastetch530 min at a current
3181063-7842/98/43(3)/5/$15.00
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density j 510 mA/cm2 for the p-type samples and
tetch540 min at j 510 mA/cm2 for n-type porous silicon.
Each sample was checked to determine its initial PL inten
and its homogeneity at the surface.

An analysis of the variation of the integrated PL inte
sity (I l) showed that the photostimulated quenching eff
can be neglected, if an OI-18A illuminator with a UFS6 u
traviolet filter is employed as the light source. In this case
intensity of the UV light did not exceed 1 mW/cm2. It was
noted that even in this case there is a 5–10% decrease in
PL intensity after 4 min of exposure. For this reason,
total irradiation time for the preliminary measurements w
restricted to 1 min.

Electron irradiation was carried out in the ultrahig
vacuum chamber of an O9IOS10-005 Auger spectrosc
with a residual pressure in the chamber equal to 1027 Pa in a
regime with scanning of the electron beam over the ras
This permitted variation of the irradiation dose in the ran
D510152631016 cm22. A series of up to 12 sections~Fig.
1! with different dose values was formed on a single sam
with an area of 1 cm2. The intensity of their luminescenc
under the illuminator with the UV filter was different an
depended strongly on the electron irradiation dose.

Plots of the quantitative dependence ofI l on the doseD
and the electron energyEp were obtained from the initia
intensity values for irradiation of the porous silicon surfa
by an LGN-409 He-Cd laser ~l5325 nm, P
510– 50 mW/cm2!. An FÉU-64 photomultiplier, which was
adapted for use with an INFRAM-I ocular microscop
served as a detector. The region from which the integra
PL intensity was analyzed was 1.5–2 times smaller than
dimensions of a single electron-irradiated section.

The results of the measurements of the integrated ph
luminescence intensity of the samples are shown as poin
Figs. 2a and 2b. As we see, regardless of their type of c
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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duction, an exponential decay ofI l(D) followed by the
achievement of a saturation valueI S at large dosesD.DS is
observed ~the values of the saturation doseDS exceed
631015 cm22!. An increase in the beam energyEp leads to
an appreciable increase in the degradation rate and a
crease inI S .

It was found that the influence of electron irradiation
the PL of porous silicon decreases when the sample is st
in a dark place in air as the time interval between the elec
and UV irradiations is increased. In fact, after porous silic
is stored for 1–2 months under such conditions, the pho
luminescence of the surface becomes practically uniform
should also be noted that the sections subjected to irradia
by electrons of lower energy recover more rapidly. This
fect is not observed at all in samples stored for the same
in an ultrahigh-vacuum chamber with a residual press
p51025– 1027 Pa. Therefore, the significant degradation
the PL is most probably not attributable to the accumulat
of electric charge on the surface discovered in Ref. 8.

It is interesting that the recovered sections do not exh
any appreciable variation of the PL intensity after repea
electron irradiation. Such electron ‘‘tempering,’’ i.e., irradi
tion to complete quenching followed by recovery in air c
probably be used to stabilize the light-emitting properties
porous silicon.

The degradation of the PL under the action of electro
followed by its recovery in air cannot be attributed to stru
tural changes in the near-surface layer of porous silicon

FIG. 1. Sample of porous silicon with sections irradiated by electrons.
sections are arranged in order of increasing dose.
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fact, the threshold energies for the displacement of atom
silicon by electrons amount to 10–30 eV, which are achiev
during irradiation by particles accelerated to 250 keV.9 Con-
sequently, electron-stimulated defect formation does not
cur in the bulk of the quantum wires in the range of dos
and energies used. Therefore, the observed effect can b
sociated only with alteration of the composition, the ato
passivating the surface of the quantum wires, and the num
of dangling bonds. A correlation between the decrease in
PL intensity and the appearance of a large number of d
gling bonds (5.531017 cm23) on the internal pore surfac
following annealing in a vacuum was discovered in Ref. 1
Additional confirmation of the desorption nature of th
electron-stimulated alteration of the PL can be provided
the fact that the spectral intensity maximum (l5697
68 nm) scarcely moves as the electron energy is increa
~Fig. 3!, as well as by the vigorous evolution of gases
hydrofluoric acid only on the sections which have undergo
irradiation and recovery in air.

e

FIG. 3. Photoluminescence spectrum ofp-type porous silicon after irradia-
tion by electrons. Electron energy, keV:1—2, 2—3, 3—4, 4—5.
d
-

s

FIG. 2. Dependence of normalize
integrated PL intensity on the elec
tron irradiation dose forp- ~a! and
n-type ~b! porous silicon. Points—
experimental values; lines—result
calculated from Eq.~6!. Electron en-
ergy, keV:1—4, 2—3, 3—2.
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For these reasons the mechanism of the elect
stimulated degradation of the PL of porous silicon can
described in the following manner. The surface of fres
prepared porous silicon is passivated mainly by hydro
atoms11,12 in the form of SiH and SiH2 groups, whose role in
the light-emitting properties of porous silicon has been
termined in numerous studies.12,13 The presence of SiH2
groups on the pore surface creates luminescent centers. I
case of only radiative electron-hole recombination, the
intensity at a sufficiently high excitation level can be d
scribed by the formula14

I l
r5ArNl

r
Cn

l Cp
l

Cn
l /pS1Cp

l /nS
, ~1!

where Nl
r is the concentration of radiative recombinatio

centers,Cp
l andCn

l are the cross sections for the trapping
holes and electrons by these centers, respectively,nS andpS

are the photoinduced concentrations of free electrons
holes, andAr is a dimensional constant.

If we take into account the large exciton ionization e
ergies in porous silicon (Eex50.11–0.39 eV)15 and the con-
sequent high probability of their radiative annihilation ev
at room temperature, it becomes necessary to take into
count another component of the PL

I l
ex5AexbNl

exnex, ~2!

where Nl
ex is the concentration of radiative exciton

annihilation centers, which are associated with neutral s
face states of adsorbed atoms,nex is the exciton concentra
tion, b is the probability of radiative annihilation, andAex is
a dimensional constant. To be specific, we shall hencef
consider only the exciton mechanism of the PL of poro
silicon.

As can be seen from Eqs.~1! and~2!, the PL intensity is
directly proportional to the concentration of luminescent c
ters, which can vary during the desorption of hydrogen fr
porous silicon when it is irradiated by electrons of sufficie
energy. Then, it can be postulated on the basis of the exp
mental data obtained that the dose dependence of the
centration of SiH2 groups and, accordingly, of luminesce
centers at the maximum electron penetration depthh, which
is commensurate with the thickness of the light-emitti
layer h0 , can be written in the form

Nl~D !5N0 exp~2~D/D0!a!, ~3!

whereN0 is the initial concentration of luminescent cente
in the sample,D0 is the characteristic electron dose, at whi
the concentration of hydrogen-passivated bonds in por
silicon decreases by a factor ofe, and a is an empirical
parameter.

When sufficiently large values ofD.DS are achieved,
all the luminescent centers in a layer of thicknessh are prac-
tically completely removed, and the PL intensity is det
mined only by the radiative annihilation centers located a
depthh,x,h0 . With consideration of~3! the mean concen
tration of luminescent centers in porous silicon after elect
irradiation is specified by the expression

Nl
ex~D !5N0@12~h/h0!~12exp~2~D/D0!a!!#. ~4!
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Substituting Eq.~4! into ~2!, we obtain the PL intensity

I l
ex5I l~D !5AexbnexN0@12~h/h0!~12exp~2~D/D0!a!!#.

~5!

To eliminate the constants that cannot be determined
der the conditions of the experiment, the data in Fig. 2
represented in a normalized form, i.e., as values ofI l /I 0 ,
where I 05AexbnexN0 is the PL intensity before electro
treatment. Lines calculated using the equation

I l~D !/I 0512~h/h0!~12exp~2~D/D0!a!! ~6!

are plotted through the experimental points.
The parameters used in the calculation for differe

samples and electron energies are presented in Table I
we see, the calculated lines faithfully describe the exp
mental results.

Several laws associated with the experimental dep
dence ofD0 , h/h0 , and a on the energy and the type o
conduction in the sample should be noted. First, there
characteristic increase inD0 as the electron energy de
creases. In accordance with~6!, it is attributed to a decreas
in the maximum electron penetration depthh. Information
on the energy dependence of the ratioh/h0 permitted deter-
mination of the depth of the luminescent layer in poro
silicon. In fact, electrons penetrate to a depth equal toh0

already atEp54.5 keV for p-type porous silicon andEp

54.1 keV for n-type porous silicon, and complete photol
minescence quenching occurs when sufficiently large do
are achieved. On this basis, the specific electron ene
losses in silicon16 were used to obtain an estimate of th
thickness of the light-emitting layer inp-type porous silicon
h0'0.5 mm, which is in satisfactory agreement with the li
erature values~1–2mm!.7 The thickness of the light-emitting
layer in a sample withn-type conduction is somewha
smaller:h0'0.45mm.

Another characteristic feature is the decrease in the
pirical parametera with increasing electron energies, whic
is apparently due to the hindered removal of the desor
hydrogen atoms when the electron penetration depth
creases. Thus, the larger values ofa for an n-type sample
should be associated with its smaller porosity. Indirect c
firmation of this is provided by the data from an Auger ele
tron spectroscopic~AES! study of the surface of porous sili
con. The siliconL23VV Auger peak (E591 eV) was not
detected on ap-type sample because of the considera
charging of the surface, while the silicon Auger line w
detected fairly steadily onn-type porous silicon. According
to the results in Ref. 17, the concentration of charge carr

TABLE I. Parameters of the model of the electron-stimulated quenching
the PL of porous silicon.

Type of conduction Ep , keV D0 , 1015 cm22 a h/h0

p 4 1.1 0.58 0.88
3 4.3 0.71 0.8
2 5.7 0.95 0.61

n 4 3.9 0.95 0.93
3 6.9 1.53 0.7
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in a sample of porous silicon with a high porosity can d
crease to the intrinsic level as a result of depletion of
dopant from the thin layer in the quantum wires. Thus,
AES data point out the insignificance of this depletion a
the comparatively large diameter of the pores inn-type po-
rous silicon, which, in turn, signify better conditions for th
removal of the desorption products and larger values oa
than in ap-type sample.

The further investigations were devoted to determin
the photostimulated evolution of the PL of porous silic
that has undergone preliminary electron treatment. In F
4a and 4b the points describe the experimental depend
of I l on the irradiation time (t,2 min) by an LGN-409 UV
laser with P515 mW/cm2 for p- and n-type samples, re-
spectively. The samples were irradiated by electrons with
energyEp54 keV.

As we see, regardless of the type of conduction
change in the law of variation of the PL intensity is o
served: quenching on the sections with a small electron i
diation dose and excitation on the section where the d
exceeds a certain critical valueDe . This is attributed to the
fact that in air the dissociation of the hydrogen-contain
groups under the action of laser irradiation should be acc
panied by their restoration. According to the kinetic mod
presented in Ref. 18, the variation of the concentration
luminescent centers during short laser treatment times is
scribed by the following equation:

dNl /dt52kdNl1kc~N0
a2Nl !, ~7!

whereN0
a is the concentration of adsorption centers, andkd

andkc are the rate constants of the dissociation and rest
tion of the hydrogen-containing groups, respectively.

The restoration constant is usually written in the form14

kc5
PKS

A2pMkT
, ~8!

whereP is the partial pressure of the gas,K is the probability
that a hydrogen molecule which has reached an adsorp
center on the surface will become attached to it, andS andM
are the effective area of a molecule and its mass.

The photodissociation constant can be defined in the
lowing manner:

kd5F j Fs, ~9!

where j F is the number of photons impinging on a unit ar
of the porous silicon surface per unit time,s is the cross
section for the absorption of photons by hydrogen-contain
groups, andF is the quantum yield, i.e., the probability o
the desorption of a hydrogen atom upon the absorption
photon by an adsorption-center/hydrogen-atom system.

In writing Eq. ~7! it was assumed thatkd andkc do not
depend on the depth. This assumption is based on
‘‘bleaching’’ effect in porous silicon, in which the absorptio
coefficient is approximately an order of magnitude sma
than inc-Si ~Refs. 19 and 20!. This bleaching leads to insig
nificant variation of the intensity of the exciting UV ligh
within a region of thicknessh50.5 mm. In addition, it was
assumed that the electron processes which transform the
-
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tral radiative annihilation centers into charged nonradiat
states can be neglected in comparison with the adsorp
and desorption mechanisms.

The solution of Eq.~7! with initial condition ~4! gives
the analytical expression

Nl~ t !5
N0

akc

kc1kd
1H N0@12~h/h0!~12exp~2~D/D0!a!!#

FIG. 4. Dependence of the photoluminescence intensity of porous silico
the electron irradiation time. a: Preliminary electron treatment dose
p-type porous silicon, cm22: 1—0, 2—4.231015, 3—8.431015, 4—16.8
31015, 5—25.231015, 6—33.631015; b: for n-type porous silicon, cm22:
1—0, 2—2.2531015, 3—6.7531015, 4—11.7531015, 5—15.7531015, 6—
20.2531015.
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2
N0

akc

kc1kd
J exp~2~kd1kc!t !. ~10!

According to ~10!, the PL intensity of porous silicon
varies with the laser irradiation time according to an exp
nential law. The character of its evolution is determined
the pre-exponential factor in the curly brackets. At sm
irradiation doses the desorption rate of hydrogen exceeds
adsorption rate, the number of radiative annihilation cen
decreases, and the PL is quenched. Conversely, if the d
exceed a certain value, the photoluminescence intensity
gins to increase as a result of the predominant chemisorp
of hydrogen atoms. On the basis of Eq.~10!, the value of the
critical electron irradiation dose equals

De5D0a Aln
N0h/h0

N0
akc /~kc1kd!1N0~h/h021!

. ~11!

The solid curves in Figs. 4a and 4b are plots ofI l(t)
calculated from Eq.~10!. The critical dosesDe are equal to
6.7531015 cm22 for an n-type sample and 25.2
31015 cm22 for a p-type sample.

A decrease in the electron energy in the prelimina
treatment of porous silicon leads to an appreciable incre
in the critical dose for the change in the mechanism of
evolution of the PL ~in the case of ann-type sample
De514.731015 cm22 for Ep53 keV and De522
31015 cm22 for Ep52 keV!. Within the proposed adsorp
tion model this is attributed to a decrease in the elect
penetration depth in porous silicon and, accordingly, to
need to achieve larger doses in order to reverse the sig
the pre-exponential factor in~10!.

The intensity of the laser radiation also has an influe
on the character of the photostimulated evolution of the
of porous silicon. To determine this dependence, ann-type
sample that had been treated with electrons (Ep53 keV) was
irradiated by a laser with an intensity equal to 10, 15, a
35 mW/cm2. These investigations showed that the excitat
of PL does not occur whenP535 mW/cm2 even on the
sections with a doseD53031015 cm22, while intensities
equal to 10 and 15 mW/cm2 permit the observation of the
excitation of PL at doses greater than 8.831015 and 14.7
31015 cm22, respectively. An increase in the intensity of th
laser radiation clearly leads to an increase in the dissocia
coefficient of the hydrogen bondskd ~9! and a decrease in
the second term of the pre-exponential factor in Eq.~10!.
Thus, large photon fluxes cause predominant dissociatio
the hydrogen-containing groups even in the case of a fa
large number of free adsorption centers.

CONCLUSIONS

The dependences of the integrated PL intensity of por
silicon with p- and n-type conduction on the electron irra
diation dose and energy have been obtained in this work.
experimental results have been attributed to a decrease i
number of radiative exciton-annihilation centers as a re
of the electron-stimulated cleavage of hydrogen bonds on
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surface of the quantum wires. The thickness of the layer
effective photoluminescence in the samples investigated
been estimated.

It has been discovered for the first time that prelimina
electron treatment can lead not only to the quenching of
PL, as occurs on the original sample of porous silicon,
also to excitation under the action of continuous laser ir
diation. The influence of the electron energy and the la
intensity on the value of the critical electron dose at wh
the UV-induced increase in the PL intensity begins has b
demonstrated. The observed effect has been attributed to
presence of two competing channels for altering the num
of luminescent centers, viz., photostimulated desorption
chemisorption of hydrogen on the internal pore surface. T
use of electron irradiation permits modification of the re
tion between the rates of these processes. Although the
served effects have been attributed here to variation of
number of hydrogen-containing groups, the activation role
the oxygen present in the pores cannot be ruled out c
pletely.

We thank S. N. Mikov for assisting in the determinatio
of the spectral characteristics of the photoluminescence
porous silicon.
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Phase measurements of surface electromagnetic waves on silver with excitation
through the substrate
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Surface electromagnetic waves are excited in the visible and near-IR regions of the spectrum,
and interference measurements are performed. Their excitation is effected by a
helium–neon laser~3.39, 1.15, and 0.63mm! on the interface between air and a silver film of
thickness 100mm deposited on a substrate in the form of a prism of fused quartz. The
exciting radiation is supplied from the substrate side in a regime of total internal reflection in the
prism on the edge of the silver film. The wave vector of the surface electromagnetic wave
investigated is determined from the results of phase measurements. The dependence of the
efficiency of the excitation of surface electromagnetic waves on the angle of incidence of
the exciting radiation onto the substrate is investigated. The real part of the dielectric function of
the silver film is calculated. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!01003-4#
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The phase spectroscopy of surface electromagn
waves~SEWs! was developed to determine the optical co
stants of metals, insulators, and semiconductor crystals in
mid- and far-IR ranges.1,2 To excite a surface plasmon– o
phonon–polariton mode, the field of an electromagne
wave must be concentrated near the surface of the sa
under investigation.3 The aperture excitation of radiation
most widely employed in these regions of the spectrum
cause of its simplicity and universality.4 However, the at-
tempts to extend this method to the near-IR and visi
ranges5 ran into serious difficulties due to the complexity
the apparatus, the very small gaps (,1 mm), and the overall
miniaturization of the experiment.

The edge excitation of radiation was found to be con
nient in the near-IR and visible ranges under attenuated
internal reflection~ATR! conditions,6 which have not hith-
erto been employed in SEW phase spectroscopy. This t
nique is carried out in the following manner~Fig. 1!. A metal
film in the form of a wedge-shaped area is deposited on
of the hypotenuse surface of a prism that is transparent in
spectral range being investigated. A laser beam focused
lens is directed through the prism at such an angle that t
internal reflection takes place from the hypotenuse surfac
the prism. As we know,7 during total internal reflection on a
boundary with a less dense medium, the electromagn
field decays exponentially with increasing distance from
interface, and the reflected ray is displaced somewhat r
tive to the incident ray. If the boundary of a metal film
placed between the ‘‘entrance’’ and ‘‘exit’’ points of the ra
the condition for total internal reflection is violated, and t
radiation is partially transformed into an SEW and volum
radiation, which propagates above the surface of the m
In addition, as in the case of aperture excitation, the volu
and surface waves appearing are coherent to one ano
The surface wave excited on the edge of the metal fi
propagates over its outer surface~the boundary with air! and
3231063-7842/98/43(3)/4/$15.00
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reaches the opposite edge of the wedge, where it is tr
formed back into volume radiation, part of which travels in
the prism and part of which travels into the space above
prism. We are interested in the latter radiation, which int
feres with the volume radiation traveling above the surfa
and contains information regarding the state of the surf
under investigation. Thus, the sample is located in one of
arms of a double-beam interferometer. By moving the p
todetector along a circle whose center is located at the p
of detachment of the SEW, we can record the angular dep
dence of the resultant radiated intensity, which, becaus
the continuous variation of the phase difference between
interfering waves along the trajectory of the detector, give
characteristic ‘‘interference’’ dependence, which can be u
to determine both the amplitude and phase relations betw
the interfering waves. It was used to determine the dep
dence of the SEW excitation coefficient on the angle of
cidence of the radiation onto the hypotenuse surface of
prism for all the wavelengths generated by a helium–ne
laser~3.39, 1.15, and 0.63mm!.

The radiated intensities measured at the maxima
minima of the interferogram are equal, respectively, to

I max5I b1I s12AI bI s, ~1a!

I min5I b1I s22AI bI s, ~1b!

where I s is the intensity of the volume radiation formed
the point of detachment of the SEW from the surface of
metal, andI b is the intensity of the volume radiation forme
at the point of excitation of the surface wave.

In the case where the spatial distributions ofI s and I b

vary only slightly between neighboring maxima and minim
of the interference curve, andI b.I s , it follows from ~1a!
and ~1b! that

I s5~AI max2AI min!
2.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Integrating the dependence ofI s obtained over the angle
Q, we obtain a quantity, which is proportional to the SE
excitation coefficient,g5I s0 /I 0 , where I s0 is the intensity
of the SEW at the excitation point, andI 0 is the intensity of
the laser radiation incident to the prism.

By turning the prism relative to the incident beam, w
obtain the dependence of the SEW excitation coefficient
the angle of incidence of the radiation onto the working~hy-
potenuse! surface of the prism according to the method d
scribed above. In addition, the angular dependence of

FIG. 1. a: Prism with a deposited metallic wedge; b: view from abo
1—fused quartz crystal,2—radiation detector.
n

-
he

radiated intensity permits the determination of the phase
lations between the interfering waves. The condition for
interference extremum has the form

an81r 2A~a1r cosQ!21r 2 sin2 Q5~m1Dm!l,
~2!

where~Fig. 1! m is the number of the extremum, which is a
integer for a maximum and a half integer for a minimum
Dm is the total additional phase shift between the interfer
waves appearing upon the excitation and detachment of
SEW, n8 is the real part of the effective refractive index
the SEW,a is the length of the path traversed by the SE
over the metal film,r is the distance between the point
detachment of the SEW from the sample and the detec
andQ is the angle between the ray traveling from the po
of detachment of the SEW to the detector and the plane
the metal film.

After obtaining the values ofQ corresponding to known
values ofm from the interferogram, we can use formula~2!
to determinen8 anda. It is convenient to solve this problem
graphically by constructing a plot of the dependence of
parameter

q5A~a1r cosQ!21r 2 sin2 Q2r

on (m1Dm)l/a. The straight line obtained has an interce
on the vertical axis equal ton821, anda can be determined
from its slope. However, the number of the extremum is
always known. For example, in our experiments in the v
ible region the optical difference between the paths of
interfering beams reaches 10–20 wavelengths for the c
acteristic valuesa50.1– 0.25 mm. In addition,Dm is an un-
known quantity. The determination of these quantities
quires several interferograms recorded for different value
a. They are depicted as a family of parallel straight lines
the graph ofq(m). By selectingm for each straight line and
varying the single parameterDm for all the straight lines, we
can minimize the difference between the straight lines
tained. The straight line thus obtained also specifiesm and
Dm. In our experiment the interferograms were fed direc
into a computer, where the procedure described above
carried out by a program written in BASIC.

:

l
FIG. 2. Diagram of the experimenta
apparatus: 1—helium–neon laser;
2—phase shifter;3—400 Hz modu-
lator; 4, 5—metallic mirrors; 6—
focusing lens;7—goniometer; 8—
detector; 9—selective amplifier;
10—analog-to-digital converter;
11—computer.
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A diagram of the experimental apparatus is shown
Fig. 2. Polarized radiation from a continuous He–Ne la
~with wavelengths equal to 0.63, 1.15, and 3.39mm! is in-
terrupted at a frequency of 400 Hz by a sector disk faste
to the rotating axle of a hysteresis motor. The beam focu
by a lens impinges on a prism fastened to the rotating s
of goniometer in such a manner that the laser light impin
on the working surface of the prism at an angle exceed
the angle for total internal reflection. The detector is faste
to the movable arm of the goniometer. The point at wh
the SEW detaches from the surface of the sample coinc
with the rotation axis of the detector. The accuracy of
measurement of the rotation angle of the detector in our
periment was 0.1°. After selective amplification and anal
to-digital conversion, the interferograms, i.e., the angular
pendences of the radiated intensity, are fed into a compu
where they are used to calculate the value ofn8, which per-
mits determination of the real part of the dielectric functi
Re« for the metal investigated~silver!.

The silver films investigated in the present work we
deposited by thermal evaporation in a vacuum with a
sidual pressure equal to 231025 Torr, and the evaporation
rate was 1–2 nm/s. The mass thickness of the film was
termined using a quartz microbalance and was equal to
nm. Each film was deposited on the surface of a prism of
fused quartz. The dimensions of the working surface w
15320 mm.

To enable the recording of a series of interferograms
different values of the distancea traversed by the SEW
along the metal surface, the SEW was excited in the dir
tion transverse to the wedge. The parametera can be varied
by displacing the point of excitation of the SEW by movin
the prism perpendicularly to the incident beam. Since
propagation length of the SEW on the silver film decrea
abruptly as the frequency increases, a separate sample
prepared for the experiments at each wavelength, and a
was deposited on it using a mask in the shape of a we
with a width '0.1– 0.3 mm for the 0.63mm radiation,
'0.3– 1 mm for the 1.15mm radiation, and'2 – 5 mm for
the 3.39mm radiation. In the case ofl50.63mm it should

FIG. 3. Dependence of the effective SEW excitation coefficientI on the
anglea2a0 . l, mm: 1—3.39,2—1.15,3—0.63.
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be taken into account that the width of the metal film b
comes less than the diameter of the focused radiation b
~200 mm! because of the short propagation length of t
SEW. Consequently, we can expect the appearance of a
source that makes a contribution to the interferogram, v
the beam refracted on the second boundary of the metal fi
To clear up this question we recorded interferograms in b

FIG. 4. Typical interferograms. a:l50.63mm; a, mm: 1—110, 2—75,
3—55; b: l51.15, mm; a, mm: 1—703, 2—329, 3—179; c: l
53.39mm; a, mm: 1—3, 2—2, 3—1.

TABLE I.

l, mm a2a0 ~calc.!, deg a2a0 ~exper.!, deg

0.63 1.7 2.6
1.15 0.45 1.2
3.39 0.05 -
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p and s polarizations. Since the SEW is excited only
p-polarized light,3 the appearance of interference on the a
gular dependence of the radiated intensity in the cases
polarization can be caused only by this third source. It w
found that ins-polarized light an interference pattern is n
ticeable only at angles of incidence of the exciting radiat
a that are close to the critical value (a0). The parasitic beam
can be suppressed completely by increasing this angle
1–2°. In this case the beam divergence did not exceed 0

Figure 3 presents the dependence of the SEW excita
coefficient on the angle of incidence of the exciting beam.
we know, the volume wave is transformed into a surfa
wave most efficiently in the case of matching of the impe
ances of the exciting wave and the SEW formed.8 The values
of a2a0 corresponding to the maximum SEW excitatio
coefficient, which we obtained by simple calculations us
the dielectric function,3 and the values determined expe
mentally in the present work are presented in Table I.

As can be seen from Table I, the experimental values
the angles corresponding to maximum excitation~in the case
of l53.39mm the value could not be determined because
the closeness ofa to a0! significantly exceed the calculate
values. The reason for this is possibly the imperfect shap
the edge of the metal film on which the surface wave
excited. The SEW is excited on an edge of a film who
thickness drops smoothly to zero over a characteristic
tance of the order of several microns, which significan
exceeds the wavelength of the exciting radiation. Theref
the SEW is actually excited on a portion of the surface o
film of small thickness, for which the value ofn8, as our
calculations show, is greater than that for a thick film.3 This
apparently leads to the difference between the experime
and calculated values of the angles corresponding to m
mum excitation of the SEW.

Typical interferograms obtained in the present work
presented in Fig. 4. The corresponding dependence ofq on

FIG. 5. Graphical determination ofDn for a silver film with a thickness of
100 nm.l51.15mm; a, mm: 1—179,2—227,3—329,4—703.
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the ordinal number of the extremum for the series of m
sured interferograms atl51.15mm is shown in Fig. 5,
which, as we see, confirms the linear dependence ofq on m
established by Eq.~1!. Using the procedure described abov
we obtained the values for the real part of the effective ind
of the SEWs on silver~Table II, column 2!.

To test the results obtained, the dependence of the re
tion coefficient on the angle of incidence was measured
the same samples forp-polarized radiation atl53.39mm.
The value calculated from the optical constants of the m
obtainedDn(3.39mm)5(862)31024 coincides to within
the experimental error with the value obtained by SEW sp
troscopy. On the air–metal interfacen85A«/(«11), where
« is the complex dielectric function of the metal.3 Since
Re«@Im « for silver in the near-IR range, we can write

Re «'
2n82

n8221
.

The results obtained, which are presented in Table
~column 3!, are close to the available literature data for sp
tered silver films.9 Similarly prepared films were previousl
studied by SEW phase spectroscopy with apert
excitation.5 The SEW propagation parameters presented
Ref. 5 agree well with the data obtained in the present wo
but the new scheme for exciting SEWs in the interferome
that we used permits improvement of the accuracy of
measurements.

This work was performed with partial support from th
Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grants Nos. 95-02-
04194 and 95-02-04195!.
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TABLE II.

l, mm Dn5n821 Re«

3.39 (8.261)31024 2600
1.15 (7.360.3)31023 270
0.63 (3.260.03)31022 216
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The field evaporation of a Hf–Mo alloy~15 wt. % Hf! is investigated using a time-of-flight atom
probe. A moderately heated tip detects an impurity of Hf and Mo oxides on the surface.
Thermofield microprotrusions grown atT51440– 1850 K in an electric field~retarding to
electrons! of intensityE5(3.2– 5)3107 V/cm are analyzed at room temperature and
above. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!01103-9#
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INTRODUCTION

Field evaporation1 as applied to new materials is inte
esting in itself, being a result of an interaction of a stro
electric field with a solid. At the same time, it underlies t
creation of promising point ion sources fo
nanotechnologies.2 A thin ~fine! ion beam could be used fo
deposition on a substrate and for writing or drawing on
nanometer scale. In the case of low-temperature~cold! field
evaporation, the tip, i.e., the source of the material, beco
dull with use and must be sharpened~preferablyin situ!, as
in the case of writing with a pencil. If the source operates
a high-temperature~hot! evaporation field,3 the ion flux
forms during its operation and can differ with respect to
stability, geometric properties, and ionic composition.2 All
this determines the quality of the ‘‘pen’’ or ‘‘marker’’ for
writing on the nanometer scale. Its quality can be influen
by utilizing the special features of hot field evaporation. T
has been demonstrated in the case of several refractory
als: W, Mo, Ir, and Pt.3–6 Alloys would be interesting in this
context, since their employment would diversify the evap
rated components and, in addition, would facilitate the f
mation of thin ion beams of some materials and there
lower, for example, the working temperatures and fields.

While the ordinary cold field evaporation of alloys h
been studied repeatedly,7 mainly for analytical purposes
their hot field evaporation has not been studied at all. On
other hand, even when a regime of cold field evaporat
was employed, the method of ‘‘sharpening the pencil’’
growing thermofield microprotrusions, for example, w
likewise scarcely considered in reference to alloys. Only o
study in which such microprotrusions were grown on t
basis of a Si$110%–W adsorption system can be noted.8 How-
ever, a detailed study of the field evaporation of silicid
from microprotrusions has been conducted quite recently9

After selecting a Hf–Mo alloy~15 wt. % Hf! as a con-
venient and useful model, we studied two new problems
the present work: the cold field evaporation of thermofi
microprotrusions grown on tips made from this alloy and
hot ~high-temperature! field evaporation of this alloy. It
should be noted that the conditions for crystal growth in
field and the composition of the corresponding growth f
mations, as well as the composition and geometry of the
3271063-7842/98/43(3)/5/$15.00
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beams~especially in the case of hot field evaporation!, are all
of physical interest in themselves in the scarcely studied c
of alloys even without regard to the problem of creating
nanometer writer.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Atom probe microanalysis,7 which employs a mass spec
trometer combined with a field emission microscope, is
suitable method for the problems posed. In the present w
we employed a field electron microscope, a field ion deso
tion microscope, and mass analysis of ions which ha
passed through the probe opening in a microchannel im
amplifier. The time-of-flight atom probe of moderate reso
tion used in this work~its resolution was about 30! was
described in detail in Ref. 10. The need to heat the tip
quired the inclusion of a heated arch, to which the tip w
welded, in its electrical circuit. The tip could be heated at
moment when a high voltage~either constant or pulsed! was
supplied to it. Tip temperatures in the range from room te
perature to 2030 K were used in the investigation of fie
evaporation. In the pyrometric region the temperature w
determined using a Piro optical micropyrometer, and in
nonpyrometric region it was determined from an extrapo
tion graph. The temperature was measured in the form of
heating current in the arch. Under high-temperature con
tions it is difficult to avoid field evaporation at the consta
~base! voltage. Satisfactory correct mass spectra with a
lective character could be obtained only with a high contr
between the evaporation rates during the application of
pulsed voltage and at the base voltage. Values of the con
~i.e., the ratio between these rates! from 104 to 106 can be
considered sufficient, although, of course, not all the ato
evaporated from the surface are analyzed in this case.

The field-emission characteristic of the object was us
to estimate the intensities of the working electric fields fro
the measured voltages. Experience showed that the hafn
in our alloy behaves as a surface-active material, being c
centrated in the surface and near-surface layers. Therefor
our estimates the work functionw of the surface was se
equal to the value for hafnium,w53.5 eV ~Ref. 11!. The
residual pressure under working conditions was ab
1028 Torr. The main components of the residual gas~nitro-
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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gen, carbon dioxide, and, despite the preliminary heating
the system, water! were detected. However, they could n
influence the character of the growth and emission proce
taking place at high temperatures.

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

a) Growth conditions and composition of the thermofie
microprotrusions.The tips of the Hf–Mo alloy were heate
to T51400– 1650 K in the absence of an electric field
clean the surface. The use of higher temperatures was u
sirable, since it led to blunting of the tips and, accordingly,
an increase in the working voltagesV ~the latter were re-
stricted to the120 kV level for a constant voltage and 5
kV for a pulsed voltage!. A moderately heated tip prepare
from a Hf~15%!–Mo~85%! alloy contained surface irregu
larities that could not be removed by such heating. The e
tron emission image contained a set of bright spots, wh
were not always symmetrically arranged. In view of the hi
Hf content on the surface, it can be assumed that these s
are similar in nature to the contaminants on a Zr surface~an
analog of Hf! described by Mu¨ller,12 which cannot be re-
moved by heating. We analyzed the mass spectra for cold~at
;300 K! field evaporation from these spots and discove
that they contain not only metallic Hf111, Hf11, Mo1,
Mo11, Hf2

1 , HfMo1, (HfMo)11, (HfMo)111, Hf1, and
other such ions, but also oxide HfO2

111 , HfO11, MoO1,
MoO3

111 , HfMoO3
111 , HfMoO2

11 , and HfMoO3
41 ions.

The corresponding spectra from the dark area~outside the
bright spots! contained practically the same set of ions, b
the relative amplitudes of the peaks corresponding to the
containing Mo ~Mo1, Mo11, MoO111, MoO1,
(HfMo) 111, and Hf2Mo11! were appreciably higher tha
in the spectra from the bright, strongly electron-emitti
spots. Thus, the hafnium oxides were unquestionably
main thermostable surface contaminants.

The growth of thermofield microprotrusions on such
surface required heating the tip to a temperatureT from 1440
to 1850 K ~usually for 1 min! in the presence of a positiv
electric field of intensityF53.23107– 5.03107 V/cm. The
voltage of negative polarity needed to observe the elec
emission image of fixed brightness was usually lowered b
factor of 2 as a result of such treatment. In the case of h
temperatures~1850 and 2030 K!, the images of growing mi-
croprotrusions in ions of the host material could be obser
on the screen of the field ion desorption microscope. AT
51440 K and moderate growth fields the desorption ima
of microprotrusions were observed considerably less
quently and were significantly duller. To ‘‘quench’’ the m
croprotrusions grown, the heating was first switched off, a
only then was the voltage removed. The competitive grow
and evaporation processes decayed with different rates a
cooling proceeded, and these differences could, in princi
alter the geometry and composition of the apices of
cooled microprotrusions. Therefore, we cautiously refer
estimation of the fields from the field-emission characte
tics, rather than to measurements. The initial evaporating
tensities of the base field (Eb) and the total (base1pulsed)
field (Fp) were varied in the range from 1.13108 to 1.8
of
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3108 V/cm for Eb and from 1.443108 2.43108 V/cm for
Fp in accordance with the sharpness of the apex of the
croprotrusion. The ratio of the amplitude of the pulsed vo
age to the magnitude of the total voltage was equal to 0
when the six spectra of the series discussed below were
tained and 0.235 in only one case. As the field evapora
proceeded, the microprotrusions frequently became bl
and the corresponding field intensities decreased by 15–
at constant values ofVb andVp by the end of the experiment
All the spectra of this series were obtained with a tip at ro
temperature.

A typical spectrum of the ‘‘cold’’ field evaporation of a
thermofield microprotrusion from the alloy investigated
shown in Fig. 1. The two strongest peaks correspond to tr
charged Hf and Mo ions, the Hf peak being apprecia
stronger. There are peaks for the residual gases and s
impurities ~C1, N1, and H2O

1!, as well as peaks withm/q
572, 81, and 93~their presumable assignments are shown
the figure!. According to our estimates, as the spectrum
Fig. 1 was obtained,Eb decreased from a value of 1.6
3108 to 1.353108 V/cm, and Fp decreased from 2.22
3108 to 1.83108 V/cm. This follows, for example, from the
dependence of the accumulation of the ions detectedn on the
number of evaporating pulsesN ~Fig. 2!. The mean effective
evaporation rate during the action of an evaporating pulse
to the 230th pulse is about 23107 ions/s, but from the 230th
to 900th pulse it is 1.13107 ions/s. The character of thi
dependence suggests that evaporation~which took place
mainly at the base voltage! of a monatomic layer at the ape
of the microprotrusion is completed in the first period~up to
the 230th pulse! ~the probe opening was aimed at the ima
of the microprotrusion and covered its central portion!. As
the evaporation of the first layer is completed, the evapo
tion rate increases. The second layer passing beneath
probe opening is evaporated more slowly, especially at
beginning. If it is assumed that the microprotrusion was

FIG. 1. Field evaporation spectrum of a thermofield microprotrusion
tained for a tip at room temperature.1—C1, 2—N1, 3—H2O

1, 4—
Mo111, 5—Hf111, 6—HfMo41, 7—HfMoO3

41 , 8—HfMo111. The re-
sidual pressure is 1028 Torr, Vb512 kV, and the amplitude of the applie
pulses is 4 kV.
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equilibrium with respect to the ponderomotive and capilla
forces and that its diameter at the apex was no more than
Å,13 an upper, probably overestimated, estimate of the n
ber of atoms projected onto the probe opening would be4

atoms. This permits estimation of the upper limit of t
evaporation rate at the base voltage: 40 ions/s in the
period up to the 230th pulse and 15 ions/s in the sec
period. Accordingly, the contrastv between the evaporatio
rates during the action of a pulse and at the base voltag
5 – 73105 or more. In the case of the other spectra of t
series,v lies in the range 105– 106, according to similar
estimates. The most pronounced peaks in the spectra ar
peaks corresponding to Hf111 and Mo111 ~which some-
times change places along the intensity scale!, as well as
HfMo41 (m/q571– 72). The other appreciable peaks
clude peaks corresponding to Hf11, Mo11, and HfMoO3

41

(m/q580– 81). In the initial experiments with an inad
equately cleaned tip, the intensity of the peak for HfO11 was
appreciable. The general conclusion from this series of
periments is that the thermofield microprotrusions grow
on the alloy investigated are strongly enriched with hafniu
The microprotrusions can be grown repeatedly with rep
ducible results. Depending on their initial sharpness, t
allow the cold evaporation of from several to tens of mo
atomic layers at a single voltage setting~i.e., without appre-
ciable blunting!. A fairly refractory material, viz., hafnium
~with some molybdenum as an impurity!, can be deposited
by field evaporation at moderate fields for cold evaporat
in the range 1.1– 1.83108 V/cm.

b) High-temperature field evaporation of the Hf–Mo al-
loy. The appearance of the image of a microprotrusion in
host ions on the screen of the field ion desorption microsc
can easily be achieved by raising the temperature and
creasing the field accelerating the positive ions. Such ima
were observed for our alloy atT.1300– 1350 K in fields
equal to 5 – 63107 V/cm or more. At the smallest values o
T and F the microprotrusion spots were dull and loca
stable. At the highest values ofF ~up to 93107 V/cm at T
51440 K! and especially at the maximum values ofT ~1850

FIG. 2. Accumulation curve of the number of ions detected as a functio
the cumulative number of voltage pulses for the spectrum in Fig. 1.
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K in our experiments! there were many spots, and they we
bright and mobile.

A definite base voltageVb was established after growin
a microprotrusion which evaporates ionsin situ, and then a
desirable regime, for example, evaporation from a loca
stable microprotrusion~toward which the probe opening o
diaphragm was aimed! or from a large set of neighboring
microprotrusions, which intermittently passed beneath
probe opening, was selected by varyingT. An evaporation
rate contrast sufficient for obtaining satisfactory select
evaporation spectra with a low noise level and clearly se
rated mass peaks was attained by varying the amplitud
the pulsed voltage. In most of the experiments of this se
the ratio Vp(Vp1Vb) was equal to 0.33, which was suffi
cient. In a few cases a value of 0.25 or~to cover all possi-
bilities! 0.41 was used.

One of the typical and statistically reliable spectra of t
hot field evaporation of the HfMo alloy is presented in Fi
3. The spectrum contains two pronounced peaks corresp
ing to Hf2

111 and Hf111. The field intensities at the bas
voltage and during the application of a pulse were estima
as 63107 and 83107 V/cm, respectively. The temperatur
of the tip was about 1400 K. Figure 4 displays a pulse ac
mulation curve of all the ions detected for the case of
spectrum in Fig. 3. The very characteristic curve in Fig
attests to the nonuniformity in the collection of the ions:
the steep segments of the curve the mean effective evap
tion rate reaches 63107 ions/s during the application of a
pulse, but there are less steep segments and even pau
the collection of ions. It follows from the form of the curv
that the moving microprotrusions passed at least three ti
~in the steep segments! exactly under the probe opening a
they were rapidly evaporated. At other times only their edg
were opposite the probe opening, or~in the pauses! they
bypassed it. The small fluctuations on the curve are ass
ated with fluctuations of the evaporation of the microprot
sions. The passage of the microprotrusions through the p
opening zone is demonstrated even more clearly by the

f

FIG. 3. High-temperature field evaporation spectrum of a microprotrus
obtained for a tip temperature equal to 1400 K.1—Hf111, 2—Hf2

111 . The
residual pressure equals 1028, VB512 kV, and the amplitude of the applie
pulses is 4 kV.
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cumulation curve for another spectrum~Fig. 5!, where five
steps, which are associated with the passage of the emi
spot through the probe opening zone, are clearly displa
The spectrum corresponding to Fig. 5 was obtained
T51440 K for the higher field intensitiesEb59
3107– 1.353108 V/cm andVp /Vp1Vb50.33. In this case,
too, there are two peaks for the Hf111 and Hf2

111 ions, but
the peak for the dimer is lower than the peak correspond
to the monomer.

An analysis of 12 hot field evaporation spectra show
that the main components in the spectra are the Hf111 and
Hf2

111 ions and that the peak for the monomer Hf111 takes
first place in cases of very strong fields. The polymeric cl
ter ions are characteristic of evaporation at high tempe
tures. For example, at 900 K the Hf2

111 ion is not yet ob-
served~and the Hf111 peak is the most intense peak in th
spectrum!, while atT51325– 1850 K the Hf2

111 peak is al-
ways present and is almost always the strongest peak.
other ions observed in the spectra are HfMo11, Hf11, and
Hf2Mo111 ~at 1325 K and relatively low evaporation rate

FIG. 4. Accumulation curve of the number of ions detected as a functio
the cumulative number of voltage pulses for the case of the spectrum in
3.

FIG. 5. Ion accumulation curven(N) for the hot field evaporation spectrum
of a Hf–Mo alloy obtained for 1440 K,Vb1Vp5(814) kV, and relatively
high evaporating fields~up to 1.353108 V/cm!.
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during a pulse equal to 4.53107 ions/s!. At
T51620– 1660 K, apart from the Hf111 and Hf2

111 ions
mentioned above, the spectrum displays a strong peak co
sponding to HfMo2

111 ions, which is sometimes the highe
peak in the spectrum. At the highest temperature usedT
51850 K, peaks for Hf2

111 , Hf3
41 , Hf111, and HfMo2

111

are noticeable in order of decreasing intensities above
‘‘noise’’ level. At high temperatures~1600–1850 K! evapo-
ration rates during a pulse from 108 to 23108 ion/s were
typical, while in the rangeT51300– 1440 K the values var
ied from 4.53107 to 83107 ions/s.

Thus, in a regime of hot field evaporation an alloy co
taining less than 10 at. % Hf preferentially supplies Hf in io
fluxes. The stationary ion currents~evaporation at the bas
voltage! are regulated by varyingT and Vb and can appar-
ently range from 105– 106 ions/s from one spot3 to apprecia-
bly smaller values. The selection of relatively weak curre
is apparently more convenient for use in nanotechnolog
since a microprotrusion is locally stabilized under those c
ditions. At stationary currents less than 103 ions/s it becomes
difficult to observe the images of spots on the screen of
field ion desorption microscope. However, by following th
accumulation rate of the ions, we can see that micropro
sions exist and can move. On the other hand, the accum
tion curves attest to appreciable local stabilization of a m
croprotrusion whenn(N) curves rise with small fluctuations
have a constant mean slope, and correspond to times m
sured in tens and hundreds of seconds.1! We observed such
stable ion emission during a period from 150 to 400 s in h
of the cases studied. The stable emission of ions dete
during a pulse corresponds to stable stationary emiss
While at high T ~1620–1660 K! the observed stability is
presumably only apparent~due to the numerous rapidly mov
ing microprotrusions!, at 1300–1400 K such stability defi
nitely corresponds to prolonged emission from a single s
tionary microprotrusion. By adjustingT and V, we can
extend the temporally and spatially stable emission to s
nificantly greater times.

This work was carried out as part of the Physics
Solid-State Nanostructures State Program~Project No. 2-
002, ‘‘Flomaster’’!.

1!The pulse repetition rate is 1 Hz; therefore, the value ofN on the horizon-
tal axis on the graphs of the accumulation curves~Figs. 2, 4, and 5! also
corresponds to the time in seconds.
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Visualization of strains of diffusely scattering surfaces in the optical treatment
of photographs of projected fringes using spatial filtering

A. M. Lyalikov

Ya. Kupala Grodno State University, 230023 Grodno, Belarus
~Submitted February 21, 1996; resubmitted December 16, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.68, 74–78~March 1998!

A method for visualizing deformed regions on diffusely scattering surfaces is proposed. The
method is based on the spatial filtering of a wave diffracted on a photograph of projected fringes.
The particular features of the visualization of strains for the cases of both planar and
nonplanar surfaces are considered. The results of experimental testing of the method in a
visualization of the strains of a flat aluminum plate are presented. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7842~98!01203-3#
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INTRODUCTION

Holographic interferometry is considered the most s
sitive contactless testing method for studying small displa
ments and strains of a surface.1,2 However, in many case
holographic interferometry is too sensitive for investigati
real objects. Speckle photography and speckle hologra
which permit regulation of the measurement sensitivity o
a fairly broad range, are preferable methods for visualiz
comparatively large displacements of diffusely scatter
objects.3–5 Fringe projection and the application of meshes
the diffusely scattering surface under investigation should
assigned to a separate group of methods for visualizing
face displacements and strains.6,7 Unlike the foregoing meth-
ods, these methods do not require coherent light source
addition, fringe projection techniques are preferable for
vestigating normal surface displacements exceeding ten
microns.

Despite the differences in the implementation of t
methods just cited for investigating diffusely scattering o
jects, they all require the introduction of a spatial carr
frequency in the recording stage, as well as utilization of
phenomenon of diffraction and spatial filtering in the stage
visualizing regions with displacements and strains on
surface under investigation.8

When flat plates, beams, etc. are investigated, the m
information on the surface strains and stresses is provide
the first derivatives]v/]x and ]v/]y of the normal dis-
placementv(x,y), the 0x and 0y axes lying in the plane o
the surface under investigation.7 The fringes of a double-
exposure hologram observed normal to a plate after rec
struction are essentially lines of constant normal displa
mentv(x,y). The moiréfringes observed when a deforme
planar surface is visualized by fringe projection also desc
the normal displacements of the surface investigated.
simplest method for differentiating displacement data is
optical differentiation of interferograms or moire´ patterns.7,9

Optical differentiation employing either the optical sheari
of displacement patterns or the superposition of interfe
grams is applicable here in real time.10

In the present work the possibility of visualizing d
3321063-7842/98/43(3)/5/$15.00
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formed regions of diffusely scattering surfaces is dem
strated on the basis of the optical treatment of photograph
projected fringes using spatial filtering.

The optical treatment of double-exposure holograms
speckle photographs using spatial filtering has been
ployed previously for the subtraction of images and for e
tracting information on the deformation and translational d
placement of the object under investigation.5,11–13

We shall examine the optical treatment of photograp
of projected fringes in monochromatic light for the case o
single photograph and for a pair of photographs oriented
optically conjugate planes.

OPTICAL TREATMENT OF A SINGLE PHOTOGRAPH

Let us assume that the object of investigation is a plan
diffusely scattering surface. After deformation, its surfa
differs from the planar situation. To simplify the mathema
cal manipulations, we assume that the optical axis of
photographic system used to record the photograph of
projected fringes is normal to the planar surface under inv
tigation, that the linear magnification of the photographi
system is equal to unity, and that thex0y plane is parallel to
both the planar surface under investigation and the record
plane of the photograph of projected fringes. If, for examp
the projected fringes are oriented parallel to the 0x axis, in
this case the amplitude transmission of the photograph
projected fringes can be represented in the form7,14

t~x,y!;H 11cosF2py

T
1F~x,y!G J 2g/2

, ~1!

whereT is the period of the fringes observed in the region
the planar surface of the object andg is the contrast coeffi-
cient of the photographic emulsion.

In ~1! the phaseF(x,y) is defined as

F~x,y!5
2pv~x,y!tan Q

T
, ~2!

wherev(x,y) is the normal displacement of the surface u
der investigation as a consequence of deformation of the
ject andQ is the angle between the projected planes of
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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shadows creating the system of fringes on the object an
normal to the plane of the surface of the object.

As was noted in Ref. 14, the form of expression~1! for
the amplitude transmission of a photograph of projec
fringes corresponds to the amplitude transmission of a h
gram of a phase object recorded with planar wave fro
where F(x,y) describes the variation of the phase of t
plane wave caused by the phase object. Drawing such
analogy between the amplitude transmissions of a ph
graph of projected fringes and a hologram of a phase ob
permitted the use of the methods for extracting informat
on the phase distribution, which have been developed
high level in the holographic interferometry of phase objec
to visualize, for example, the relief of a diffusely scatteri
surface.14,15

It is seen from~2! that it is easy to go from derivatives o
the phaseF(x,y) to ]v/]x and]v/]y, which are of interest
to us and specify the strains of the diffusely scattering s
face under investigation. Because the variation of the int
sity along the field in a wave diffracted on a photograph
projected fringes is more significant than the variation in
wave reconstructed from a hologram of a phase object, o
the shadow methods,16,17 for which the nonuniformity of the
intensity in the wave does not influence the measured va
of the derivatives of the phaseF(x,y), can be chosen fo
quantitatively estimating the derivative of the phaseF(x,y).
Thus, shadow methods with a visualizing diaphragm in
form of a diffraction grating, a wire, or a slit, which perform
spatial filtering in the Fourier plane of the objective, can
employed to quantitatively evaluate]v/]x and ]v/]y. In
our opinion, of the types of spatial filters just cited, prefe
ence should be given to the slit as the most universal fil
which permits easy regulation of the width of the spectr
of spatial frequencies isolated.18

Figure 1a presents the optical scheme of an apparatu
the optical treatment of photographs of projected fring
which permits the visualization of deformed regions of t
diffusely scattering surface under investigation. A pho
graph of projected fringes4 is illuminated by a collimated

FIG. 1. Optical scheme of the apparatus for the optical treatment of ph
graphs of projected fringes~a! and orientation of the visualizing slit dia
phragm for the visualization of]v/]x ~b! and]v/]y ~c!.
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light beam from a point light source, which is formed in th
rear focal plane of a microobjective1 and is cut out by a
circular diaphragm2, which has a small diameter equal
;10 mm. Microobjective 1 and objective3 form a tele-
scopic system. When the photograph4 is illuminated by
monochromatic light with a wavelengthl, we assume tha
the condition cosa05nl/T is satisfied, wherea0 is the angle
between the wave propagation direction and the 0y axis, and
n51,2,3,... . In this case the wave diffracted in thenth order
propagates along a normal to the photograph4. The phase of
the diffracted wave is defined as@nF(x,y)#. This wave is
focused by objective5 and is obstructed in the Fourier plan
of the latter by narrow slit diaphragm6, which is followed
by objective7. The waves diffracted into other orders a
obstructed by the opaque part of a visualizing diaphragm6.

Using the analogy between the case of the optical tre
ment of a photograph of form~1! under consideration and
the shadow methods for investigating a wave front rec
structed by a hologram of a phase object, we can re
]v/]x and]v/]y to the displacementsl x and l y of the im-
age of a point source in the Fourier plane of objective5:

]v

]x
'

Tlx
f l tan Q

, ~3!

]v

]y
'

Tly
f l tan Q

, ~4!

wheref is the focal distance of objective5, andl x andl y are
measured along the 0x and 0y axes, respectively.

Figure 1 presents the orientations of the slit diaphra
for visualizing the corresponding surface-displacement
rivatives:]v/]x ~Fig. 1b! and]v/]y ~Fig. 1c!. The edges of
the slit are oriented strictly parallel to the 0y axis in the
former case and to the 0x axis in the latter case.

The measurements of the first derivatives]v/]x and
]v/]y, which characterize the strains of the diffusely sc
tering surface, are performed in the following manner. Vis
alization of only the regions of the image of the surfa
under investigation where]v/]x50 for orientation of the
visualizing slit diaphragm in Fig. 1b and where]v/]y50
for orientation of the diaphragm in Fig. 1c in plane8 is
achieved by moving the visualizing slit diaphragm6. In
these cases only undeformed regions of the surface u
investigation are illuminated in the observation plane8.
Then, the deformed regions of the surface under invest
tion are visualized by discretely displacing the visualizi
slit in the direction perpendicular to its edges. A series
patterns which visualize the deformed regions of the surf
in plane8 is thus obtained, and the values of the first deriv
tives ]v/]x and ]v/]y are determined from the measure
displacementsl x and l y of the visualizing slit relative to the
position for visualizing the undeformed regions of the s
face.

OPTICAL TREATMENT OF A PAIR OF PHOTOGRAPHS

The method described above for visualizing the d
formed regions of a diffusely scattering surface is suita
only for the case in which the surface was planar bef

o-
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deformation. In the case of a nonplanar surface, the vis
ization of regions with constant values of the first derivativ
of the normal displacement requires consideration of
original shape of the relief or, more precisely, the first d
rivatives of the deviationL(x,y) of the relief of the surface
under investigation from a planar reference surface,
]L/]x and]L/]y.

The influence of the first derivatives of the deviation
the relief of the surface under investigation from a plan
reference surface on the visualization of a deformed reg
of a nonplanar surface can be compared with the influenc
the aberrations of a system for recording holograms o
phase object when the angles of deflection of light rays
the phase object are visualized.18 Clearly, if the conditions

U]v

]xU@U]L

]xU and U]v

]yU@U]L

]yU , ~5!

hold, the deviationL(x,y) of the surface relief from the
plane can be neglected when strains are visualized.

Figure 2 presents an optical scheme for treating pho
graphs of projected fringes, which permits subtraction of
influence of the relief of the nonplanar surface under inv
tigation.

We assume that a pair of photographs of projec
fringes has been recorded before and after deformation
nonplanar, diffusely scattering surface. The amplitude tra
missions of such photographs are described by~1!, the
phases for the first and second photographs being equa
spectively, to

F1~x,y!5
2pL~x,y!tan Q

T
, ~6!

F2~x,y!5
2p@L~x,y!1v~x,y!#tan Q

T
. ~7!

To eliminate the influence ofL(x,y) on the shape of the
wave front under investigation, the two photographs are
ented in optically conjugate planes1 and5 ~Fig. 2!. Optical
phase conjugation of the photographs is ensured by t
scopic system2, 4 with onefold magnification.

When the first photograph1 is illuminated along the nor-
mal in the optical treatment scheme under consideration
can be shown15 that a wave will propagate along the norm
to the second photograph5 with a phase specified by th
difference$n@F2(x,y)2F(x,y)#%, wheren is the diffrac-
tion order isolated in the Fourier plane of objective2 by
circular filtering diaphragm3. In this case, according to~6!

FIG. 2. Optical scheme for treating a pair of photographs of projec
fringes.
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and ~7!, the phase of the wave is determined only by t
displacementv(x,y) due to deformation of the nonplana
surface under investigation.

To visualize the strains of nonplanar surfaces, the opt
scheme of the apparatus in Fig. 1a is supplemented b
scheme for treating a pair of optically conjugate photogra
instead of photograph4 ~Fig. 2!. It should be noted here tha
the optical axes of the illumination and reception systems
the apparatus, unlike those in the case of the treatment
single photograph, coincide. This should be taken into
count in experimentally implementing the method.

Formulas~3! and~4! are used to determine the values
]v/]x and]v/]y in the visualized regions of the image of
nonplanar surface from the known values of the displa
ments of the visualizing slitl x and l y relative to the exactly
oriented position.

The errors in the measurement of]v/]x and ]v/]y in
the optical treatment of both a single photograph and a
of photographs of projected fringes can be estimated in a
ogy to the estimation of the resolving power of
monochromator19,20because of the virtual equivalence of th
optical schemes. The error in the measurement of the
derivatives of the normal surface displacement is determi
by the error in the determination of the spatial coordinate
the position of the slit relative to the exactly oriented po
tion, i.e.,d l x andd l y . The error in the determination of th
coordinates is influenced by the finite width of the image
the point light source. This is attributed both to the diffra
tion phenomena due to the finite width of the light beams a
to the aberrations of the optical elements of the system
the optical treatment of the photographs. In the case o
wide slit in the visualizing diaphragm, the diffraction ph
nomena, as well as the aberrations of the optical system
be neglected. In this case the accuracy of the measurem
of ]v/]x and ]v/]y is determined by the width of the vi
sualizing slitD l . It is clear from simple arguments that th
spatial coordinate in the Fourier plane of the objective can
be measured more accurately thanD l . In this case the errors
in the measurement of]v/]x and ]v/]y are given by the
expression

FIG. 3. Portion of the diffraction spectrum~a! and pattern observed in the
visualization plane with complete isolation of the11 diffraction order by a
wide slit ~b!. 1—Zeroth order,2—11 order,3—12 order.
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d~]v/]x!5d~]v/]y!'
TD l

nl f tan Q
. ~8!

It is seen from~8! that the error in the measurements
]v/]x and ]v/]y is inversely proportional to the selecte
diffraction ordern of the wave diffracted on the photograph
of projected fringes being treated.

EXPERIMENTAL TESTING

The method developed for visualizing the strains of d
fusely scattering surfaces as a result of the optical treatm
of photographs of projected fringes was experimenta
tested in the visualization of deformed regions of a flat re
angular aluminum plate, which had undergone large stra

The photographs of projected fringes were recorded
projecting a system of interference fringes formed in
Mach–Zehnder interferometer upon the illumination of t
latter by coherent light from a helium-neon laser onto
plate under investigation. The projected fringes were o
ented perpendicularly to the 0y axis. The photographs wer
recorded on the Mikratizopan high-resolution photograp
emulsion by a Zenit camera with a Gelios-44M objective a
relative aperture of 1:8. The optical axis of the photograp
system coincided with a normal to the planar undeform
surface of the plate. The period of the visualized projec
fringes on the deformed regions of the object was equa
0.12 mm. When the photograph of projected fringes w
optically treated according to the scheme shown in Fig.
an LGN-125 helium-neon laser served as the coherent l

FIG. 4. Patterns visualizing deformed regions of a thin aluminum plate w
different values of]v/]y.
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source. Figure 3a presents a portion of the diffraction sp
trum observed in the Fourier plane of objective5 ~Fig. 1a!.
The brightest diffraction order corresponds to a direc
transmitted wave, i.e., to a wave diffracted into the zer
order. Figure 3b presents the pattern observed in plan8
~Fig. 1a! when the11 diffraction order is completely iso
lated by a broad slit in the filtering plane6. This pattern
demonstrates the practically uniform illumination of the e
tire image of the surface of the plate investigated.

The deformed regions of the plate investigated were
sualized by discretely scanning the11 diffraction maximum
by a narrow slit with a width of 50mm. The scanning step
was 50mm. Figure 4 presents the patterns observed in pl
8 ~Fig. 1a!, which visualize regions of the image of the pla
under investigation with different degrees of strain. The d
rivative ]v/]y equals 0~a!, 0.10 ~b!, and 0.25~c,d!. The
pattern shown in Fig. 4a corresponds to visualization of
undeformed region of the plate investigated. Figure 5 p
sents patterns of the isolines of the deformed plate inve
gated with constant values of]v/]x ~a! and]v/]y ~b!. The
graphs were constructed from series of photographs wh
visualize deformed regions of the image of the plate.

Thus, the method considered permits not only visuali
tion of the deformed regions of the diffusing scattering s
faces investigated, but also quantitative evaluation of the
gree of strain.
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Use of the surface ionization of organic molecules for investigating some questions in
geochemistry

O. K. Fomin and A. A. Khomichenko

Institute of Geology, Karelian Science Center, Russian Academy of Sciences, 185610 Petrozavodsk, Russia
~Submitted June 4, 1996; resubmitted April 2, 1997!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.68, 79–81~March 1998!

The possibility of using the surface ionization of organic molecules to investigate the organic
matter in carbonaceous minerals is tested. It is shown in the example of shungite that
the pyrolysis of such compounds releases organic molecules or radicals into the gas phase that
are capable of being ionized on the surface of oxidized tungsten. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!01303-8#
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INTRODUCTION

The scientific and practical significance of the surfa
ionization of organic molecules on a number of differe
metals in vacuum1–4 or in an atmosphere of air5,6 became
clear immediately after its discovery. A search for efficie
ionizers and classes of organic compounds that are cap
of being ionized on the surfaces of heated solids began.
first experiments showed that for the ionization of orga
molecules upon contact with a surface, the latter must h
both a large work function and catalytic properties.7–9 This
called for a search for efficient emitters,10,11and the ability of
organic molecules to generate ions with a fairly high e
ciency on hot oxidized molybdenum under the conditions
an air environment6,8 created a promising new area in whic
this phenomenon can be utilized, viz., the detection of
ganic compounds in air.12,13

A great deal of work has been performed in search
for classes of organic compounds that are capable of b
ionized on the surfaces of oxidized metals.14–20These studies
formed the foundation for the extensive use of the surf
ionization of organic compounds in scientific research. T
surface ionization of organic compounds has been emplo
in physics, physical chemistry, analytical chemistry, and
dustrial ecology.16,17 The discovery of the surface ionizatio
of organometallic compounds18,20 opened up new areas fo
using the surface ionization of organic compounds a
method of scientific research. For example, in geochemi
investigations of the chemical species and the mechan
for the transport of metals in nature are of great interes21

Resolving these questions should help to solve several p
lems in geology, for example, ore formation. The proble
of the formation and genesis of carbonaceous minerals~coal,
shale, etc.! are no less important for geology. One of th
ways to solve these problems is to find so-called biomark
i.e., organic compounds of biological origin. Biomarkers
clude compounds with fairly low ionization potentia
~nitrogen- and sulfur-containing compounds and conden
aromatic compounds!. The content of these substances
natural minerals is generally very small, and here the surf
3371063-7842/98/43(3)/3/$15.00
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ionization of organic compounds with its unique surface a
selectivity can be very useful.

To test the possibilities of the surface ionization of o
ganic compounds in finding and identifying organic com
pounds in geological objects, we carried out a search
organic compounds which have fairly low ionization pote
tials in shungite—a carbonaceous material which has a l
(;1.93109 years) and complex history.22

EXPERIMENT

Shungite of the first kind~the Shunga deposit, Karelia!
was selected as the object of investigation. The experim
were carried out on an MI1201T mass spectrometer with
use of a two-ribbon ion source. The ion currents were m
sured by an electrometer using an electron multiplier with
open entrance as a preamplifier. The principal technical c
acteristics of the version of the instruments used were
follows: mass range, 1–300 a.m.u.; resolution, 600; sens
ity in the detection of ion currents, 10218 A; stability of the
ribbon heating currents,60.05%; ribbon material, tantalum
~vaporizer! and oxidized tungsten~ionizer!; dimensions of
the ribbons, 1830.830.03 mm. The shungite samples we
ground in an agate mortar, and the powder obtained was u
to prepare a suspension in triply distilled water~the last dis-
tillation step was carried out in a quartz apparatus!. Five
drops of the finely dispersed suspension were success
applied to the vaporizer ribbon with intermediate drying
air at a temperature of about 100 °C. A blank sample w
prepared in a similar manner: five drops of water were
plied to the ribbon serving as the vaporizer in the bla
experiment. The mass spectra were recorded at an ion
temperature equal to;430 °C, the temperature of the va
porizer being gradually raised fromtmin , which corresponds
to radiative heating of the vaporizer from the ionizing ri
bon, to tmax51200 °C by stepwise variation of the ribbo
heating current in 0.4 A steps. In each vaporizer heating s
the mass spectrum was recorded in the rangem/e
51 – 300 a.m.u. The temperature of the ribbons was de
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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mined from the ribbon heating current below 800 °C and w
measured by an optical pyrometer above 800 °C. The exp
ments were repeated with distilled water.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The mass spectra obtained with a shungite sample
an oxidized tungsten ionizer contained not only lines for io
of alkali and alkaline-earth metals, whose main source w
the ribbon material, but also groups of lines that are
observed in the blank experiment. The corresponding fr
ments of the mass spectra obtained at two vaporizer temp
tures are presented in Fig. 1. It follows from these spe
that at temperatures near 1000 °C complicated fragmenta
reactions of the residues of organic matter take place
shungite. The products of this fragmentation can thus be
tected at the time of their release by surface-ionization m
spectrometry, apparently because of their low ionization
tentials. The group of lines in the rangem/e
5158– 166 a.m.u. can be observed only in a narrow te
perature range neartvap;900 °C, and the remaining group
of lines remain in the mass spectrum up totvap51100 °C, at
which their intensity begins to decrease appreciably w
time. The character of the dependence of the most inte
line from these three groups on the vaporizer temperatur
shown in Fig. 2. The intensities of the remaining lines va
in a similar manner.

Because of the inadequacy of the data on the sur
ionization of organic molecules, it is difficult to precise
identify the compounds responsible for the mass spect
observed in our case. However, the current ideas regar
the chemical nature of biomarkers and the characteristic
the mass spectrum that we obtained in the mass range 1
214 allow us to advance the following hypothesis regard
the nature of the molecules responsible for the mass s
trum and the processes taking place in shungite at temp
tures above 800 °C: the pyrolysis of the organic matter

FIG. 1. Mass spectra of the organic compounds formed during the h
temperature pyrolysis of shungite in a vacuum.tvap: a—890, b—1000 °C.
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shungite is accompanied by the release of light particles~H,
H2, H2O, CO, CO2, and hydrocarbon particles up to C4! and
the formation of phenanthrene and its derivatives, wh
have sufficiently low ionization potentials to be efficient
ionized on heated oxidized tungsten. The presence of
phenanthrene ion (m/e5178) in the mass spectrum sugges
that the biomarkers found in shungite can be steroids.

The results obtained should be regarded as prelimin
findings for the investigation of problems concerning the
ganic matter in carbon-containing rocks using the surf
ionization of organic compounds. They are intended to illu
trate the prospects of the surface ionization of organic co
pounds as a method for investigating geochemical proble
associated with the presence of organic compounds in ro
We plan to expand our investigations of shungites using
method in the future.
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An expression of the theorem on the kinetic energy for an elastic continuum with dislocations is
derived on the basis of the dynamical equations of a gauge model of the medium. This
relation shows that the work performed by internal surface stresses in the volume is redistributed
between the work performed by the effective stresses at the rates of the effective elastic
distortions and plastic distortions. In phenomenological theories of plasticity the latter quantity,
representing the rate of energy dissipation, governs the dissipative processes. An expression
is obtained which relates the rate of energy dissipation with the self-energy density of the field of
the defects and the energy flux of the defects. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~98!02902-X#
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According to Ref. 1, one of the most important cons
quences of the dynamical equations of motion of a med
is the kinetic energy theorem. We shall obtain and analyz
similar relation for an elastic continuum with dislocation
which is described in a gauge approach.2,3 The simplest La-
grangian of the gauge model has the form

L5rD0uD0u2Du:C:Du1BI:I 2Sa:a, ~1!

where

D0u5
]uel

]t
1v, Du5¹uel1bel D,

I 5
]bel D

]t
2¹v, a5¹3bel D.

In these expressionsr is the density of the medium;C is
a rank-four tensor of the elastic constants;uel is the vector of
elastic displacements;v is the velocity of the material points
which are due to the motion of the defects;belD is an incom-
patible elastic distortion;a and I are the dislocation densit
and dislocation flux tensors; and,B andS are new constants
of the theory. Here and below a colon designates a sc
contraction with respect to the first and second indices an3
denotes a vector product. Varying the Lagrangian~1! with
respect to the independent variablesuel, bel D, and v, we
obtain the dynamical equations of the medium2,3 in the form

¹•s5
]

]t
rV, ~2!

B¹•I 52rV, ~3!

S¹3a52B
]I

]t
2s. ~4!

Here s5C:Du is the tensor of effective stresses, a
V5D0u is the total velocity of the elastic continuum wit
defects. Equations~3! and ~4!, supplemented by the well
known continuity equations4,5
3401063-7842/98/43(3)/2/$15.00
-
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¹3I 5
]a

]t
, ~5!

¹•a50, ~6!

comprise a complete system of field equations of a dislo
tion ensemble. The dynamic equation of equilibrium~2! is a
compatibility condition for the system. Let us form a sca
product of this equation and the velocityV and integrate
over the volumeW of the body bounded by the surfaceS

E
W

~¹•s!•VdW5E
W
S ]

]t
rVD •VdW. ~7!

Using the equality

¹•~s•V!5~¹•s!V1s:¹V, ~8!

we write Eq.~7! in the form

E
W

¹•~s•V!dW5E
W
Fs•¹V1

]

]t

rV2

2 GdW ~9!

or

E
S
n•s•VdS5E

W
Fs:¹V1

]

]t

rV2

2 GdW, ~10!

wheren is the outer normal to the surfaceS.
If we now introduce the vector of surface forces

t5n•s, ~11!

then the left-hand side of the equality~10! will represent the
rate of change of the work performed by the surface forc

E
S
t•VdS5E

W
Fs:¹V1

]

]t

rV2

2 GdW. ~12!

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~10! deter-
mines the rate of change of the work performed by the in
nal surface stresses in the bulk. Since
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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¹V5
]

]t
¹uel1¹v ~13!

and at the same time, according to Ref. 6,

¹v5
]bel D

]t
1

]bpl D

]t
5

]bel d

]t
2I ,

wherebpl D is an incompatible plastic distortion due to th
defects, and the rate of change of the work performed by
internal surface stresses in the bulk can be written in
form

E
W

s:¹VdW5E
W

s:
]B

]t
dW2E

W
s:IdW. ~14!

Here b5Du represents the effective stresses of the dis
tion, and the corresponding integral in Eq.~14! represents the
work performed by the effective stresses at the rates of e
tic distortions. The second integral is most interesting. It
presses the work performed by the effective stresses a
rates of the plastic distortions. In phenomenological theo
of plasticity the dissipation of energy is described by t
quantity, which determines the rate of energy dissipation
plastic distortions. Summing Eqs.~10!–~14!, we obtain fi-
nally the expression

]

]t EW
r

V2

2
dW5E

S
t•VdS1E

W
s:

]b

]t
dW2E

W
s:IdW,

~15!

which shows that the rate of change of the kinetic energy
a finite individual volume of an elastic continuum with di
locations is determined by the rate of change of the w
performed by the external and internal surface forces and
the rate of dissipation of energy. Therefore, in the gau
theory of the medium, in contrast to the phenomenolog
theories of plasticity, a term describing the dissipation
energy appears automatically in the expression of the kin
energy theorem without any physical assumptions. To de
mine how the rate of dissipation of energy is related with
characteristics of the dislocation ensemble, let us exam
the last integral on the right-hand side in Eq.~14! in greater
detail, substituting the expression fors from the field equa-
tion ~4!,
e
e

r-

s-
-
he
s

n

f

k
y
e
l
f
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r-
e
e

E
W

s:IdW52E
W
S S¹3a1B

]

]t
I D :IdW. ~16!

Let us add to this expression the integral, which is ide
tically equal to zero, from Eq.~3!, scalar-contracting it twice
with a,

SE
W
S ¹3I 1B

]a

]t D :adW. ~17!

Using the identity

¹•~a3I !5~¹3a!:I 2~¹3I !:a,

we finally obtain the expression

E
W

s:bpl DdW5
]

]t EW

Sa21BI2

2
dW1SE

S
dS•~a3I !,

~18!

which shows that the rate of energy dissipation in an ela
continuum with dislocations is determined by the rate
change of the self-energy of the field of defects and the
ergy flux of the field of the defects. The quantitya3I ,
which determines the energy flux of the field of defects,
similar to the Poynting vector in electrodynamics.

In closing, we note that the expression for the kine
energy theorem1 contains, besides an increment to the wo
performed by the external and internal surface forces,
increment to the work performed by the body forces~internal
and external!, which likewise can be taken into account
the initial model~1! and obtained in expression~15!.

1L. I. Sedov,A Course in Continuum Mechanics~translation of 1st Russian
edition!, Wolters-Noordhoff, Groningen, 1971–1972@cited Russian origi-
nal, Nauka, Moscow, 1987, Vol. 1#.

2A. Kadić and D. Edelen,A Gauge Theory of Dislocations and Disclina
tions, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1983@Russian translation, Mir, Moscow
1987#.

3Yu. V. Grinyaev and N. V. Chertova, Izv. Vyssh. Uchebn. Zaved. R
diofiz. 2, 34 ~1990!.

4L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz,Theory of Elasticity, Pergamon Press
New York, 1986; Nauka, Moscow, 1987.

5A. M. Kosevich,Crystal Lattice Theory@in Russian#, Vysshaya Shkola,
Kharkov, 1988.

6Yu. V. Grinyaev and N. V. Chertova, Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.22~10!, 34
~1996! @Tech. Phys. Lett.22, 391 ~1996!#.

Translated by M. E. Alferieff
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One- and two-front states of equilibrium in a thin superconducting film
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Two-phase states of equilibrium of a thin superconducting film carrying a current under
conditions of convective heat exchange at the free surface of the film are studied. It is shown
that for a classical superconductor the two-phase state of the film remains a single-front
state over a wide range of parameters of the system. For high-Tc superconductors there exists a
maximum value of the Steckl number above which weakly nonequilibrium stationary
states can only be multifront states. The solutions of the boundary-value problem modeling a two-
front state of equilibrium are investigated, and the conditions under which they obtain are
examined. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!03002-5#
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1. The main factor limiting the sensitivity of supercon
ducting IR detectors is thermal noise—primarily fluctuatio
of the temperature of the cooling liquid. W. Franzen p
posed a nonisothermal bolometer, which is not so critica
dependent on thermostatting accuracy.1 A free superconduct-
ing film, part of which is in a normal state, can be used a
nonisothermal bolometer. In this connection it is of inter
to analyze the two-phase states of a superconducting
over a wide range of thermophysical and electrophysical
rameters.

The two-phase states of equilibrium of a thin superc
ducting film carrying a current were studied in Ref. 2. T
main results of this work reduce to the following. The sta
of the system under study is determined by the control
rameters5s0 /(12«s0), where«5bTc , s0 is the Steckl
number,b is the temperature coefficient of the resistance
the film, andTc is the difference between the critical tem
perature and the thermostat temperature. Above the cri
value of the control parametersc , the superconducting stat
is metastable, and a region of normal phase can form at
center of the film. The position of the phase boundaryjb in
the general case is given by the condition

coth@A2Bin~12«s0!~12jb!#cothABisjb

5
~11«!s021

A12«s0

Aln

ls
, ~1!

where Bi5a l 2/hl, a is the heat-transfer coefficient,l andh
are, respectively, the length and thickness of the super
ductor, andls and ln are the thermal conductivity of th
superconducting and normal phases.

In the special case of a classical superconductor the
rameter« is so small thats0!1/« almost always. In Ref. 2 it
was shown for this case that there exist two nonunifo
states of equilibriumjb

(1) and jb
(2) , where jb

(1),jb
(2) , of

which the statejb
(1) turned out to be stable.

2. For high-Tc superconductors 1/« and s0 are compa-
rable quantities, so that the casess0,1/« and s0.1/«
should be distinguished. Ifs0P@0,1/«#, then the situation is
3421063-7842/98/43(3)/3/$15.00
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similar to that studied in Ref. 2 for a classical superconduc
~Fig. 1a!. Qualitative changes occur fors0.1/«, when the
coordinate of the phase boundary is determined by the c
dition

cot@A2Bin~«s021!~12jb!#cothABisjb

5
~11«!s021

A«s021
Aln

ls
. ~2!

If the phase boundaryjb
(2) of the unstable state ap

proaches 1 asymptotically, as shown in Fig. 1b, then
boundary of the stable statejb

(1)→0 ass0→sc1 . This result
can be easily explained, taking account of the fact that
s0→sc151/«1p2/8«Bin , the temperature of the norma
phase

Qn~j!511S ~11«!s021

«s021 D
3F cosA2Bin~«s021!~12j!

cosA2Bin~«s021!~12jb!
21G ~3!

approaches̀ . Therefore,sc1 is the maximum~in the ap-
proximation studied! value of the Steckl number for a high
Tc superconductor.

Nonetheless, abovesc1 with s05sc2 a new stationary
state~Fig. 1b! that does not correspond to the conditions
the problem posed in Ref. 2 appears near the stability bou
ary. Indeed, in the formulation of the boundary-value pro
lem it was assumed that the temperature of the normal ph
is a monotonic function of the coordinate. Nonmonotonic
of the temperature, provided that it is symmetric with resp
to the center of the film, would signify the possibility o
multifront states of equilibrium forming. Since now the tem
perature~3! is periodic and therefore is not always a mon
tonic function of the spatial variable, Eq.~2! must be supple-
mented by the requirement of monotonicity:

Qn8~j!.0, jP@jb ,1#. ~4!
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Structure of the separation of the phase plane of a high-Tc superconducting film with«50.1. a—s0,1/«: Below the first critical value of the Steck
numbersc the state of the film is uniform, abovesc the superconducting state is metastable and a normal-phase region, whose boundary as a functio
Steckl number is represented by the curves1–5, corresponding to Bi50.5, 1, 3, 10, 15, can form at the center of the film; b—s0.1/«, sc1—second critical
value of the Steckl number, which determines the physical boundaries of the nonuniform state of a linear system.
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From the latter equation follows the equation for t
separatrix

jb512
p

A2Bin~«s021!
, ~5!

which separates the phase plane into a region of the sin
front ~we have in mind the number of fronts on the segm
studied! and multifront states~Fig. 2!. Therefore if states of
equilibrium exist abovesc2 , then they can only be multi
front states. However, this does not mean that multifr
states cannot arise belowsc2 or sc1 .

3. Let us examine the simplest case of a two-front st
of equilibrium, when the center of the film is in a superco
ducting state. In view of the symmetry of the temperatu
field, we shall formulate the boundary-value problem on
for the positive semiaxis, placing the origin of coordinates
the center of the film~Fig. 3!,

FIG. 2. Coordinate of the phase boundary versus the Steckl number1 and
the separatrix2, dividing the phase plane into regions of single-front (I ) and
multifront (II ) states of equilibrium for Bi510.
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Qs19 ~j!22BisQs1~j!50,

Qn9~j!2¸Qn~j!1K50,

Qs29 ~j!22BisQs2~j!50,

Qs1~j1!5Qn~j1!51; lsQs18 ~j1!5lnQn8~j1!,

Qn~j2!5Qs2~j2!51; lnQn8~j2!5lsQs28 ~j2!,

Qs18 ~j!uj5050; Qs2~1!50. ~6!

HereQs1 , Qs2 , andQn are the temperatures, normalized
Tc , of the superconducting regions and the normal pha

FIG. 3. Thin superconducting film in a two-phase stationary state with
phase boundaries on the segment studied. The temperature field of the
corresponds to curves1 in Fig. 4b.
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respectively, andj1 andj2 are the coordinates of the pha
boundaries. The solutions of the boundary-value problem~6!
have the form

Qs1~j!5
coshA2Bisj

coshA2Bisj1

,

Qn~j!5~12s!ReH @12expA¸~j12j2!#

3
sinhA¸~j2j1!

sinhA¸~j22j1!
J 1~12s!

3Re@12expA¸~j12j2!#1s,

¸52Bin~12«s0!,

Qs2~j!5
sinhA2Bis~12j!

sinhA2Bis~12j2!
. ~7!

The conditions of continuity of the heat flux lead to th
following relations between the coordinates of the ph
boundaries:

f ~j1 ,j2![lsA2Bis tanhA2Bisj12ln~12s!

3ReA¸F12expA¸~j12j2!

sinhA¸~j22j1!
21G50, ~8!

w~j1 ,j2![lsA2Bis cothA2Bis~12j2!2ln~s21!

3ReA¸$@12expA¸~j12j2!#

3cothA¸~j22j1!2expA¸~j12j2!%50.

~9!

As one can see from the plots~Fig. 4! of the implicit
functions f (j1 ,j2)50 andw(j1 ,j2)50, the conditions~8!
and~9! are incompatible in the regionss0,1/« ands0.1/«
~Fig. 4a!. However, for large values of Bi the curves1 and2
approach so close to each other~dashed line in Fig. 4b! that
they are virtually impossible to distinguish when solvin
Eqs.~8! and ~9! by numerical methods. This means that t
size of the normal region for large Bi becomes constant,
the region itself becomes delocalized.

In a real situation the normal phase will remain localiz
for any value of Bi, since even a very small change in
parameters of heat exchange can cause the conditions~8! and
~9! to be satisfied. For example, the heat-transfer coeffic
should be somewhat lower at the edges of the film in dir
proximity to the thermostat~Fig. 3! than at the center. On
can see from Fig. 4b that for Bis15Bin.Bis2 the conditions
~8! and ~9! are compatible, i.e., two-front states of equili
rium are possible. The temperature field of one state, wh
the superconducting phase occupies a small region at
thermostatted edge of the film, is shown in Fig. 3.

4. In summary, the two-phase state of equilibrium of
thin film of a classical superconductor under constant con
tions of heat transfer at the free surface remains a sin
e

d

e

nt
t

re
he

i-
e-

front state in a wide range of values of the parameters of
system. For high-Tc superconductors there exists a lim
above which the slightly nonequilibrium~in the thermody-
namic sense! stationary states can only be multifront state
For the formation of two-front states in the case of both hig
Tc and traditional superconductors it is sufficient for the c
efficients in the equations~6! to depend on the spatial var
able, specifically, it is sufficient for the parameter Bi to be
piecewise-continuous function of the coordinate.

1W. Franzen, J. Opt. Soc. Am.53, 596 ~1963!.
2A. S. Rudy�, Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.22~9!, 85 ~1996! @Tech. Phys. Lett.22,
382 ~1996!#.

Translated by M. E. Alferieff

FIG. 4. Implicit functionsf (j1 ,j2)50 andw(j1 ,j2)50 with «50.1. a—
Bi510, the plots of the functions~1 and2! with s055 and 20 are virtually
indistinguishable; b—plots of the same functions with Bis15Bin510,
Bis253.6, s055 ~1!, Bis15Bin510, Bis253.6, s0520 ~2!;
Bis15Bin5Bis2550, s055 ~3!.
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The additional force exerted by a gas on an aerosol particle on account of the change in recoil
momentum of the gas molecules on the surface of the particle in a resonance radiation
field is analyzed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!01403-2#
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The problem of controlling the motion of aerosol pa
ticles is of crucial importance for numerous areas of mod
technology ~the preparation of high-purity substances, t
fabrication of microelectronics elements, ecological co
cerns, etc.!. This has led to a search for new methods
influence the motion of aerosol particles. The use of re
nance~particularly laser! radiation can be effective here.

It is known that the character of the interaction of g
molecules with a surface can be altered significantly in
resonance radiation field. Such changes, in turn, give ris
new components of the force exerted by the gas phase
aerosol particles.1,2 In this paper we examine the possibili
of the appearance of a new component of the photopho
force due to a change in the normal momentum transfe
by gas molecules to the surface of an aerosol particle
resonance radiation field. Let us consider a spherical par
of radius R, on which radiation with a flux densityJ im-
pinges. We next assume that a free-molecule flow regime
which the mean free path of the molecules is much gre
than the radius of the particle, is realized. The distribution
the molecules moving away from the surface is assume
be diffuse. For the absolute value of the force acting on
particle we can write the expression

F52pR2U E
0

p

Ps cosu sin uduU, ~1!

where Ps is the pressure of the gas at the surface of
particle, andu is the angle between the axis passing throu
the center of the particle in the direction parallel to the
diation flux and a normal to the surface.

The value ofPs is determined by the momentum tran
ferred to the aerosol particle during collisions of gas m
ecules with its surface and by the recoil momentum of
gas molecules moving away from the surface. Under the
sumption that the first of these components ofPs is constant,
a contribution toF will be made only by the recoil pressur
Pd of the gas molecules moving away from the surface of
particle, which can differ on different portions of its surfa
due to the nonuniform heating of the particle~the classical
variant of photophoresis!. However, in the case of the actio
of resonance radiation on a disperse system in air, su
difference in the values ofPd can also appear even when th
temperature of the surface of the aerosol particle is cons
particularly when there is asymmetry of the sticking coe
3451063-7842/98/43(3)/2/$15.00
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cients of the gas molecules on the particle surface relativ
the direction of the incident radiation. We note that su
asymmetry can be caused by a difference between the
densities of the excited gas molecules impinging on oppo
sides of the aerosol particle relative to the radiation sou
and by a difference between the sticking coefficients for
cited and unexcited molecules. This situation can arise in
case of nonuniform illumination of the aerosol partic
~when its radius is sufficiently large! or when the radiation
frequency is detuned from the resonance frequency of
gas molecules, in which case only molecules moving in
definite direction will be excited because of the Doppler
fect ~velocity-selective excitation of molecules3!. The latter
case is especially significant for small~relative to the wave-
length of the radiation! particles, as well as transparent pa
ticles with a sufficiently high thermal conductivity. Unde
such conditions the heating of the particle by radiation w
be nearly uniform and the classical component of the pho
phoretic force associated with nonuniform heating of the p
ticle can be neglected. The fraction of excited molecules
be found from the system of kinetic equations for the tran
tions of resonant molecules from the ground state to an
cited state~and in the opposite direction!. For simplicity, we
consider a two-level system. These equations now have
form4

dn1

dt
5~n22n1!

Js

hn
1

n2

tn
, ~2!

dn2

dt
5~n12n2!

Js

hn
2

n2

tn
, ~3!

wheren2 andn1 are, respectively, the densities of the excit
and unexcited molecules,tn is the relaxation time of the
excited molecules,J is the radiated intensity,n is the radia-
tion frequency,h is Planck’s constant, ands is the cross
section of the radiation-induced transitions of the molecu
which depends on the direction of motion of the molecu
because of the Doppler effect when the radiation freque
is detuned away from the resonance frequency of the
molecules.

Assuming that the heating of the particle by radiation
uniform, for its temperatureTs we have

Ts5Tg1k1J/4kT , ~4!
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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whereTg is the temperature of the gas,kI is the efficiency
factor for the absorption of radiation by the particle, andkT

is the effective heat-transfer coefficient.
We next assume that the excited and unexcited m

ecules are characterized by different sticking coefficients
the surface of the aerosol particle. For simplicity, we a
assume that only the molecules sticking to the surface of
particle take the temperature of the latter, while the nonst
ing molecules are reflected elastically~without energy trans-
fer! from it. Under the assumption of a Maxwellian veloci
distribution function for the molecules impinging on the su
face of the aerosol particle and the molecules moving aw
from it, as well as with consideration of the difference ins
for gas molecules characterized by oppositely directed p
jections of the velocity onto the direction of the radiatio
flux ~for simplicity we assume thats is nonzero only for one
of the directions of these projections!, in the stationary case
we obtain the following expression forF from ~1!–~4!:

F5
P

2
pR2

Js

hn
tnS 112

Js

hn
tnD 21

ua2a8u

3F S 11
k1J

4kTTg
D 1/2

21G , ~5!

whereP is the pressure of the gas, anda anda8 are, respec-
tively, the sticking coefficients for unexcited and excited g
molecules.

It follows from ~5! that for F to be nonzero, the reso
nance and thermal effects~excitation of gas molecules an
heating of the particle by radiation! must occur simulta-
neously. If phase transformations~evaporation and conden
sation! take place on the surface of the particle,F will not be
l-
n

o
e
-

y

o-

s

equal to zero even in the case of equality between the t
peratures of the particle and the gas. In this case a differe
between the condensation coefficients of the excited and
excited molecules is sufficient by itself. In the steady-st
approximationF can be estimated as

F5
P

2
pR2

Js

hn
tnS 112

Js

hn
tnD 21

uac2ac8u,

whereac andac8 have the meaning of the condensation c
efficients for the unexcited and excited molecules, and
radius of the aerosol particleR depends in this case on th
time and is determined by the resultant flux of molecules i
the particle.

We note that unlike the case of an impermeable surf
considered above, here asymmetry of the recoil pressure
pears because of the molecules that impinge on the surfac
the particle and condense on it, while the molecules mov
away ~evaporating! from the surface do not make a contr
bution to the resultant force under the assumptions stipula
above.
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~1986!, Vol. 1, p. 165.
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